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There is never any joy in reporting 
the passing of someone from the 
ultra community. Having to report 
four separate losses is beyond de
scription. 

The passing of Sri Chinmoy at 76 has 
been well documented. With the 
Sri Chinmoy Marathon Team respon
sible for an expansive calendar of 
events across the globe, it is hard 
to imagine a more prominent figure. 
He leaves behind a huge legacy. 
Spiritual leader, yoga practitioner 
and exercise proponent, Sri Chin
moy was also known for his public 
events promoting inner peace and 
world harmony. 

In the same week, Joe Record lost 
a lengthy struggle with a rare form 
of cancer. An English born resident 
of Perth, Joe was one of the world's 
most eminent multi day runners 
throughout the ?O's to early 90's 
and a one time six day champion of 
the world. A true gentleman, ex
ceedingly friendly, eclectic, wildly 
eccentric and so much more. One 
of our most unique characters, we 
had never seen one like him before 
and will never see another. Joe 
was 66. 

Just to prove it never rains but it 
pours, we received news of the 
passing of Queenslander, Owen Tol
liday. Owen burst onto the dltra 
scene 20 years ago as a virtual un
known and promptly shattered the 
national record with 253 kilometres 
at the 1988 Adelaide 24 hour race. 
He was also prominent in three con
secutive Sydney to Melbourne races 
[1989,90,91] and represented Aus
tralia over 100 kilometres. Owen 
lost his battle with cancer aged 57. 

F inally, the man who has been 
widely, rngarded across the world 
as ���',;gf:andfather of ultrarunning, 
Te�;;<:c{ ·" , passed away aged 88. 

:. :.:::, :· 

On th :,.,�;ng scene, our respec
Jil representatives have 

<t&iJhe fore. At the inau
··.:.-:t?\ 
\;:<::::-::··•. 

by Kevin Cassidy 

gural IAU World 50km Trophy Race 
in the Italian city of Palermo, hus
band and wife duo, Bert Pelgrim 
and June Petrie finished sixth and 
second respectively. June, in par
ticular, ran an absolute blinder in 
the hot and steamy conditions. 

The IAU World Trail Challenge, also 
in its inaugural year, was held in 
conjunction with the Sunmart Tex
as Trail 50 miler in the USA. Con
gratulations to Andrew Pirola-Merlo 
on finishing in 13th position. Sadly, 
Scott Orchard suffered a horrible 
bout of hyponatremia [look that up 
on google!] Having once experi
enced this horrible condition my
self, he has my utmost sympathies. 

National team selection for 2008 
is plentiful with the next edition 
of the Trail Challenge, 
the World 24 Hour Chal
lenge at a date and ven
ue to be announced and 
the World 100km Cham
pionships on November 
8th in Italy all open for 
those who wish to raise 
their hands. 

Still overseas, the in
comparable Kelvin 
Marshall journeyed to 
Germany for the 17 day 
1,205km Deutschland
lauf run while a record 
23 Australians made 
the trip across the Tas
man for New Zealand's 
premier trail race, the 
60km Kepler Challenge. 
In a large and high qual
ity field, John Wins
bury finished second in 
5:03:37 with Tony Fat
torini third in 5:07:36. 

In the points race, scores 
are still very much pro
visional at this stage 
but it appears that T im 
Cochrane and Kelvin 
Marshall have staged a 
close finish. All year, 
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they have been crossing paths at ul
tra events across the country. 

The biggest news in the develop
ment of Australian ultrarunning 
has been the new "official" status 
of the 246km Coast to Kosciusko 
race. This year saw 21 runners on 
the starting line with 14 making it 
to the rooftop of Australia. Running 
from sea to summit has a kaleido
scope of potential at gaining public 
appeal and interest. 

Keep abreast with everything ultra 
at www.aura.asn.au with more in
formation at www.ultraoz.com and 
www.planetultramarathon.com 

Internationally, news and results are 
at www.iau-ultramarathon.org 

Women's winner Kurrawa to 

Duranbah Tressa Lindenberg 



Current Australian Ultra 

An Official publication of the Australian Ultra Runners' Association Inc. (Incorporated in Victoria). 

This calendar contains races provisionally sanctioned by AURA for 2008. Those races so sanctioned will be eligible for 
the AURA aggregate points competition for 2008 It is anticipated that further information concerning AURA please 
visit www.aura.asn.au or call AURA on 0408 527 391. 

Sunday 6 Jan AURA BOGONG TO MT HOTHAM (VIC) 
64km tough mountain trail run, with 3,000m of climb.42 km, 35 km and 25 km options also available. 6:15am start 
at Mountain Creek Picnic Ground near Mt Beauty. Discount for Aura members .Contact: Race Director Michael Gray
ling, phone 0433 420 530, or John Lindsay, phone 0419 103 928. email: jlindsa1@bigj:>ond.net.au. For more informa
tion go to www.aura.asn.au/BogongtoHotham.html 

Sunday 27 Jan EASTERN TREE SERVICE MANSFIELD TO MOUNT BULLER 50KM ROAD RACE (VIC) 
6am Start. Cheap Accommodation available at Mt Buller. 
Discount for Aura members. Race Director is Robert Boyce contact: Robert 0417 557 902 . email: rboyce@eastern-
trees.com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/MansfieldtoBuller.html 

Saturday 2 Feb CRADLE MOUNTAIN ULTRA ( TAS) 
6am start at Waldheim, Cradle Valley at the northern end of Cradle Mountain/Lake St.Clair National Park, finishes at 
Cynthia Bay at southern end of the park. approx. 82km of tough mountain trail running with lots of bog! Discount for 
Aura members.contact: Sue Drake. 03 6231468 email: sue.drake@trump.net.au. 
For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/CradleMtnToLakeStClair.html 

Sunday 17 Feb AURA DAM TRAIL RUN 30/50 km 
50 km race around the Maroondah dam, Healesville, Vic with 30km option. 
Contact Robert Boyce on 0417 557 902 
Email rboyce@easterntrees.com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/AURADamTrailRun.html 

Saturday 8 March. SIX FOOT TRACK MARATHON [NSW] 
45KM MOUNTAIN RUN. 8am start. Katoomba to Jenolan Caves. Approx. 800 runners. Incorporating the AURA Na-" 
tional Trail Championships. www.sixfoot.com or Kevin T iller raceorganiser@sixfoot.com 

Sat 29 March to Sun 30 March AUSTRALIAN ALPINE 100 MILE (VIC) 
100 MILS and 100 km Alpine run in the Victorian Alps. Commences at 0300 at Harrietville in Victoria. For more 
information contact Paul Ashton on 0418 136 070 or email paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to 
www.aura.asn.au/ AustralianAlpine1 00miler. html 

Sunday 30 March WATER WORLD GREAT OCEAN RUN (NSW) 
Red Rock to Coff's Jetty Beach and Headland. 45km. 6.30am dst start at northern end of Red Rock Beach. Finish at 
Coffs Harbour Jetty. Course survey from 2.00p.m. dst at Arrawarra Headland on Saturday 29th March followed by 
carbo load at Pizza Place Woolgoolga at 7.00pm. dst. Entry fee (payable to Woolgoolga Fun Run) $10.00 (or $15.00 
on the day). Contact Steel Beveridge 3 B Surf St, Emerald Beach, 2456 or phone 02 6656 2735 or email steelyn@hot. 
net.au For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/WaterWorld_RR2CH.html 
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Sun 6 April FRANKSTON TO PORTSEA ROAD RACE (VIC) 
34 miler (55km). 7am start corner of Davey St. and Nepean Highway, Frankston. Block of chocolate for every finisher! 
Own support needed. The oldest established ultra in Australia, first run in 1973. contact: Kev Cassidy by phone 0425-
733-336. email: kc130860@hotmail.com Visit www.ultraoz.com/frankston 
Sat - Sun April 19 - 20 COBURG 24 HOUR CARNIVAL [VIC] 
Held at the Harold Stevens Athletic Track. Offering a 24 hour run and walk, 12 hour run and walk and various relay 
categories. Includes the Victorian 24 Hour Track Championships and the Australian Centurion Walk. Contact Tim 
Erickson on 0412)57 496 or 03 9012 5431 email: terick@melbpc.org.au More information at www.coburgharri
ers.org.au 

Sat 3 May WILSON$ PROM 100KM ULTRAMARATHON (VIC) 
100km, 80km, 60km, 43km, 20km. Starts at 6am from Norman Bay Car park - Tidal River, Wilson's 
Prom. contact: Paul Ashton on 0418 136 070. email: paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to www. 
aura.asn.au/WilsonsProm100.html 

Sunday 4 May MOUNT MEE [QLD] 
50km Road Race. Contact Bruce Cook on 07 5496 4171 or email theprintrun@bigpond.net.au More information at 
www.aura.asn/MtMee.html 

Sunday 11 May WALHALLA WOUND UP TRAIL RUNS (VIC) 
50km, 37km, 19km. Trail Runs from Walhalla's Star Hotel starting at Barn contact: Bruce Salisbury 03 5174 9869. Visit 
www.traralgonharriers.org 

Saturday 24 May TAMBORINE TREK, GOLD COAST 62 km (QLD) 
62 km event from the Girl Guides Hall in Ferry Street, Nerang to the top of Mt Tamborine and back. Half forest 
trails, half bitumen. Starts at 0600. BBQ at finish. contact: Ian Cornelius on (07) 5537-8872 or mobile 0412-527-
391. email: icorneli@bigpond.net.au. Visit www.goldcoast100.com for more details. 

Sunday 25 May BANANA COAST ULTRA MARATHON 85 km (NSW) 
Grafton Post Office to Coff's Harbour Hotel 85km, with a shorter 58 km option being from Coffs to Nana Glen (58 
kms). Own support vehicle / driver required. contact: Steel Beveridge via phone (02) 6656-2735 (home) or (02) 6654-
1500 (work) or 3B Surf Street, Emerald Beach, NSW 2456. email: steelyn@hot.net.au. For more information go to 
www.aura.asn.au/CoffsToGrafton.html 

Sunday 8 June Gold Coast 100 Supermarathon. Incorporating the National 10km championships. 50 km option. 
Tel 0408 527 391 or visit www.goldcoast100.com 

Fri 8 to Sun 10 August NATIONAL 48HR CHAMPS + 24HR QLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 
With 6, 12 & 24 hour options. Starts 0900 Friday & finishes 0900 Sunday. Location is Gold Coast, Qld. The events use 
electronic scoring. Contact: Ian Cornelius by 0408-527-391 or visit www.goldcoast100.com for more details. 

September 2008 

C•Bffi·N►term 1111 
Sat-Sun 4-5 Oct SRI CHINMOY NATIONAL 24 HOUR CHAMPIONSHIPS (SA) 
Starts Barn at Santos Stadium, Mile End, Adelaide. 6 and 12 hour options. Entries close 27th September 2008 with no 
entries on the day. Contact: Ph. [08] 8272 5081 or Anubha Baird on 0421 591 695 or Sri Chinmoy Centre, 1st floor, 131 
Carrington St, Adelaide, SA, 5000 For more information go to 
www.aura.asn.au/Adelaide 6-12-24.html 

;:: ······· 
-

':�\\JNDA BIDDI 100KM TRAIL RUN [WA] 100km, 70km, 42km Starting at Sculpture Park, Manduring and 
Jarradale. Contact David Kennedy at davidk1998@hotmail.com or 08 9535 1000 For more information 
.aura.asn.au/MundaBiddi100.html 
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Mon - Sun 3 - 9 November CLIFF YOUNG AUSTRALIAN SIX DAY RACE [VIC] 
South Colac football ground. 550 metre bitumen circuit. Carries AURA and IAU approval and labelling. Contact Lee 
Troop on 0412 218 780 or email lee@troopevents.com.au 
More info at www.aura.asn.au/Colac6Day.html 

Sat-Sun 8-9 November THE GREAT NORTH WALK 100S (NSW ) 
Distance: 100 Mile and 100 Kilometre. Event Time: 6:00am. Location of race: Teralba on the NW shores of Lake Mac
quarie, 153km north of Sydney and 25km west of Newcastle. : There are no marshals on the course and all runners 
will need to be self sufficient. Contact: Dave Byrnes. email: byrnesinoz@yahoo.com 
Telephone 0428 880784 For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/GNW100.html 

Saturday 6 December BRUNY ISLAND JETTY  TO LIGHTHOUSE 50 KM (Tas) 
Ferry to the start and then run the length of the Island with stunning ocean scenery. Contact Paul Risley on 0438 296 

283 or email riz5@bigpond.com or visit www.dreamwater.org.au/ultr.html 

Saturday 6 December MT FEATHERTOP SKYRUN 50 KM (Vic) 
At Mt Feathertop nar Mt Hotham in the Victorian Alps. Starts at 0600 hrs. Contact Paul Ashton on 03 9885 8415 or 
mobile 0418 136 070 or email paul.ashton56@tpg.com.au For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/MtFeath-
ertopSkyrun.html 

Sunday 7 December KURRAWA TO DURANBAH ft BACK 50 KMS (QLD) 
It starts from Kurrawa Park, Broad-beach on the Gold Coast and runs south along the Gold Coast beachfront to Duran
bah. Contact: . email: Visit the website for more details. contact: Ian Cornelius by phone (07 ) 5537- 8872 or mobile 
0408-527-391. email: icorneli@bigpond.net.au. Visit www.goldcoast100.com for more details. 

Fri - Sun 12 - 14 December COAST TO KOSCIUSKO [NSW] 
246 kilometres from sea level to the highest point in Australia. 
Contact Paul Every on 02 9482 8276 or email peverydweaver@hotmail.com 
More information at www.aura.asn.au/c2k.html 

Sunday 14 December SIX INCH MARATHON 45KM (WA) 
45 km trail run at North Dandalup WA. Starts at 0430 hrs. Contact Dave Kennedy 08 9885 7025 davidk1998@hotmail. 
com For more information go to www.aura.asn.au/SixlnchTrack.html 

AURA reserves to right to modify this calendar at its sole discretion 
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memb�rship secretary David Criniti dcriniti@bigpond.net,au 
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0411 438 344 

0408 527 391 

Photo left: 

Kelvin Marshall com

pletes a gruelling 17 

day Deutschlandlauf 

race across Germany. 

See results page 42 



CATEGORY 

Category 1 

Ultra Points 

Category 2 -
bonus points 
for placings 

Category 3 -
bonus points 
for records 
(see note 7) 

Category 4-
bonus points 
for IAU 
benchmarks 

Category 5 -
bonus points 
for race 
organisation 
and support 

2008 AURA Points Score Competition 

in prizes to a value of $5,000 

NO.OF 

POINTS 

1 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

1 

3 

10 

5 

20 

20 

10 

10 

10 

5 

3 

HOW THE POINTS SYSTEM WORKS 

AWARDED FOR 

Event between 

42.2km and 60km 

Event between 

61km and120km 

Events 121 km and 
above 

Each 100km 

1st place 

2nd place 

3rd place 

Breaking a National 
Age Record 

Breaking a National 
Open Record 

Breaking a World 
Age Record 

Breaking a World 
Open Record 

Achieving IAU 
Level 1 benchmark 

Achieving IAU 
Level 2 benchmark 

Achieving IAU 
eligibility 

Race Director 

Assistant Race 
Director 

Volunteer 

EXPLANATION 

Each competitor receives one point for each ultra in which they 
start where they travel between 42.2km and 60km 

Each competitor receives two points for each ultra in which they 
start where they travel between 61 km and 120km 

Each competitor receives three points for each ultra in which 
they start where they travel 121 km and above 

' 

Distances achieved in eligible events may be accumulated. Two 
points shall be earned for each 100km completed within the 
calendar year. Performances of less than 42.2 km will be 
ignored. 

To be eligible the race must be an ultra race sanctioned by 
AURA as shown in the AURA race calendar. These points are 
awarded for men's placings and for women's placings. If a 
National championship then these points are doubled (note 6). 

Breaking a National Age Record entitles a person to 3 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 & 2. For purposes 
of this competition, age group records start at 40 and Over. 

Breaking a National Open Record entitles a person to 10 points 
in addition to any points earned in Categories 1 & 2. 

Breaking a World Age Record entitles a person to 5 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 and 2. 

Breaking a World Open Record entitles a person to 20 points in 
addition to any points earned in Categories 1 and 2. 

(a) 100km road - sub 7 hrs for men; sub 8:30 for women 

(b) 24 hr track - 240km+ for men; 220km+ for women 

(a) 100km road - sub 7:30 for men; sub 9:00 for women 

(b) 24 hr track - 220+ for men; 200+ for women 

50 km road - men 3:20 women 3:50 

Organising and directing an ultramarathon race. Points awarded 
for up to 2 races per year. If competing as well, points will.not be 
awarded for competing. 

Assisting in organising and directing an ultramarathon race. 
Points awarded for up to 2 races per year. If competing as well, 
points will not be awarded for competing. 

Volunteer assistance at an ultramarathon race on race day. 
Assistance must be to the race in general, not to a specific 
runner(s). 

Prizes: 1st to 10th place .... yet to be determined but of no less value than 2007 
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BY POINTS (DESCENDING) - All Events up to 18th December 
Includes all AURA members who joined by 11th September 

# - indicates a placing in a national championship 
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ULTRA HOSTS' NETWORK 

WHAT IS IT? The Ultra Hosts' Network (UHN) is a community resource that AURA is managing for its members, which facilitates 
the exchange of free accommodation between members. People who participate in this scheme will have the opportunity to stay, 
free of charge, at a fellow AURA members' residence, when traveling to an ultra event. It may be a spare bedroom, a mattress 
on the floor, or just a bit of lawn on which to pitch a tent, but it's a chance to stay somewhere for free, and with someone who 
has a similar interest - ultra (running! 

WHY HAVE AN UTLRA HOSTS NETWORK? With so few ultramarathons to choose from in Australia, we often have to 
travel interstate for our races. Often about 1/3 of our traveling expenses are related to accommodation while away. The aim of 
the UHN is to reduce and often eliminate this expense for our members. It is also hoped that this network will facilitate more of 
a community atmosphere between AURA members and allow new friendships to be formed. 

WHAT'S THE CATCH? There are two sides to the UHN: the 'host' and the 'guest'. The UHN is about give and take, so you 

must register as a potential host, in order to become a guest and hence gain access to the network of free accommodation. 

BEING A GUEST: The easy part! When you decide you want to compete in an event to which you must travel, all you do is 
call or email a host who lives near that event. Ask if you can stay, and if it's convenient for that host, you've got yourself some 
free accommodation, and possibly a new friend! 

BEING A HOST: You just fill out the form below, and return it via email or the address provided, telling us what you are able to 
provide as a host. Then all you do is wait until a potential guest calls or emails you. If you are unable to host when called upon, 
there are no penalties. It is completely at your convenience. 

SECURITY CONCERNS? Firstly, AURA will not be giving your address to anyone. All we will provide is the introduction (via 
email or phone). It is up to you, as a host, to reveal your address to someone who calls, if you are willing to host that person. 
In order to have obtained your email / phone number, that person must be a member of AURA, and a participant in the UHN. 
Remember, you are not obliged to accommodate anyone. As a participant in the UHN, you are in control. 

OKAY, I WANT TO JOIN. WHAT DO I DO? Just fill in the below form, and return it to: 
David Criniti, 14 Cambridge Ave., North Rocks, NSW 2151 memberships@ultraoz.com 
Any feedback on this new initiative can also be directed to the same address. 

ULTRA HOSTS· NETWORK APPLICATION FORM 

CONTACT DETAILS: 

Name Email 

Phone (h) Phone (w) Phone (mob) Fax 

Country Closest city / town 

Directions to this city/ town Closest ultramarathon 

HOSTING INFORMATION: 

Maximum guests Maximum stay Notice required 

CAN PROVIDE (please circle, or delete inappropriate response if returning this form via email): 

Shower 

Lawn space (to pitch a tent) 

Floor space 

Bed 

Use Qftk\tchen 

Airport Bus depot Train/tram station 
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24-Hour Race 

12-Hour Race 

6-Hour Race 

· Chinmoy 24-Hour Festival of Running 

Results 2007 
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Another title under the belt for ever

green Mick Francis 



1. 
2. 
DNF 

Dave Kennedy 
Michael Lovric 
Nathan Fawkes 

24:54 -167K(100 mile split- 23.51) 
26:28-182K 

Report by Michael Lovric 

It has been eight years since I was 
last in Perth, so a hundred miler 
in some reportedly beautiful sur
rounds seemed like the perfect op
portunity to catch up with some old 
friends and run some long trails. 

The Munda Biddi trail (literally for
est path in the local Nyoongar lan
guage) has been developed the WA 
department of Conservation and 
Land Management and runs between 
Mundeering and Collie. And though 
most of the traffic seems to be cy
clists and hikers it offers great po
tential for trail runners as it is well 
marked and maintained and also ex
tremely runable. The section which 
we ran was an out and back with a 
long double loop in between, start
ing and finishing near Dwellingup, 
about an hour and a half from Perth. 

Having recently read up on the his
tory of the Glasshouse 100m and 
the long hard process involved in 
its development I could see the 
challenge ahead of the WA trail
runners in building up what will 
hopefully become an annual event. 
Well done Dave, Nathan and Mark 
for the work you have put in! 

With the event being run fat ass 
style, I knew some special prepa
ration was necessary. New shoes 
(adistar cushion 6 were perfectly 
suited for the smooth undulating 
trails), a Nathan HPL hydration pack 
(the most comfortable and practi
cal pack I have ever used) and a 
couple of Nathan handhelds (which 
have now become almost perma
nently attached to my hands no 
matter what the distance). A well 
organi$¢tf'.:kit of food, supplies and 
firs(j:a}ci'.Cwas necessary as there 

)�ll stocked checkpoints 

87km in 11:16 

waiting for me out there. Virtual 
helped in putting together my pro
jected splits and Terry generous
ly lent me his garmin 301 to take 
over when my 305 ran out of juice. 

Pre-race day preparation included a 
lavish and abundant meal of pasta, 
roast potatoes and jaffa pudding 
prepared by Bel and Kate, the bet
ter halves of Dave and Nathan. With 
plenty of carb loading under our 
loosened belts we discussed tactics 
and then headed off to the Dwell
ingup Caravan park for final nights 
sleep. 

Woke to a cool morning and head
ed off to the start at the Marrinup 
Camp site. Three starters ... Dave 
and Nathan who though having nev
er run a 1 00miler before were well 
prepared and bursting with youth
ful enthusiasm. As for myself, I had 
made my 100m debut only a month 
before, yet the others looked at me 
as some sort of seasoned campaign
er. Our roving support was Kate 
and Lorraine (Dave's mother) with 
Bel and Mark (coolrunner Mbully) to 
join in later. 

6am heralded the start and we 
headed south down the Mundi Biddi 
trail. Southwest WA had experienced 
a greater than average rainfall over 
the past few months and it showed 
in the lush green all around. What 
was also apparent was the damage 
by last year's bush fires ... but most 
of the majestic Jarrahs seemed to 
have survived and the scrub had 
grown back. The trails were mostly 
a red tinged sand, compact enough 
to run easily but not so compact as 
to cause pain in your feet. The trails 
were usually about two metres wide 
with occasional fire trails and single 
file sections as well as the odd bit 
of bitumen. Reflective trailmarkers 

are placed on trees and posts about 
a km apart as well as at every in
tersection. With navigation and 
running seemingly so simple I felt 
confident of a fast finish and even 
headed out a little faster than my 
planned splits, keeping Dave and 
Nathan mostly within view. Out first 
meeting with roving support came 
at 22km at the abandoned township 
of Nanga, now a bustling campsite 
on the Murray River. From here we 
started the Waterous Trail loop 
section, two loops of about 62km 
(though they proved to be some
what longer) starting with the first 
real climb of the day (about 200m). 
Next was a section of sealed road 
with gentle undulations and some 
single file forest trail. After a to
tal of 17km we were at the second 
meeting point, Waroona Dam. At 
this point Nathan advises that he is 
feeling 'ordinary' and unlikely to fin
ish the whole 1 00m due to blisters 
and fatigue. So Dave and I set off 
together for another 17 or so km to 
the next meeting point where I met 
up with Mark and his sidekick Dasher 
(a border collie cross) who took over 
my support duties from Kate and 
Lorraine. I dropped the hydration 
pack for a while and set off with the 
handheld for the next 10km section. 

We arrived at the Nanga and Zig Zag 
Rd intersection and a short consul
tation with Dave showed what we 
were starting to suspect...the dis
tances on the CALM map were wrong 
and the 63km mark was showing 
68.5km on the garmin. We talked 
about options and decided to cut 
out two short out and back sections 
(the shop at Waroona Dam and the 
climb at Bidjar Ngoulin) and though 
I knew that we were still going to 
be well over I had resolved myself 
to running the course and looking 
at the maths afterwards. The next 

':4 well organised kit or rood, supplies and first aid was necessary" 
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'' I had been heading off course for the past 
40 minutes and I was on my way to Collie ,, 

section was a fairly isolated 20km 
stretch back to the start of the 
loop with some climbing and a lot 
of steady down hill through some of 
the prettiest scenery on the course. 
About 4km before Nanga, Bel 
joined us for a while (some training 
for the Rottnest marathon). As we 
approached Nanga I was starting to 
feel the symptoms of dehydration. 
With so much running down hill you 
sometimes forget to drink enough 
and as I pulled into the meet
ing point I broke into a cold sweat 
shortly followed by throwing up. 

What had been a textbook example 
of my perfect first half to a hundred 
miler was about to be thrown out 
the window. I had covered 87km 
in 10:42 with no fatigue in my legs 
and a lot of food in my belly. But 
now I was unable to take in fluid 
and food and I knew I was about 
to enter an ordeal to finish. I told 
Dave that I was going to struggle 
for the next few hours and that I 
would hold him back. He took off 
and I headed off on the second loop 
at a much slower pace. But I was 
lucky to have Mark in my corner 
and he took on the challenging task 
of keeping my momentum moving 
forward. First step was to drop the 
hydration pack and move at 2-3km 
intervals with a handheld, taking in 
as much water and salty chips as I 
could stomach. At every break Mark 
was waiting with a chair on which 
I sat and Dasher placed her head 
in my lap offering her support too. 
Surprisingly, despite my condition I 
wasn't losing too much time and I 
knew that if I could revive myself a 
sub 24hour finish might still be pos
sible. Back at Waroona Dam I was 
feeling no better. Darkness had set 
in about an hour earlier and I des
perately needed to eat. Also the 
weather was starting to get a lit
tle more radical with an icy wind 
blowing up which seemed to have 
come directly form the South Pole. 
Mark said that the wind chill made 
for about 6 degrees (colder than I 

had anticipated). So I decided to lay 
down a while and see if I could settle 
my stomach. It worked a little and 
I ate some tinned spaghetti before 
setting off again. I met Mark at the 
first crossing of Willowdale rd and 
told him that I will catch him at the 
second crossing for some more food. 
So I headed off with just a handheld 
and for the first time ... no map. This 
section is probably the least es
tablished section of the trail, with 
fewer trail markers and more places 
to get lost (which I did). After a bit 
of bush bashing I eventually came 
across a marker and headed off at 
top speed to make up for lost time. 
The terrain was a little unfamiliar, 
and it seemed to go on for longer 
than it should but I was following 
trailmarkers and there were foot
prints on the track. Then it dawned 
on me... I had been following the 
wrong markers, I had been heading 
off course for the past 40 minutes 
and I was on my way to Collie. A 
quick assessment of the situation ... 
off course, not much water, no 
food, inadequately dressed and no 
map but I did have a garmin and a 
lot of adrenalin pumping in my body 
so I backtracked at a good pace and 
found my way back to the last pre
vious correct marker. But even that 
was not enough and I spent the next 
hour trying to pick up the trail to 
the next meeting point. The irony 
is that I was about 700metres from 
the support car but due to howl
ing wind and tall trees I couldn't 
hear Mark sounding his car horn at 
5 minute intervals. He had however 
contacted Nathan, (who had al
ready pulled out at 87km). Nathan 
drove back to the previous meeting 
point and walked up the track to 
find me ... and what a relief it was 
when he did! Shivering and hungry 
we found out way through the sec
tion where a very concerned Mark 
and Kate ushered me into the car. 

Despite these mishaps... I was de
termined to finish the full 100miles. 
I decided the best course of action 

was to get through the next two 
4km sections and then see if I was 
up to the following 20km of unsup
ported trail to the end of the loop. 
However, not far into the first 4km, 
the spent adrenalin had left me 
feeling somewhat exhausted. I was 
falling asleep on my feet and in se
rious risk of heading off course. But 
I was able to rally my concentra
tion and made it to the first stop. I 
jumped into the passenger seat and 
told Mark to wake me in 40 minutes. 
apparently I was out like a light and 
sngring louder than Dasher within 
a minute. I awoke to the sound of 
Mark's alarm and without hesita
tion jumped out of the car and ran 
the next 4km where I ate some 
more and put on a third garmin. 

The sleep had done me a world of 
good and I set off back to the start 
of the loop in good spirits. As the 
sun came up, giant grey kangaroos 
were crossing my path, I am glad 
that they got out of my way be
cause they are a lot more intimidat
ing than what I am used to seeing 
over east. I was also thinking to my
self that if I had managed to stay 
within my target times then I would 
have missed out on seeing the dawn 
break over this beautiful trail. Still 
it was a long and [onely 20km and 
I was pleased to see Mark and 
Dasher waiting for me at the meet
ing point after 3 hours of solitude. 

All that remained now was about 
18km, but most of that was going 
to be up hill. With about 9km to 
go Dave came out to meet me ( I 
hadn't seen him for about 14hours) ... 
he had managed to get in under 24 
hours congratulations mate! About 
3km from the finish my achillis 
flared and I had to walk until the 
last 500metres which saw me run 
across the finish line in 26 hours and 
28 minutes after 182.19km (based 
on garmin readings). 

✓✓despite my condition I wasn't losing too much time and I knew 
that If I could revive myself a sub 24hour finish" 
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Brindabella Classic 

Female winner - Kerrie Bremner 

Bribie Beach Bash 46km. 
(Qld) 14-10-2007 

1 Bruce Cook 4:19:54 

2 Francis Harvey 4:24:31 

3 John Pearson 4:35:45 

4 Susannah Harvey-Jamison [f] 5:17:30 

5 Lisa Spink [f] 6:30:30 

6 Lindsay Phillips 5:17:30 

7 John Dobson 6:30:30 

8 Barbara-Lynn Hyam [f] 6:52:40 
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IAU 50K Trophy Race Palermo 

The Belgian Marc Papanikitas and the Austrian Sabine Hofer win the 2007 IAU 50K Trophy 

The top ranking by the men and women: 

A happy June Petrie The medal winners - June Petrie on the right 
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"Australia's June Petrie finishes second and Bert Pelgrim finishes sixth" - Report by June Petrie 

Aid stations were kept busy 

Australia was represented by hus
band and wife running pair Bert 
and June at the Third IAU World 
50k Trophy. 2007 saw the annual 
event return to Palermo to be run 
in conjunction with the XXIII Pa
lermo Supermarathon, Marathon 
and ½ marathon. 

The World 50k was first held in 
2005 in Palermo, Italy and then 
Winschoten, Holland in 2006. The 
Winners of the nine selection ra
ces held world wide, together with 
athletes who compete in those ra
ces and better the qualifying times 
[Men 3:20 / Women 3:50] are invi
ted to come together for the Final 
Race. The Winner is the one with 
the fastest aggregate time over the 
two races. 

The stage looked set for a strong 
Australian contingent to line up in 
Palermo with five athletes selec
ted and invited from the Canberra 
race: 

Canberra results /Placing /Time / 
IAU ranking after 9 selection races 
David Criniti 1 3:00:12 2 
Tim Cochrane 2 3:05:20 4 
Bert Pelgrim 3 3:15:33 14 
Jonathan Blake 4 3:16:33 17 
June Petrie 1 3:46:13 7 

David and I were automatic selec
tions as race winners who met the 
qualifying standard, whilst Tim, 
Bert and Jonathan had to play a 
waiting game until late September 
to see if they made the Top 15 cut 
at the �grnpletion of the selection 
rac��. '.P;airt kept training with me 
as if

t

i' · ·ould be selected and ra
cin:g a' ···r<5ok in October. It was 
Bert's .... -••· -. Australian selection and 
for thi#lt-Wo of us to make it was a 
dtearri.t6•111�true. As it turned out 

David, Tim and Jonathan did 
not accept the invitation so 
Bert and I were 'The Team'. 
We were fully funded and not 
out of pocket, with our airfa
res, 3 nights accommodation 
and meals all booked and 
paid for by the Local Organi
sing Committee. 
It was quite a unique expe
rience with race day bringing 
early morning wind and hea
vy rain, unlike the clear still 

days we had been acclimatising to 
and enjoying since our arrival. The 
rain was so heavy that the storm
water drains just did not cope and 
it looked like we would be splashing 
our way through the streets in 
deep puddles. An hour before the 
scheduled start time the rain stop
ped, and it did clear to a hot and 
steamy 27 degrees during the run. 
Perhaps what had the most detri
mental impact on the participants 
however was the delay at the start. 
We literally stood assembled on the 
start line for 30 minutes waiting for 
the all clear from the police/traffic 
control before we were advised to 
disperse and go for a jog until fur
ther notice. It is Italian traffic that 
they are trying to control after all. 
To illustrate the point, whilst in Pa
lermo, we were transported eve
rywhere in police buses to lessen 
the likelihood of us being caught up 
in traffic jams. Of course our es
corts were armed policemen! 

So it was 45 minutes after the 9am 
scheduled start that we were reas
sembled and the gun was fired to 
the race underway. This would have 
been quite unsettling for some. The 
three events were combined and 
our 'Supermarathon' course consis
ted of 3 different loops taking us 
through the line at the½ marathon, 
marathon and 50km distances. As 
you can imagine the further we 
went the more the field diminished 
with competitors either finishing or 
'dropping out'. Unfortunately unli
ke Canberra they do not record you 
in the official race results for the 
other two distances even though 
you do get an official 'split time'. 
One race number = one race result. 
With race numbers being pinned to 
your front, and the races combined, 
it was hard to identify who we were 
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actually racing against in the 50k, 
and to gauge your position. In fact 
it was not until we crossed the finish 
line for the last time that we learnt 
our 50k position! I knew that there 
was at least one female in front of 
me as I had seen her on a part where 
the course doubled back. Little did 
I know that she was the race leader 
and was to hold onto that lead to 
take out the race. 
I was ecstatic to learn that I had 
placed 2nd in the race and to top 
it off with a new personal best time 
by over 10 mins 3:35:38. The time 
is believed to also be a new Austra
lian age record for W40 50k. What 
came as the biggest surprise though 
was to hear my name announced as 
2nd place in the IAU Challenge. I am 
still grinning from ear to ear. Bert's 
best run was in the Canberra selec
tion race held in conjunction with 
the Canberra Marathon. His time 
there of 3:15:33 earned him 3rd pla
ce in the Australian Championship, a 
personal best time, an invite to the 
IAU World 50k and a new Australian 
and World Age record for M50 50k. 
Bert would have liked to have had a 
better race 'on the day' in Palermo. 
Pleased with the end result of a 6th 
ranking he is keen to give it another 
shot in 2008. 

Interestingly at the presentations 
and in the results they had to conti
nually put the emphasis on 'the 
Australians' as distinct from 'the 
Austrians'. In the lead up it was of
ten a case of mistaken identity and 
we were labelled AUT not AUS. We 
think that ran through to the Local 
Organising Committee who believed 
that we were only just a train ride 
away and could not quite fathom 
why we needed to arrive on the 
Thursday before the race. Nor why 
it was four times more expensive to 
get us to Palermo! 
Thank you to AURA and the Can
berra Marathon / Canberra 50 for 
giving us runners the opportunity 
to go 'Beyond the Marathon'. Bert 
and I were thrilled with the doors it 
opened for us. 
Mark your diary to support the 2008 
Canberra Marathon on Sunday 13 
April which will again incorporate 
the 50km Ultra and be a selection 
race for the 2008 IAU World 50k. 



The Great North Walk 100s 

100 Miles 

Place First Name Last Name 

1= David Waugh 

1= Tim Cochrane 

3 Joel Mackay 

4 Damon Goerke 

5 Philip Murphy 

6 Ewan Horsburgh 

7 Carrol Lapsys [f] 

8 Wayne Gregory 

9 Allison Lilley [f] 

10 Terry Coleman 

11 Peter Lines 

12 Rodney Ladyman 

13 Michael Lovric 

14= Tamsin Barnes [f] 

14= Phil Rosenstein [USA] 

14= Tim Turner 

14= Andrew Hewat 

14= Ray James 

19 Glenn Lockwood 

20 Bill Thompson 

Louis Commins 

Nick Barclay 

Rachel Waugh [f] 

Jonathan Worswick 

Ian Wright 

Grant Campbell 

Dean Cook 

Markus Schar 

Marie Doke [f] [UK] 

Paul Fahey 

Peter McHannigan [NZ] 

Rebecca Doedens [f] 

Tom McGee 

100 Kilometres 

1 Peter Thomas 

2 Robin Cameron [f] 

3 Kim Cook 

4 Tom Silk 

6 Jo Ridley [f] 

5 Malcolm Gamble 

7 Geoff Evison 

8 Paul Monks 

9 Robert Boyce 

Time Place First Name Last Name Time 

23:30 10 Adam Carter 18:13 

23:30 11 Paul Every 18:18 

24:57 12 Alec Day 18:35 

26:52 13 Bob Elliott 19:04 

26:57 15 Peter Wilson 19:07 

27:40 14 Michael Hull 19:07 

27:46 16 Darrel Robins 19:12 

28:46 17 Gabriel Montanes 19:48 

30:34 Robert Fox DNF[81. 7km] 

31:23 Pat Hughes DNF[81.7km] 

32:19 Sonia White [f] DNF[81. 7km] 

32:38 Bert Van Netten DNF[81. 7km] 

33:25 Stephen English DNF[52. 5km] 

34:55 Darren Byers DNF[28.6km] 

34:55 

34:55 100 mile runners who DNF'd but completed 100km 

34:55 Jonathon 

34:55 Ian 

35:38 Rachel 

35:45 Dean 

DNF[149.3km] Grant 

DNF[149.3km] Nick 

DNF[131.9km] 

DNF[103.7km] 

DNF[103.7km] 

DNF[103.7km] 

DNF[103.7km] 

DNF[81.7km] 

DNF[81.7km] 

DNF[81.7km] 

DNF[52.5km] 

DNF[52.5km] 

DNF[52.5km] 

13:56 

15:15 

15:16 

15:34 

15:45 

15:45 

16:15 

17:50 

17:51 
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Worswick 

Wright 

Waugh [f] 

Cook 

Campbell 

Barclay 

13:33 

15:36 

16:57 

18:18 

18:57 

20:10 

From top left: 

Carrol Lapsys 

touches the 

finish post; 

Wayne Grego-

ry's battered 

feet 

Lower pies 

from left: A 

cheery David 

Waugh; Tamsin 

Barnes 



'' It Is a race with 6,200 vertical metres or cllmblng,, 

Report by Tim Cochrane 

The Great North Walk is a hik
ing trail from Sydney to Newcas
tle. The Great North Walk 100km 
and 100mile races are now in their 
3rd year and with only one third of 
100mile entrants finishing in the 
previous two years and a 36hr cut 
off the title of "Australia's tough
est trail races" is definitely justi
fied. They start at Teralba south of 
Newcastle and follow foot tracks 
and fire/4wd trails through national 
parks and state forests south to Yar
ramolong (for the 100km) and Pa
tonga at the mouth of the Hawkes
bury River (for the 100mile) with 
some short sections on roads. It is 
a race with 6,200 vertical metres of 
climbing and the same of descent 
and just 6 aid stations. 

With navigation reportedly a major 
issue for many runners in previous 
years I set about a series of recon
naissance runs and bush walks af
ter returning from overseas in late 
September and managed to cover 
the entire course on out and back 
trips so I knew it fairly well and 
was confident about directions for 
almost the entire race and only re
ferred to the maps 3 times. This 
made an enormous difference but 
being at work until 11pm the night 
before the race certainly didn't aid 
preparations. 

I left Sydney with a friend at about 
3:15am to arrive at race start at 
5am and registered, put drop bags 
in the boxes to go to aid stations 
and then stood around chatting 
primarily about the weather which 
had been wet most of the week and 
looked like being wet through the 
day although the forecast was for 
the showers to clear later. Despite 
this being 75km longer than any 
other race I had done I felt confident 
about my ability to run that far. My 
major concern was sleep as I really 
hadn't had enough the night before 
although I did sleep well Thursday 
night �tfN:h was reassuring. I had 
do�'f ltifpnnaissance walk after 3 
night ' -·••· \�nd 4hrs sleep a day a 
coupl Weeks prior and needed 
Jo tak�i@pwernap on a rock beside 
the traff}Qst_ to get through. 

·�··.:·•·· ::.::.,·/ ·-.:_.: :·. \ 

The start at 6am was a bit of a 
shambles as many runners preferred 
to stay under the shelter out of the 
rain until the last minute but the 
starter said go despite some not be
ing ready and we set off. Teralba is a 
small town in the lower hunter coal 
mining area and after crossing over 
the railway foot bridge we climbed 
the hill out of town on the bitumen 
road. I was running with Dean Cook 
who ran the 100km in Holland with 
me until he decided his rain jacket 
was too hot and stopped to put it in 
his pack. I was then on my own out 
the front trying to run my own race 
and not to think about those be
hind for there were a few big names 
who could potentially run all over 
me. I didn't want to go too fast but 
not to maximize the advantage of 
the smooth running surface would 
also be silly. Off the bitumen just 
after 6km there was a wet and at 
times slippery 4wd track which was 
rocky in places but easily runable. 
Then came a long gradual up hill 
on a gravel road which got steeper, 
slipperier and poorer in condition 
as it went until it flattened out at 
the top of the ridge and then the 
course veered left onto a former 
4wd track which was impassible due 
to overgrowth and fall en trees but 
the foot track that remained was 
reasonable. There was then a steep 
rocky descent to Heaton Gap which 
I took relatively cautiously but had 
no trouble with slipping. After 
crossing Freeman's Drive there was 
a very steep climb to a communica
tions tower at the top of the hill. I 
walked most of this and ate the first 
of many bananas for the day. 
After the tower there was a reason
able gravel road which was mostly 
downhill but soft in places due to 
the rain before another foot track 
though a rainforest area and along 
a creek bed. This was hard to fol
low on my reconnaissance walk but 
with it fresh in my memory I man
aged to avoid wasting time looking 
for the next bit of trail. Some parts 
were not runable as they involved 
climbing through, over, under or 
around fallen trees which had in
variably brought other trees down 
with them. Out of the rainforest 
then into a eucalypt forest with a 
combination of foot tracks and 4wd 
tacks then onto a good gravel road 
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down to checkpoint and aid station 
1. 

On my arrival there was much clap
ping etc but I must say 28km into 
a 175km race there's not much 
to clap about. It was about 3hrs 
15mins into the race. I drank 600ml 
of Gatorade and restocked the food 
in my bumbag. I was running with 
a 3 litre camelbak with water and 
safety gear and a bumbag around 
my waist for easy access to food and 
maps. Out of CP1 the mildly undu
lating gravel road continued and I 
felt bloated, I had drunk too much 
but this passed in about 30 mins and 
the course moved to a less traveled 
and rougher gravel road (but still 
good running) until a campsite and 
then a moderately steep descent on 
a foot track and 4wd track to Con
gewai Valley and open farmland. It 
rained briefly on this descent for 
the only time during the race except 
the start which only lasted a few 
minutes. The gravel road here was 
good but the flies bad. CP2 '(52km 
and just under 6hrs) was a short de
tour off the official trail and here 
again I restocked food and water 
and drank Gatorade although less 
than last time. I also added lights 
and reflective vest to the pack (of
ficial requirement although I didn't 
need them until after CP4). 

The climb out of Congewai was tax
ing and at the top I was feeling very 
flat I tried eating lollies and a ba
nana but my brain just wanted to go 
to sleep. David Waugh passed me 
here on an undulating forest road. 
He stopped and walked for a little 
bit but then kept going as he was 
feeling good and knew that this was 
likely to change later on. A little 
further on I had some chocolate (my 
emergency food) and sat down on a 
tree stump for about 20 mins. After 
getting going again I was able to run 
the flats and downhills albeit slowly 
and walked the ups until the steep 
descent to Watagan Creek. There 
was no avoiding wet feet here so I 
and Damon Goerke who had caught 
up just took the shortest route 
across then climbed the short hill 
crossed the gravel road and climbed 
the rocky and slippery fire trail to 
the top of the ridge where the trail 
once again became a gravel forest 



road. Here Damon passed and went 
on ahead. I got running again on a 
descent into another rainforest area 
and creek crossing before walking 
the ascent and then running the fire 
trail and then descent into another 
rainforest area. CP3 (82km and be
tween 9 to 10hrs, I forget exactly 
what time) was a 2.5km each way 
rainforest foot track from the main 
trail and as I approached Damon 
was leaving. I had been quite de
spondent in this past section and 
was considering a finish at 100km 
rather than going on but he hadn't 
made great gains on me despite my 
slow progress. David was still in the 
checkpoint and left soon after I ar
rived. I sat down and drank coke. 
I despise this drink but it was the 
quickest source of caffeine which 
I clearly needed and restocked my 
supplies. The aid station crew also 
did a wonderful job removing 80-100 
leeches from my shoes and socks. 
Fortunately I wear double socks 
on these races (thin closely woven 
liner sock and normal sock over the 
top to reduce blisters) and only one 
had actually managed to get any 
blood from me. I had been eating 
lollies intermittently but mainly ba
nanas and honey sandwiches but I 
was struggling to swallow the sand
wiches as they were too dry. 

On the out and back section back 
to the main trail I passed 5-6 run
ners on there way into CP3. The 
climb out of the rainforest wasn't 
too bad and I then ran most of the 
undulating forest road to the next 
descent on a foot track to cedar 
brush creek. The going was good 
here and the crossing easily done 
without getting my wet feet any 
wetter. The gravel then bitumen 
road into Yarramolong was easy 
enough to run but mentally tough 
as it was quite boring and there is 
little need to be alert as there are 
no rocks, logs or tree roots in the 
way. On the way into CP4 (103km 
and about 12:45hrs) again a short 
detour from the main trail, David 
led Damon out by a couple of mins 
when I approached. More refilling, 
more coke and I put my light and 
reflective vest on in readiness for 
the approaching darkness. After a 
brief climb on bitumen there was 
another fire trail which appeared 
flat but was obviously slowly climb
ing and then a short section on a 
moderately steep foot track. I was 

starting to feel good again and at 
the top of the foot track I caught 
and passed Damon who looked to 
be quite fatigued. I turned my light 
on at this point. Another civilized 
section parallel to a gravel road and 
then onto a well graded gravel road 
before another foot track took me 
through a dry scrubby forest and 
then descended into another rain
forest section. The trail was easy 
to follow but I walked for safety's 
sake. There were lots of glowing in
sects (debate at finish line was fire 
flies Vs glow worms, not sure per
sonally) which initially fooled me as 
being David's light in the distance. 
The climb out of the rainforest gul
ly was also moderately steep and 
joined a 4wd track which undulated 
but mostly descended to another 
foot track that descended steeply 
to a creek crossing. I caught David 
near the top of this descent and 
we ran together for almost all of 
the remainder of the race. After 
the crossing again with wet feet we 
ran a fire trail dodging the frequent 
large pools of mud and water which 
then joined a gravel and then bi
tumen road briefly before another 
climb over a ridge then descent into 
rainforest gully and another climb at 
the top of which we joined the road 
to take us to CP5. I struggled up 
these hills but David wasn't going 
much better and we had agreed to 
stick together for a bit. Out on the 
road there was a slow gradual climb 
initially and David went ahead but 
when I stared running again on the 
flat I caught up a little ground arriv
ing at CP5 (132km and 16:45hrs) 1:30 
min behind. Coffee and shortbread 
biscuits were then order of the time 
for me here. And after restocking 
we left the checkpoint together at 
17hrs. 

This section was downhill predomi
nantly and mostly foot tracks which 
were very rough and rocky in places 
but often quite good. David was 
feeling ordinary through the first 
part of this but we stuck together 
and he came good later and we 
made extraordinary progress cover
ing the 18km to CP6 in just under 2 
hrs with the only mishap a fall from 
David on a wet and slippery section. 
Apparently I also missed standing 
on a snake by a centimetre accord
ing to David who was behind me at 
the time but I didn't see it. CP6 
(150km and just under 19hrs) more 
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coke and restocking and we were 
away quite quickly. This section 
was largely foot tracks. It initially 
followed the tidal section of Piles 
Creek which was relatively flat then 
climbed steeply to a rocky sand
stone area which undulated and 
had some large open rock flats. I 
had previously done this section on 
a hot day and was glad it was now 
2am and maybe 15 degrees although 
navigation is a little harder in the 
dark. Another 4wd track then an
other descent into a rainforest gul
ly and climb back out followed by 
another brief gravel section then 
foot track then gravel again and a 
climb past Mt Wondabyne followed 
by more 4wd tracks then another 
rocky section with large open sand
stone rocks. These would be hard 
to navigate except for white arrows 
painted on the surface. Another de
cent onto a 4wd track which undu
lated for several kms and was fol
lowed by more 4wd tracks before 
meeting Patonga road. It was foggy 
here and hard to see as our head 
lamps reflected a lot of light back 
off the fog. A. foot track parallel 
to Patonga road took us to anoth
er gravel road which took up to a 
paved footpath then another gravel 
road before the final descent on 
a steep foot track down to Patonga 
Beach and a couple of hundred me
tres later at Patonga Wharf David 
and I finished side by side. 

I can't remember where we agreed 
to work together and finish togeth
er. I can't even remember whose 
suggestion it was. Those hours are 
a bit vague but it was certainly not 
disputed by either party. There 
were a number of times when ei
ther party could have gone it alone 
up the front and if we had raced to 
the line who knows who would have 
won. It was great to have had Dav
id there for so many kms especially 
though the night and great to share 
the finish. 

The race organizers also deserve 
hearty praise for putting on such a 
logistical nightmare in such an or
ganized way and with smiles and 
friendliness despite litt��. or no 
sleep. With runners up to\12Hrs and 
many kms apart in difficylt terrain 
often far away from ".:tfi''":troads, 
their efforts were certai ·.. raise
worthy. 



Results 

Six Hour 

1. Mal Grimmett 65.751km 
2. Ron Schwebel 64.040km 
3. Sarah Drummond [f] 55.240km 
4. Michele Thompson [f] 54.060km 
5. Ernie Hartley 51.637km 
6. Paula Lucas [f] 49.066km 
7. Brian Glover 48.299km 
8. Karyn Bollen [f] 42.633km 
9. Peter Gray 41.990km 
DNF 
David Criniti 
Bruce Salisbury 
Barry Summersgill 
Richard Comber 

50km 

1. Ron Schwebel 
2. Mal Grimmett 
3. Ian Twite 
4. Sarah Drummond [f] 
5. Michele Thompson [f] 
6. Ernie Hartley 

4:06:14 
4:15:33 
4:27:17 

5:20:00 

5:27:00 

5:45:27 

Report by Kevin Cassidy 

In what has become a November 
tradition, the ultra world descend
ed upon the Newborough Athletic 
Track. Tucked quietly away behind 
the Moe Recreation Centre in east
ern Victoria, the 400 metre tartan 
track is an exceptional facility. 

,.( 

Arriving at the venue with Sydney 
athlete and 50km Australian Track 
Record Holder, David Criniti, we 
were treated to the ungodly sight of 
a rather drunken teenager clumsily 
puffing a cigarette and sucking his 
can of poison in a rather tragic dis
play of how to spend ones time so 
early on a Sunday morning. 

The regular faces that make up the 
Traralgon Harriers were already 
hard atjterecting tents and putting 
the R?t�;floos [one consisting of a 
modift�dShorse float!!] in place as 
Rober '. :s,:o� made his arrival and 

l" present to a comical 
displa/. ··•·• .· :· arking. Deciding to pit 
his p¢loveifJiolden ute against an 
u��su�lly hi�fo�erb, it was the solid 

concrete fixture that ultimately and 
resoundingly won the battle. 

In humid conditions, the intrepid 
gathering of competitors embarked 
on their journey. 
Dave Criniti immediately shot to the 
front reeling off 90 second laps as 
he attempted to lower the national 
record he set here 12 months ago. 
Not far back were Ron Schwebel, 
Mal Grimmet and Richard Comber. 
The race was barely 20 minutes old 
when Ernie Hartley put on a display 
of absent mindedness by diving into 
someone else's esky looking for a 
drink! "Where's my Gatorade?" he 
curiously asked. It took a while, but 
the penny finally dropped for poor 
Ernie as he slinked over to his own 
supplies in a rather sheepish man
ner. 

Ron Schwebel was down from Syd
ney aiming for one or possibly both 
Australian records in the M55 age 
group. Ron was being looked after 
by Robert Boyce who was juggling 
his drink serving duties with regu
lar updates of the cricket score. At 
one point, Rob let out an almighty 
cheer to the startled surprise of all 
within earshot. Apparently the West
ern Samoans had lost another googly 
during the third snack break which 
meant the Australian team were well 
on track to win the meat tray ...... or 

Brian Glover 
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Karyn Bollen looking strong 

whatever it is they win. 

In what was somewhat of a trip 
down memory lane, the Traralgon 
club decided that they could no 
longer afford the expensive compu
ter chip timing and had reverted to 
the old fashioned manual system. It 
almost brought a tear to my eye as 
hordes of lapscorers huddled around 
the main straight diligently writing 
in lap times in a scene reminiscent 
of our pre computer age races of the 
?O's and 80's. I'm not sure how I ac
tually got seconded, but I was duly 
given the lapscoring job for Peter 
Gray, Australia's most prolific ultra 
runner. 

Sarah Drummond was again prov
ing that conventional running at
tire isn't an essential requirement. 
Sarah started in what looked like a 
checked school dress, blue wind
cheater and white parker jacket. As 
she progressed, she slowly peeled 
off the thicker items and continued 
on in her checked apparel. 

Also looking good were the two walk 
competitors. Karyn Bollen has Centu
rion status and continues to impress 
with her regular ultra performances. 
Meanwhile, Brian Glover circled the 
track with the utmost consistency. I 
may be wrong but I believe Brain has 



'' the wind rudely decided to gate crash proceedings by sending the lapscoring 
tent Into orbit In a scene that did not look dissimilar to a space shuttle launch,, 

walked every marathon and road/ 
track ultra in the country. It isn't 
uncommon to spot Brian walking 
the roads of Melbourne at any given 
time during the week. 

Ian Twite, Bary Summers
gill, Bruce Salisbury and 
Paula Lucas were flying the 
flag for the locals as they 
do each year. 

The race was still in its first 
hour when the flying Dave 
Criniti succumbed to a calf 
injury that had been both
ering him in the lead up. "I 
thought I might be able to 
run through it" he lament
ed while applying a large 
ice pack to the offending 
body part. Dave's with
drawal saw Ron Schwebel 
assume the lead. In what 
is typical of the camara
derie amongst the ultra 
fraternity, Dave put aside 
his own disappointment to 
assist with lapscoring and 
manage the drinks for Sa
rah Drummond. 

Of note was the appearance of 
Michele Thompson. Having battled 

Ernie Hartley, another regular runner 

injury for close to two years after 
showing much promise, her return 
was a welcome sight for the sport 
of Ultrarunning. 

With a tad over two hours on the 

A satisfied Mal Grimmett 

clock, the wind rudely decided to 
gate crash proceedings by sending 
the lapscoring tent into orbit in a 
scene that did not look dissimilar 
to a space shuttle launch. Also 
falling victim were two porta loos 
that both performed some highly 
impressive, wind assisted acrobatic 
routines which presumably resulted 
in the contents spilling in a varie
ty of directions. [I wasn't game to 
check] 

Three hours in, the race was taking 
shape. A few withdrawals saw Ron 
Schwebel and Mal Grimmet racing 
head to head. For most of the sec
ond half they were less than a lap 
apart. Equally, Sarah Drummond 
had a two lap lead for most part 
ahead of Michelle Thompson who 
made many attempts at reeling in 
the deficit. 

With oppressive humidity domi
nating the final two hours, one of 
our legends in Westfield Sydney to 
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Melbourne great, Brian Bloomer, 
graced the venue to offer his en
couragement. In the final hour, 
Mal overtook Ron, who had already 
secured the 50km title, to take out 
first place. Ron had been on target 

for the M55 50km Australian 
record for most of the way 
but faded slightly to miss by 
a small margin. At 56 years 
of age, Ron will have many 
more chances over the next 
four years. 

The tight and absorbing 
struggle for the women's 
trophy went narrowly to Sa
rah with a margin of fewer 
than three laps. Sarah im
pressed all with her dogged 
determination while Michele 
was over the moon to have 
gotten through her come
back race with no signs of 
the back injury that has 
plagued her in recent times. 

Paula Lucas also battled 
on for third place and a PB 
despite numerous mJury 
concerns. She is due to be 
married next week so pre

sumably it'll be a case of "Limping 
down the isle"! 

Presentations took place inside the 
Moe Recreation Centre, where the 
homemade sandwiches and cakes 
are always a scrumptious and agree
able highlight. 

With the dramas and excitement of 
the day at a close, I hit the high
way to Melbourne airport with Dave 
Criniti on board. The otherwise un
eventful trip was punctuated briefly 
by a few menacing flashes of light
ning and the not unexpected sight 
of Ernie Hartley roaring past in his 
beaten up old valiant faster than a 
memory lapse at the current Police 
Integrity Inquiry 

Not so uneventful, howev¢t; was 
the barrage of abuse airne9)n:my 
direction by some turba�;l;!ed taxi 
driver as I attempted to nlggtiate a 
traffic jam upon exiting M�\�ourne 
airport. Honestly, he q{4/hot look 



Barry Summersgill strides out 

unlike a cross between Kahmal 
and a beef samosa. Apparently I'd 
blocked his lane for two tenths of a 
nanosecond. 

Report by Ian Twite 

A warm sultry day greeted the 14 
runners who took on this event this 
year. Although a small field, it was 
not our smallest and while run
ners continue to -turn up and enjoy 
themselves, I cannot see any reason 
why the Harriers will not continue 
to hold this event every year. Kevin 
Cassidy, a great supporter of ours, 
turned up to help lap count and 
scribe for ultra-mag and his sup
port is much appreciated. Peter 
Grey, Brian Glover and Ernie Hart
ley never let us down with Michele 
Thompson, Mal Grimett and Karyn 
Bollen turning up for another go at 
our event. 

David Criniti made a special trip 
down from Sydney to defend his ti
tle and was joined by Ron Schwebel 
also from Sydney with Victorian 
Sarah Drummond making her first 
appearance. Of the locals, Barry 
Summersgill and Bruce Salisbury 
took on mammoth roles as neither 
had dqn�·any work to suggest them 
corpplf' g the event. Both are loy-
al duq 'q;ibers and did it purely 
out o( drt for the club. Richard 
.Comb other great supporter of 
the c;l(J. .. ctp built up a bit of good 
form this }e��on and looked a true 

All of the trophy winners 

contender early. While I did it just 
because I should not because I re
ally wanted to and I also wanted 
to see the club well represented. 
Paula Lucas should be an inspira
tion to all club members and other 
runners. She came to the club three 
seasons ago and what she lacked in 
ability she certainly makes up with 
determination and guts. In he first 
season she was on O handicap for 
5km and she had her first go at the 
6 hour completing 37km. She also 
ran AV the next season and was not 
put off by running near last in these 
events. Her main focus has always 
been to compete for the club in the 
hope of improving herself. She is 
now off 8 minutes for 5km and al
most cracked the 50km for 6 hours 
this year. 

With David Criniti unfortunately 
having to withdraw with a calf inju
ry at around 10km, the 50km event 
was won by Ron Schwebel. Mal 
Grimett put in a top performance 
to finish second in the 50km and 
continued on to win his third 6-hour 
title passing Ron. Ernie Hartley ran 
determinedly in the hot conditions 
to finish third in the 6 hour. 

In the 50km female title, Sarah 
Drummond was first to finish from 
Michele Thompson who started to 
close down the distance between 
her and Sarah in the 
6-hour race. It was a tight race be
tween them both with Sarah hold-
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ing on to win both titles. Paula Lu
cas did a great job to finish third in 
the 6 hour race. 

Our walkers both did a great job in 
Brian Glover and Karyn Bollen. Pe
ter Grey put in another great effort 
also. 

Bruce Salisbury in his traditional 

orange hat 



"Crotty Dental" Bruny Island 
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Results 

1. Andrew Law 
2. Peter Hoskinson 
3. Jacqui Guy [f] 
4. Bob Lee 
5. Sinead Barry [f] 
6. Ulrich Ladefoged 
7. James Crotty 
8. David Brelsford 
9. Janine Crotty 
10.Grantley Dunks 
DNF Tim Weston 

5:22:45 
5:41 :27 
5:53:25 
6:19:21 
6:25:17 
7:35:20 
7:46:00 
7:57:27 
8:17:38 
8:29:37 
34km 

Report by David Brelsford 

The Bruny Island Ultra, south of 
Hobart, is Australia's southernmost 
ultra-marathon: A 64k run from 
the northern tip of the island to 
the southernmost point, finishing 
by touching the lighthouse door. It 
passes through rural country with a 
couple of villages, has some gentle 
hills, plenty of fairly level ground, 
some sealed roads and some gravel 
roads. In fact, something for every
one! 

Now in its twentieth year, the or
ganisers prefer to keep it low key 
and gear the race towards the many 
relay teams, but 11 souls decided to 
tackle the full distance. 

We were required beforehand to es
timate our time for the event, and 
thus to choose our starting time so 
that everyone could finish between 
12.30 and 2.30 p.m. I estimated I 
would take eight hours and opted to 
start at 5 a.m. 

My son, Jim, had only obtained his 
driver's licence a few weeks before
hand but came over from Melbourne 
and did a sterling job in crewing for 
me. 

Three firsts for him: crewing for a 
runner, driving in the dark (to get 
to the start) and driving on gravel 
roads. He's still alive and still speak
ing to me so it couldn't have been 
too bad for him!! 

We awoke to great conditions, cool 
and calm with a forecast top of 21 
degrees. The start is at the Dennes 
Point jetty and the first kilometre 
is all uphill. In accordance with 
my pre-arranged plan, I walked up 
it feeling a bit silly to be walking 
so early in the race but knowing I 
would benefit later on. In accord
ance with age-old ultra-maratho
ners' tradition, I walked up every 
hill and ran the downhills and lev
els. 

Jim stopped at every 2km marker 
for me to dive into the esky in the 
back seat and grab a quick drink 
of diluted powerade before carry
ing on. I felt good. 'This is what 
I was born for' I told myself. Then 
my other voice kept saying 'Don't 
get too cocky, there's a long way 
to go'. 

'' There's more ultras 
up my sleeve, 

you can count on 
that!,, 

Bob Lee, who had started half an 
hour behind me, caught me at 
about 25k and we ran together for 
a short time until he moved on and 
eventually finished in 6:19 to take 
out the handicap prize. Well done 
Bob, a great effort. 

I passed the marathon point in 
about 4:45 still feeling okay and 
covered 51 km in six hours. That 
really pleased me, I'd never done 
over 50k in six hours before. 

It was about now that the relay 
people started catching up to us. 
They must have started a couple of 
hours or more after me but it was 
great to be cheered by a group of 
good looking young girls as I strug
gled on. Yes, by now I was strug
gling. One lovely girl came to me 
and gave me chocolate and nuts to 
keep me going. I had downed coke 
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and "V" and cursing the fact that 
the hilliest part of the run is the 
last few kilometres. 

At last the lighthouse came into 
view. The final few hundred metres 
are the steepest of the whole run. 
I walked. I sure did walk! The fin
ished relay runners and spectators 
cheered me on until I reached the 
end and touched the lighthouse 
door with my nose to finish in 
7:57:27, just inside my estimate of 
eight hours. Woo-hoot! 

I had finished only my second ultra 
marathon! Although exhausted, I 
still had a smile on my face. What a 
feeling of achievement! 

I now feel as though I am much 
more firmly entrenched on the 
"dark side". There's more ultras up 
my sleeve, you can count on that! 

What did I learn that I can pass on 
to aspiring ultra runners? 
Three things: 
(1) Drink early and drink often. Even 
though it wasn't a sweaty day and I 
never felt thirsty, I had a quick gulp 
every 2km and thought I was okay 
but after I finished, my urine was 
definitely yellow, a sure sign of de
hydration. 
(2) Cultivate the art of walking fast 
or at least not dawdling. It's a big 
temptation to take it too easy on 
your walking sections. Remember 
you're in a race! 
(3) Cultivate the art of starting to 
run again after your walking sec
tions. Not as easy as it sounds, es
pecially when you're tired. Break 
into a slow shuffle for a few paces 
before gearing up to full running 
speed again. 

Paul Risely and Sharen Welling did 
an excellent job in organising this 
race along with the help o(the Ho
bart Hash House Harrier�,{qrfofill). 
Thank you guys, I look.f. .�rd\to 
coming back next year. \. 



Coast to Kosciusko 2 

1. Tim Cochrane 
2. Martin Fryer 
3. Phil Murphy 
4. Kevin Heaton 
5. Ron Schwebel 
6. Rodney Ladyman 
7. Allison Lilley [f] 
7. Michael Lovric 
9. Andrew Hewat 
9. Tim Turner 
11. Jan Herrmann 
12. Alexis 'Will' Kaless 

27:46:37 
28:33:11 
33:07:43 
35:27:32 
37:56:53 
37:57:45 
40:27:54 
40:27:54 
41:34:51 
41:34:51 
41:55:15 
45:58:39 

13. Susannah Harvey-Jamieson [f] 45:58:52 
13. Lawrence Mead 45:58:52 
15. Phil Rosenstein [USA] 46:01:03 

Robert Boyce DNF 
Innes Smith DNF 
Lindsay Phillips DNF 
Richard McCormick DNF 
Sean Williams DNF 
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Photos: 
top - Awaiting the start; 

from above left to right

Allison Lilley; Lawrence 

Mead; Lindsay Phillips 

left - Martin Fryer holds 
2nd place. 



to Duranbah and back 

50 km SOLO 

Place Lastname Firstname State Gender Time out T i m e  T o t a l  
back time 

1 Eadie David Vic M 1:41:57 1:43:43 3:25:40 

2 Solomon Colin Qld M 1:46:59 2:08:22 3:55:21 

3 Heydon Geoff Qld M 1:51:25 2:09:21 4:00:46 

4 Nuttall John Qld M 1 :51 :03 2:19:26 4:10:29 

5 Sewell Jason Qld M 2:02:24 2:08:20 4:10:44 

6 Lindenberg Tressa Qld F 1:55:57 2:23:39 4:19:36 

7 McKay Keith Qld M 2:02:24 2:29:00 4:31:24 .. 

8 Marshall Kelvin Qld M 2:02:50 2:29:53 4:32:43 

9 Hooley Danny Qld M 1:55:36 2:41:18 4:36:54 

10 Rosevear Eleena Qld F 2:13:38 2:24:08 4:37:44 

11 Phillips Gareth Qld M 2:19:32 2:35:04 4:54:36 

12 Last Geoff Qld M 2:24:14 2:31:30 4:55:44 

13 Barrett Mark Qld M 2:19:09 2:37:41 4:58:50 

14 Keat Rebekah Qld F 2:17:50 2:41:00 4:58:50 

15 Bubb Gina Qld F 2:20:24 2:39:53 5:01:17 

16 Pettit Tim Qld M 2:18:06 2:44:11 5:02:17 

17 McKenzie Peter Qld M 2:19:48 2:45:05 5:04:53 Tressa Lindenberg 

18 Weirsma Karen Qld F 2:25:55 2:39:16 5:05:11 

19 D'Arcy Leigh Qld M 2:19:09 2:49:44 5:08:53 

20 Gibson Peter Qld M 2:24:14 2:45:13 5:09:27 

21 Corr Sean Qld M 2:20:32 2:57:59 5:18:31 

22 Murphy Ross Qld M 2:12:58 3:06:36 5:19:34 

23 Fitzgerald Matt Qld M 2:36:58 2:46:12 5:23:10 

24 Wingreen Carol Qld F 2:33:49 2:54:40 5:28:29 

25 Watson Stephen Qld M 2:14:13 3:16:27 5:30:40 

26 H a w l e y - Alan Qld M 2:31 :00 3:01:12 5:32:12 
Jacobs 

27 Cohen Chris Qld M 2:30:01 3:19:34 5:49:35 

28 Hinds Tom Qld M 2:31:32 3:28:05 5:59:37 

29 Sanders Daniel Qld M 2:30:17 3:29:20 5:59:37 

30 Williams Geoff Qld M 2:32:37 3:33:36 6:06:13 

31 Wilson Peter Qld M 2:40:44 3:28:21 6:09:05 

32 Quevauvilliers Eric Qld M 2:36:08 3:47:20 6:23:28 

33 Gardiner Peter Qld M 2:32:28 3:51:50 6:24:18 

34 Smith Russ Qld M 2:46:47 3:54:23 6:41:10 

35 Crawford-Nutt Ann Qld F 3:06:06 3:46:26 6:52:32 

36 Beveridge Steel NSW M 3:12:16 3:56:59 7:09:15 

37 Holmes Richard USA M 3:12:16 4:30:32 7:42:48 

Hall Peter Qld M 1 :51 :25 Ret 

Fiegel Tina Qld F 3:04:18 Ret 

McKinnon Loretta F 2:35:30 ?? 
David Eadie 
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25 km SOLO 

Place Lastname Firstname State 
1 Geraghty Jason Qld 
2 Brown Silvafox Qld 
3 Beer Bob NSW 
4 Fulton Lyn NSW 
5 Rahmate Delina ? 
6 Gonsves? Stuart? ? 
7 Strange Darrin Qld 
8 Miller Haydon Qld 
9 Fahrni Jennifer Qld 
10 Davis Harry Qld 
11 Railton Cheney Qld 
12 Wiseman Julie Qld 
13 Oates Michael Qld 
14 Davel Corie Qld 
15 Beil Lyndie Qld 
16 Salce Rob Qld 
17 van Kampen Marcel Qld 
18 Lim Jaclyn Sing 
19 McKenzie Samantha Qld 
20 Campbell Kat Qld 
21 Taylor Kylie Qld 
22 Wollin Bill Qld 
23 Craig Stuart Qld 
24 Stanistreet Julia Qld 
25 Afflick Jean-Paul Qld 
26 Thompson Leonie Qld 
27 Teague Steve Qld 
28 Eccleston Catie Qld 
2 PERSON RELAY TEAMS 

Names 
1 Natasha Keim ft Jesse Kirley 
2 Matt Phillips ft Mark Kenney 
3 Andreas Mindt ft Peter O'Sullivan 
4 Garry Lebsanft ft Stuart Morrison 
5 Shane Lewis ft Garth Ptrillips 
6 T ifanny ft Clarke McClymont 
7 Peter Geraghty ft Mark Dyba 
8 Jennifer Epps ft Chris Gale 
9 Owen Hughes ft Lisa Davis 
10 Daryl Bancroft ft Kelly Nolan 
11 Tracey Fenemor ft Kevin Robinson 
12 James Bayliss ft Tammy Tobin 
13 Alisha McKeown ft Juliet Temper-

ton-Solomon 
. ;·· ... ··- ·· . 

14/' .�teffi Schleimer ft Rene Fischer 
15 ·:Alan Barber ft Karyn Lee 

· 16 Steve Gamble ft Christine Walsh 

17. }) < Michelle Healy ft Adam Gordon 

'··<,:;.:::\ ...•.. 

Gender Total 
M 1:32:45 
M 1:58:44 
M 2:07:22 
F 2:10:51 
F 2:12:30 

? 2:13:10 
M 2:15:06 
M 2:15:29 
F 2:15:29 
M 2:16:39 
F 2:17:21 
F 2:17:21 
M 2:17:49 
M 2:19:37 
F 2:19:59 
M 2:23:59 
M 2:24:20 
F 2:26:17 
F 2:26:55 
F 2:27:38 
F 2:33:17 
M 2:33:36 
M 2:34:45 
F 2:34:45 
M 2:40:50 
F 2:45:49 
M 2:53:31 
F 2:53:35 

Type TOTAL 
X 3:29:10 
M 3:40:36 
M 3:45:09 
M 3:49:55 
M 3:56:24 
X 3:59:08 
M 4:02:16 
X 4:03:34 
X 4:05:50 
X 4:08:08 
X 4:08:14 
X 4:09:18 
F 4:12:11 

F 4:14:18 
X 4:17:36 
X 4:19:58 
X 4:22:38 
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KURRAWA TOD-BAH 2007 
Race Report -
by Ian Cornelius 

In the Men's solo 50km, David Eadie 
of Melbourne showed why he was 
Australia's second best place get
ter in this year's gruelling Western 
States 100 Miler. Running an evenly 
paced race, Eadie clocked 3:25:40 
to slash over 14 minutes from the 
course record set last year. With 
team relay runners setting a crack
ing pace up front, Eadie relaxed 
from the start settling well back in 
about tenth position overall. But by 
the time the field reached the 15 
km mark at Currumbin, Eadie had 
upped the pace and was relentlessly 
picking up tiring relay runners, one 
by one, reaching Duranbah behind 
only tearaway 25k runner Jason 
Geraghty in a smart time of 1:41:57. 
Colin Solomon and Geoff Heydon, 
both running the 50 km distance 
for the first time, filled the minor 
placings with 3:55 and 4:00 respec
tively. In the women's section Tres
sa Lindenberg was victorious with 
4:19:36 followed by Eleena Rosevear 
and Australian ironman triathlete 
champion Rebeka Keat in 3rd place, 
using the evnt as a training run .. 
Jason Geraghty a local 20 year old
er won the 25km with the smart 
ime of 1:32:45 followed by veter
ans Silvafox Brown and Bob Beer, 
with Lyn Fulton of Coffs Harbour 
winning the women's section. 

The team relay events saw Bethany 
van Coenen smash the down record 
by 4 minutes to record 1:44:24, just 
2:27 adrift of solo runner David Ead
ie. Her run partner Richard Barbosa 
overtook David at the 33 km mark, 
only to take a wrong turn while lead
ing, ending up running several kilo
metres in the wrong direction, thus 
ending any chance he and Bethany 
had of winning. 
This left Natasha Keim and Jess 
Kirley go back to back in the mixed 
team event. For good measure, the 
duo were also the first team home 
overall and they were just 15 sec
onds adrift of their time of last 
year. Keim stayed within striking 
distance of rival team runner Beth
any van Coenen to clock 1 :48: 51 for 
the down leg whilst Kirley brought 
home the bacon with a slick 1 :40:19. 
While most regular relay partners 



18 Kate Earnshaw & Mark Hewitt 

19 Marco Feris & Solange Manto (BRA-
ZIL) 

20 Theresa Fabian & Nicholas Petrie 

21 Kerry Preston & Terry Cokeley 

22 Diana Charabin & Cam McDonald 

23 Peyton Eickert & Brett Sweeney 

24 Peter Davies.& Paul Ewing 

25 Humberto Alvarez & Nicholas 
Clarke 

26 Nigel Stubbley-Cook & Lucy Blaber 

27 David Bourne & Peter Hallahan 

28 Lisa Brinkman & Chris ? 

29 Nicole Findlay & Graeme Kirk-

patrick 

30 Michelle Lake & Mal Draper 

31 Peter McCormack & Gavan Rey-
nolds 

32 Liz Lovering & Glen Bartholomew 

33 Carol Coburn & Angie Grattan 

34 Andrew Salisbury & Rick Symington 

35 Ross Salmon & Jenni Paxton 

36 Maureen Allwood & Llew Swan 

37 Ruth Tutton & Michael Buckley 

38 Geoffrey Crowther & Andy Gotts-
man 

39 David Waldon & Mark Briggs 

40 Peter Davoren & Bree Fenton 

41 Neil Preston & Shane Horton 

42 Wendy Trevarten & Paul Cooper 

43 Klaus Maurer & Christine Jackson 

44 Bethany van Coenen & Richard Bar-
bosa 

45 Damien & Gerard Timbs 

46 David Crellin & Ben Wilkins 

47 Peter Blackford & Neil Soden 

M - male F = female X = mixed 

X 4:22:55 

X 4:27:07 

X 4:28:20 

M 4:31:43 

X 4:48:09 

M 4:34:47 

M 4:37:44 

M 4:38:15 

X 4:45:54 

M 4:50:52 

X 4:51:39 

X 4:52:28 

X 4:52:32 

M 4:52:39 

X 4:53:05 

F 4:53:08 

M 4:54:11 

X 4:55:11 

X 4:57:19 

X 5:01:28 

M 5:14:03 

M 5:26:13 

M 5:26:38 

M 5:26:39 

X 5:40:33 

X 6:22:00 

X DNF 

M ?? 

M ?? 

M ?? 
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alternate between running the 
opening leg and the more difficult 
return leg each year, Kirley insists 
on running the return leg every year 
commenting 'I like to make a habit 
of taking the harder option.' 
The male relay team category saw 
the team of Matt Phillips and Mark 
Kenney improve on last year's third 
placing to claim victory, despite 
being 12 minutes slower this time 
around. After Phillips opened the 
proceedings with a 1:42:05 down 
leg, the gutsy Kenney defied a 
throat infection and a lack of re
cent endurance training to get back 
to Kurrawa ahead of the flying finish 
of Peter O'Sullivan. The women's 
team section was won by locals Ali
sha McKeown and Juliet Temperton
So!Omon. 
The events are quite popular with 
approximately 160 persons partici
pating. 

Left: Bethany van Coenen and Gina 

Bubb; Above: Jason Geraghty and 

John Nuttall 



.,;,.,;;,,, IAU Trail World Challenge 
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Men 

1 Jaroslaw Janicki 

2 Marc Vanderlinden 

3 Akos Kanya 

4 Jeremy Bragg 

5 Jorg Hoos 

6 Darin Bentley 

7 Mark Godale 

8 Eric Bindner 

9 Dariusz Cichorek 

10 Dongsook Jong 

11 Roy Pirrung 

12 Glen Redpath 

13 Andrew Pirola-Merlo 

14 Wangyong Yoon 

Women 

1 Norimi Sakurai 

2 Helena Crossan 

3 Adela Salt 

4 Yuki Nose 

5 Jennifer Dick 

6 Mariko Ozawa 

Texas 8th December 2007 

Poland 06:07:45 

Belgium 06:29:20 

Hungary 06:35:14 

GB 06:38:39 

Germany 06:51:08 

Canada 06:55:48 

USA 07:07:59 

USA 07:15:53 

Poland 07:44:41 

Korea 07:47:45 

USA 08:22:32 

Canada 08:34:14 

Australia 08:35:19 

Korea 10:33:10 

Japan 06:34:57 

Ireland 07:18:23 

GB 07:22:03 

Japan 07:38:25 

Canada 07:55:55 

Japan 08:36:30 
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Scott Orchard strides out 

From left Andrew Piro/a-Merlo 

and Scott Orchard 

post-race and in Texas 



'' an epic race and excellent event and we are looking rorward to 
perpetuating the /AU Trail World Challenge as an annual event,, 

IAU Trail World Challenge 
Sunmart 50 Miles Huntsville 

Texas 8th December 2007 

Report by Hilary Walker, IAU 

General Secretary 

The weather had been unseason
ably warm in Houston, Texas for the 
last week and the day for the first 
IAU Trail World Challenge was no 
exception. The race was held with
in the established Sunmart Races in 
Huntsville National Park. The previ
ous year's inspection of this prestig
ious event had shown that the IAU 
would be choosing an excellent well 
organised event to share the inau
gural IAU Trail World Challenge. 
The event hosts 2 races in one, a 50 
Mile race and a 50 km race with the 
IAU World Challenge being a race at 
the 50 mile distance. 

25 runners had been picked by the 
IAU member federations to take 
part in the event from 11 countries 
round the globe. The start was at 
dawn when the temperature was al
ready warm and humid and the race 
unfolded round 4 laps of a 12.5 mile 
loop around the lake in the national 
park on shady wood trails. 

The first runners took just over 1.30 
hours to complete the first loop. 
The first four were running togeth
er with two runners Jeremy Bragg 
(GBR) and Janoslav Janicki (POL) 
running with two open race runners 
John Yoder ( USA) and Jose Azevedo 
(LUX). In 6th place was the first fe
male runner Narimi Sakurai (JPN) 
who had taken the gold medal in 
the World 100km Challenge three 
months previously and was obvi
ously favourite to win the women i Is 
race. It would also be very interest
ing how she fared in the race over
all. Just behind in 1.33 was a bunch 
of runners including Martin Rea 
(IRE) Jorg Hooss (GER) Akos Kanya 
(HUN) and Thomas Roos (GER) with 
Dariusz Cichore (POL) and Marc 
Vandenlinden (BEL) not far behind. 
In the ladies race Adela Salt (GBR) 
was next through still under 1 hr 
34 mins followed by Helena Crossan 
6 minutes later and Nose Yuki five 
minutes after that. 

After the second lap and the half 
way point of 25 miles, the heat was 
beginning to tell although a light 
breeze had crept up and cloud cov
er kept the direct heat of the sun 
at bay. Janicki had taken a lead, 
but only just, over Azevedo, coming 
through in 3.02.06. Bragg was ly
ing in third ( but second in the IAU 
race) with Vanderlinden in fourth. 
Sakurai, as first lady, came through 
next in 3.07.35 with Cichore, the 
second Polish runner under a minute 
behind. Konya was on 3.08.52 and 
Rea on 3.10.29. Salt was still lying 
second in the ladies race 6 minutes 
behind Sakurai with Crossan coming 
through a further 6 minutes later. 

Janicki made the most of the next 
lap to consolidate his lead. He 
picked up the pace to come through 
in 4.28.47 iV moving from laps of 
1.31 to a lap of 1 :26 to increase his 
lead to 5 minutes over Azevedo. 
Vandenlinden was lying third only 
just over a minute behind Azevedo 
in 4.44.40. Bragg followed 3 minutes 
later with Konya as the next man 
on 4.50.40. However in between 
came Sakurai, who as first lady was 
running a very consistent race on 
4.47.59. Further down the field 
there had been changes. Thomas 
Roos (GER) had dropped with injury 
having fallen. Konya had moved up 
behind Bragg on 4.50.40 and Bent
ley (CAN) following 5 minutes later. 
Crossan had passed Salt who had 
slowed and came through in 5.04.25 
to Saltils 5.10.58. Mark Godale, 
(USA) had moved up through the 
field passing through in 5.11.35. 

Its always the final miles that mat
ter and this race was no exception 
and there were some interesting 
changes along the trails to form the 
picture at the finish. There was a 
longer wait than expected for the 
leader of the race. Janicki paid the 
price for his third lap efforts and fi
nally came through to complete his 
victory in 6.07. 45 - a final lap of 
1. 39 but an excellent performance 
nevertheless considering the con
ditions. Vanderlinden for Belgium 
passed Asevedo ( who was not in 
the IAU race) to come in second. 
Asevedo came in 3 minutes later. 
The IAU third place went to Konya 
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from Hungary who came through 
strongly in the last stages to over
take Bragg finishing next. 

Meanwhile Sakurai . had finished 
smoothly to take the womenjls 
prize in 6.34.57. There was about 
a 45 minutes wait until the sec
ond lady, Crossan, who finished in 
7.18.23 ahead of Salt in 7.22.03. 

In all 14 men and 6 ladies finished in 
the inaugural IAU World Trail Chal
lenge and the winners went away 
with considerable weighty memen
tos of the event - Bronze statues 
of the famous Texas stallions, cour
tesy of the organisers. These would 
form a small part of the generosity 
and hospitality of our Sunmart and 
RogerSoler hosts for an epic race 
and excellent event and we are 
looking forward to perpetuating the 
IAU Trail World Challenge as an an
nual event. 

Report by Andrew Pirola

Merlo 

In mid-October I was informed by 
AURA that I'd been selected to rep
resent Australia at the world 50 mile 
(80km) trail championship. This is 
the first time the IAU has run this 
event, and it's also the first time 
I've had the opportunity to repre
sent the country. Needless to say, I 
was wrapped. 

I had 6 short weeks to get fit for the 
race, and trained with team mates 
Dave Eadie and Scott Orchard up at 
Ferny Creek each weekend. Unfor
tunately work commitments pre
vented Dave from making the trip, 
so in early December it was Scott 
and I who made the jaunt to Hou
ston, Texas. 

The race was run in conjunction 
with the Sunmart 50 Miler, the larg
est trail race in the U.S. This year 
there were around 240 entrants in 
the 50 mile, and another 500 or so 
in the 50km, run at the sa ie ti.me. 
The two events sharedrTlr ht 't.he 
course, and 90% of it wa�· 
forest trail, so things got.. . con
gested at times, and ov�tf?l{frig�as 



Andrew Piro/a-Merlo finished 13th 

difficult. The 50 mile course was 
4 x 20km loops. The course could 
best be described as "very techni
cal" in that there were LOTS of big, 
gnarly pine tree roots covering the 
path, making a rolled ankle a very 
real risk. Each lap circumnavigated 
a beautiful lake. There weren't any 
really steep hills, but the course was 
almost constantly undulating up and 
down rises/descents. There were 6 
aid stations per lap. The second half 
of each loop was the toughest, with 
a lot of difficult tree-root sections, 
winding trails, and a 6. 5 km section 
between aid stations (it seemed to 
go on forever), then another 4.5 km 
stretch back to the start point. 

The nigb� before the race there 
was, .•• a.6lg)pasta buffet in the hotel 
ban'que(\rpom, with a talk by Peter 
Snell tb }�udience of around 600, 
The n orning Scott and I ar
rived e . , for the race, about an 
h6ur's d'?fVf�orth of Houston (en-

route to Waco!). We weren't 
enthralled by the sign at the 
park entrance, warning us 
that Alligators were in the 
park! 

The organisation of the race 
was amazing. Massive tim
ber structures had been 
erected, creating a virtual 
village with a meals pavilion, 
kitchen area, first aid station 
and so on. I was wearing my 
garmin 305, and noticed that 
before the event even start
ed, my heart rate was above 
85 (almost double my resting 
range), probably from anxi
ety. Before the start, we lis
tened to a stirring rendition 
of the American national 
anthem, and a few moments 
later the starter sent us off. 

Given the calibre of runners 
assembled, I was pleasantly 
surprised to find the start 
not unbearably fast: I set
tled in with a bunch running 
at around 4:50 for the first 
few km, then settling down 
to just under 5 min/km pace 
(6 hour 40 mins) pace. Most 
years a 7 hour finish would 
give you around a top 10 or 
top 15 result, but I knew this 
year was going to be a slow 
one, given the weather. 

Although the sun was just rising, 
the temperature was already above 
20 degrees when we started. It 
was also extremely humid. It later 
hit 29 degrees, and was to be de
scribed as the worst conditions this 
race was ever run in. Within the 
first couple of kms I was dripping 
with sweat. After the first aid sta
tion (3.5 km in), runners headed 
up a 2km stretch of soft sandy 4wd 
track. I slowed down and took the 
opportunity to unpin my race bib 
and reattach it to my shorts (now 
there's an occupational health and 
safety risk. Lucky I've already had 
my children!). This enabled me to 
remove my singlet and run bare
chested, to cool down better. At the 
top of this stretch, there's another 
aid station, a U-turn through a chip
timing mat, and then it's back down 
the road in the opposite direction. 
As I approached the station I passed 
Scott who was already on his way 
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back down. We passed with a high
five and a "go aussie". 

I fell into step with another run
ner (Matt) and started up a bit of 
conversation. It turned out he was 
a medical doctor, so as we went I 
asked him questions about how the 
body handles the heat, and for any 
tips about these conditions. He was 
really helpful, with suggestions like 
breathing deeply to maximise the 
cooling through the lungs. He also 
suggested that the heat was prob
ably the cause of my unusually high 
heart rate. My garmin 305 showed 
that my heart rate was around 168-
176 for the first 30 or 40 km (which 
struck me as very high). I ran with 
Matt for the rest of the first lap 
before he slowed, but on a few of 
the remaining turnarounds I'd see 
him and he'd yell helpful tips and 
encouragement. There's a 1500m 
stretch of downhill running at the 
end of each lap, with a U-turn (and 
timing chip mat), and then you run 
back up that same stretch as you 
start the next lap. So here I got an
other chance to see Scotty .. I saw I 
was about 2mins behind him. At the 
other turnaround (about 5.5km lat
er) I saw him again, still about 2 mins 
ahead of me. "How you feeling?" he 
asked as we passed. "Great, feeling 
strong!" I tried to convince myself. 

My goal was to get to 40km feeling 
fresh and strong; then gradually in
crease effort so as to maintain pace 
as much as possible from 40-60, and 
then just tough it out for the final 
lap. Unfortunately the conditions 
took their toll: I felt like I was start
ing to labour by 30km. By this stage 
I'd already tripped over roots three 
times: hitting the deck hard on two 
of those. At about 34km I saw Scot
ty ahead of me, looking like he was 
going through a VERY rough patch: 
shoulders slumped, just plodding 
slowly. I knew he'd posted the fast
est second half at the GC100 this 
year, and could tough out a gruel
ling finish like the best of them, so 
I passed him with some words of 
encouragement but was sure I'd see 
him close in on me later. 
Having finished lap 1 in 1:42; I then 
closed out lap 2 at the 3-hour-thir
ty-minute mark. Given how I was 
feeling, I knew a 7 hour finish was 
slipping off the agenda. Lap 3 was 
when it really got tough for me. At 



Aid station activity 

each turnaround I counted off the 
competitors in front of me. I seemed 
to be relatively close to most of the 
other international athletes, which 
surprised me, given the calibre of 
the field and the slow pace I was 
moving. I guessed the conditions 
had hurt everybody, and that gave 
me a lift to think I could still be 
competitive. On this lap I banged 
my left foot on a hidden tree root, 
stubbing all my toes pretty badly. I 
was hurting pretty badly and pulled 
back the pace. In second half of the 
lap (the lonely stretch with 1 aid 
station on the last 10km before the 
start/finish) my vision started to 
sort of black out around the edg
es, fading inwards. For this 10km 
stretch I would run until my vision 
faded, then walk until it improved, 
then run again ... on off on off. 
I finished lap 3 in 6:05, and was in 
pretty bad shape. At the start/fin
ish I saw Scotty. It turned out he'd 
either overcooked (core body tem
perature) or else suffered from hy
ponatremia, and had been driven on 
4-wheel motorbike to the start for 
medical attention. After recovering 
for a couple of hours, the medics 
had released him and he'd come to 
cheer me on. He and a Canadian of
ficial (and 24 hour team member), 
Nadeem, grabbed me a water bot
tle, threw me a wet towel to cool 
off. They sent me off with words of 
encouragement (which,unbelievably 
to me, included the fact that I was 
actually positioned pretty well in 
the field with 1 lap remaining!). As 
I headed out on the last lap, I saw 
a couple of runners from Korea, and 
runners from Canada, the U.S. and 
Japan also coming down towards 

the start/finish on their third laps, 
so I knew there were several peo
ple closing in and who were within 
a few minutes of me. I felt terrible, 
but just aimed to hold them off as 
long as possible, hoping that might 
mean right until the finish. I rea
soned to myself that I was capable 
of getting through this lap around 
as fast as the last one, and if that 
had been enough to hold them off 
so far, it might be enough (especial
ly if they hadn't handled the heat 
and were slowing down further). So 
I slogged my way through this lap 
just like the previous one. By the 
30km mark I'd been passed by run
ners from the US and Korea. I got 
to the second-last aid station (50km 
mark) and hit the pepsi for the first 
time (probably a mistake given the 
long stretch between aid stations 
now). I also donned the AURA sin
glet again, keen to finish in the na
tional uniform. 

In this next section, my vision didn't 
black out this time, but instead I was 
seeing a strobe light type of effect, 
with a flicking light pattern across 
my field of vision as I ran. "Luck
ily" (probably not the right word) I 
was moving slowly enough that this 
didn't result in another fall/crash. 

With 6km to go, my little toe nail 
started cutting into my toe, squirt
ing little bits of blood with each 
step. The pain was really sharp, so 
I sat to take my shoes off, and tried 
ripping the bastard off completely, 
but it wouldn't rip out. So back 
on the shoes went. Watch check: 
damn, wasted about 3 minutes. Af
ter limping for a few minutes, the 
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pain subsided and I got back into my 
shuffling run pattern. I eventually 
reached the final aid station: 4.5 
km to go. I took a minute to down 
some pepsi and pour water myself, 
and was off again. 

The final kms were tortuous. With 2 
km to go, I heard the sound I'd been 
dreading: fast footsteps. Through
out the day I was constantly pass
ing 50km runners or 50 milers who 
were a lap behind. But they moved 
slowly. These footsteps obviously 
belonged to a competitor. Sure 
enough, along came Glen Redpath 
from Canada (previously ran 6th at 
WS100 in 18 hours). He overtook 
me and I tried to chase, but he lost 
me�fter a few hundred metres. I 
couldn't believe it: after trying to 
hold people off for the last 5 hours, 
I'd been taken with 2km to go. 

I shuffled on, soon hitting the down
hill stretch to the finish. I crossed 
in 13th place in a time of 8:35 (so 
almost identical 3rd & 4th laps). It 
was certainly a slow time, but time 
was totally irrelevant in this event 
this year: it was a battle of attri
tion; a battle just to survive the 
temperature, humidity and the 
course. Almost one third of the IAU 
athletes failed to finish. Around 70 
of the 240 in the total field were 
also DNF's. It was a tough slog, but I 
was happy with my result. In 13th, 1 
minute behind Glen Redpath (damn 
that toenail stop!), and 12 behind 
Roy Pirrung (who has held the U.S. 
24 hour record), and beaten runners 
with better credentials than I (e.g. 
Thomas Reiss and Martin Rea) who 
had not survived to the finish. Of 
particular note was Irishman Martin 
Rea, who had been moving along 
well in 5th place. Literally within 
sight of the finish, just 350 metres 
or so away, he'd completely col
lapsed, unconscious. He was taken 
by ambulance to Houston hospital. 
The story I heard is that he was on 
IV drips for several hours before re
gaining consciousness, and the doc
tors feared his organs were failing. 
However, once he came to, he recov
ered quite quickly and was released 
late that night. I heard h�j>cii.mced 
back and was in good c;o 'ti6ri.the 
next day (though prob� . urting 
a lot in his wallet!), whic .Oust as 
well: his compatriot, Heteg8 _Cros0 

san had placed secorn;Jiand w�hted 



Martin to carry her very heavy tro
phy (a bronze statutte of a horse) 
onto the airplane for her. 

The race was won by Jaroslaw Jan
icki, a 6:22 100km runner who also 
won Comrades. The women's race 
was run by Japanese Norimi Sakurai, 
world record holder for the 100km 
(in 7 hours zero minutes). 
The race was a tough slog but I en
joyed every minute of it. I've met 
several really nice athletes from 
various countries, and lea·rned a lot 
that I'll put into practice with my 
training. I feel really privileged to 
have had this opportunity to repre
sent Australia. 

Report by Scott Orchard 

Event Details 
Late this year I was bestowed the 
honour of representing Australia at 
the first running of the IAU World 
Trail Challenge. This was being held 
in Huntsville National Park about 
60 miles north of Houston, Texas. 
The race was being conducted over 
50 miles, which was made up of 4 
x 12.5 mile laps and there was to 
be athletes from over 16 different 
nations competing. The event was 
being held in-conjunction with an 
existing trail run which has been 
conducted for the past 15+ years 
- the Sunmart 50 mile Texas Endur
ance Run. Both Andrew and I tried 
to get as much knowledge on this 
run before departing Australia and 
also before the race and we had 
learnt that the previous editions of 
the race had been run at tempera
tures of well below 10 degrees - as 
it was heading into winter in Texas 
- this was perfect. I know that I run 
well in colder conditions and I was 
really hopeful for a good perform
ance. 

I was extremely excited to have 
been given this fantastic oppor
tunity and along with fellow team 
member, Andrew Pirola-Merlo, we 
departed for the US on the Monday 
before the race. Unfortunately, 
upon t.lrfiyal into Houston on the 
Wediiesd'' before the race, we 
wet� ; \¢d by un-seasonably 
warm ;tions. The temperature 
for th . ..s leading up to the race 
W�re fo · ��\mid to late 20's how
ever:tt· was't.he humidity which was 

the concern. You could not really 
walk far at all, without raising a 
sweat. It was at this point that I 
was a bit concerned however I did 
have a few days to ensure that I was 
well hydrated and to think about a 
new race strategy. 

The Course 
We checked into our race hotel 
- the Sheraton North Houston and 
then spent that evening just relax
ing. The following morning, we 
hired a car and travelled out to the 
National Park, to get a good look at 
the course and to test the extreme
ly humid conditions by going for our 
last light run. The course could be 
best described as undulating, sandy 
underfoot with lots of exposed tree 
roots. It was extremely technical 
with lots of bends and and out & 
back sections however I was excited 
about the course as it was definite
ly one that you could be aggressive 
and race on. The scenery was ab
solutely beautiful - the course was 
pre-dominantly being run around a 
really nice picturesque lake. Both 
Andrew and I did our final run 
around the course, only covering 
about 9kms however due to humid
ity /heat after only covering a short 
distance you could not stop sweat
ing. It was as though we had run 
for 3 hours, the amount of moisture 
coming out of the body was incred
ible. 

The following day was when most 
of the official formal activities be
gan. This included the race packet 
pickup, official welcome dinner, 
pasta party and official IAU briefing 
for the international athletes cov
ering off drug testing procedures, 
course maps and other competi
tion rules. It was fantastic to have 
been amongst the other interna
tional runners. At the briefing, we 
were warned about the heat and 
humidity at the race - even the 
race organisers were concerned 
however they had plenty of fluids 
out on the course, so all should be 
okay. Throughout the entire day, I 
continued to ensure that I was well 
hydrated and I was consuming good 
quantities of water, and I was really 
happy that I was able to hydrate as 
good as I had done. 

Race Day 
Race day arrived and we left for the 
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National Park at 4.45am - as it was 
a minimum of an hours drive from 
the hotel, we wanted to be there 
in plenty of time to be able to have 
something to eat, perform the nec
essary duties before the race (toi
let duty etc) and also organise our 
drinks/food etc near the start/fin
ish line so that it was easily accessi
ble each time we ran through. I left 
myself good quantities of food, gels 
and 500ml bottles of water so that 
I could simply come past and grab 
what I needed and then continue. 

After the official National Anthem 
of the US, which was extremely 
stirring, the race started right 
on 7.00am. At the time of the of
ficial starters gun, the weather was 
extremely humid and the tempera
ture would have already been very 
close to 20 degrees if not over. 
However, I had my race strategy 
all mapped out. I had decided to 
run the first 2 laps at 5min per/kms, 
which would see me go through half 
way in about 3hrs 20mins (each lap 
to be 1hr 40min). I went for this 
conservative approach for a few 
reasons - firstly I knew that I could 
easily handle the pace, secondly it 
was a sensible pace based on the 
conditions and finally it would mean 
that I would be very competitive 
come the 2nd half of the race. 

It was not a real fast start and I was 
able to get a good position in the 
pack before we entered the first sin
gle person track - I was perhaps in 
about 20th position. The first drink 
station was about 3kms into the 
race, so I knew that it was not too 
long until I would have my first drink 
of the race. By the time I reached 
the drink station I was dripping with 
sweat - the humidity was incredible! 
I grabbed numerous cups of water, 
some to drink and others simply 
for the head to keep the core tem
perature down. As per the rules of 
the race, you were not allowed to 
take any cups into the bush so eve
rything had to be consumed at the 
drink station (unless you wanted to 
carry the empty cups until the next 
drink station). I also grabbed some 
food - fruits in the forms of apples 
and oranges - then off I went. The 
following few kms was spent just 
running to my prefect pace and try
ing to stay relaxed. I was a bit con
cerned about the amount of sweat 



coming out of my body, but I tried 
to simply just keep calm. 

The first lap of the race went to 
plan - I had stuck to my race pace 
quite well as the first lap (20kms) 
was done in about 1hr 40mins and 
a few odd seconds. Perfect! The 
temperature would have been clos
er to about 23 - 24 and it could be 
best described as sticky. I quickly 
went over to my gear before head
ing out on my second lap, grabbed 
a muesli bar for food and one of my 
bottles of water. I had decided to 
ensure that I kept my hydration up, I 
would carry a bottle of water which 
would force me to drink etc. As I 
headed out, Andrew was coming in 
- only 2mins behind me and running 
very well as well. It was looking up 
for Australia! We slapped hands as 
we ran past each other and went 
our separate ways. As I headed into 
the bush at about 22kms, I noticed 
when I was taking a drink that the 
ends of my fingers had started to 
turn a slight shade of purple - this 
is also the point of the race where 
I started to get a few shivers. I 
thought that this was odd, but tried 
to not get too concerned. I got to 
the drink station at about 24kms and 
put some sports drink in my bottle 
of water, had already consumed the 
muesli bar, so more fruit was had 
and off I continued. 

I got to the 30km mark dead on pace 
and I think I would have been in the 
top 10 of IAU runners and perhaps 
top 14 in the race. I was really ex
cited about how I was running and 
my legs felt just great. The last 
1 0kms was run in 50min 20secs -
great pacing. As I was running along 
the back of the course on the 2nd 
lap I experienced a few more shiv
ers and started to feel cold, which 
was odd. I started to get a little 
concerned. I got to 34kms still run
ning my pace however this is where 
I experienced some major problems 
and something really scary. My 
body started to shut down and it 
was though I hit an absolute massive 
wall. By the 36kms mark I had gone 
from running consecutive 5min kms 
without many problems to walking 
12mins per kms. Andrew ran past 
me, asked if I was okay and needed 
anything, then continued on. He 
was running well. I got to the next 
drink station and decided to have 

some coke - I was really hoping that 
the sugar would give me some much 
needed energy and stop the shivers 
etc. I consumed this and thought 
if I could just make it back to my 
gear (40kms mark) I could rest and 
hydrate - I left the drink station and 
started to shuffle on. 

Well unfortunately I only made an
other km and it was all over. At 
this point, I had to sit down and I 
needed help. I am not an athlete 
who ever DNF's and I did not want 
to pull out as I was wearing the Aus
tralian Ultra Runners Singlet - a gar
ment which had been worn by many 
of Australia's best Ultra Runners 
- Tim Sloan, Jo Blake, Dave Criniti 
& Darren Benson - I felt like I was 
letting my country down however 
there was nothing I could do. My 
health was paramount and I felt if 
I kept going, I would be risking my 
personal health. I was absolutely 
devastated to be facing a DNF in an 
international event. 

The race organisers sent someone 
back to come and get me. When 
they found me, I was sitting up 
against a tree shivering almost un
controllably and they rushed me by 
motorcycle back to the finish line 
and into the medical tent. This 
is where I spent the next 2 hours, 
hydrating, drinking salty chicken 
broth, eating salty foods and just 
trying to stop the shivers that had 
overtaken my body. It took all of 2 
hours for my heart rate to get below 
100 - my body had definitely gone 
into shock during the race - most 
likely at about the 22km mark when 
my fingers had changed color and 
also I had started to shiver a bit at 
this stage of the race. I was lucky 
to have made it as far as I did. 

Wash up - what had happened? 
After much research, thought and 
talking to the doctor and other ex
perienced runners, it turns out that 
I had experienced something that I 
did not know too much about. Its 
called HYPONATREMIA. Basically 
Hyponatremia is a condition where
by the body is starved of sodium 
(salt) which ends up diluting the 
body's blood supply. It is important 
to have adequate supply of sodium 
in the blood, as sodium is necessary 
for transmitting nerve impulses and 
for proper muscle function. The 
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early warning signs are often subtle 
and may be similar to dehydration 
- this is what I thought that I was 
experiencing. At this point, I just 
kept on drinking more water be
cause I had thought I was suffering 
from dehydration. Unfortunately, I 
have learnt that water alone will in
crease the problem of hyponatrem
ia. 

At the most extreme, you can expe
rience seizures, lapse into a coma, 
or death. I was very well hydrated 
however I had bloated my body with 
too much water and whilst running 
and sweating, I was not replacing 
all of the salt from my body. This is 
why it is so very important to ensure 
that when you are running long dis
tances, you are constantly putting 
salt back in the system in the way 
of sports drinks, electrolytes, salty 
foods etc. 

Race Conclusion 
After 2 hours, I had almost returned 
back to normal and felt a lot bet
ter once my body had absorbed 
much needed salt. I was able to 
go back out to the course, and help 
Andrew who was battling on really 
well. Andrew had a fantastic run 
and finished in about 13th of the 
IAU runners - an absolute credit to 
him, his determination and will to 
finish. He found it very tough in the 
conditions ...... but achieved a great 
result. In the end almost a 1 /4 of 
the field did not finish the race on 
the day and their were many other 
runners more worse off than me. 

Thank you 
Thanks so much for taking the time 
to read my story - I just thought 
that it was important to share my 
experience with other Ultra run
ners, as it was extremely scary and 
something that I don't want to go 
through again. Whilst the race did 
not go to plan, I have learnt so much 
from the experience and I pass on 
my sincere thanks to Paul Every, 
Ian Cornelius and other members 
of AURA for having faith in me as a 
runner & giving me the opportunity 
of representing Australia ....... . 

I will be back, better ith1� ·ever 
however with much mo·r::�? fin my 
system! 



"Six Inch Track" 45km Trail Run W.A. 

Results 

1. Colin Francis 3.46:09 
2. David Kennedy 3.56:45 
3. Victor Lendzionowski 4:11:18 
4. Craig Berg 4:33:43 
5. Nathan Fawkes 5:36:00 
6. Mark Bullard 5: 36:05 
7. Rebecca Doedens [f] 5:53:00 

[course record] 
7. Tom McGee 5:53:00 

DNF 
Rod ?? 
Trent O'Callaghan 

42km in 4:01 :00 
21km ... 

Report by David Kennedy 

Race day forecast was for show
ers and thunderstorms. Coming off 
a max of 36C last year this was a 
big turn around and the conditions 
looked set for fast times. As the 
runners gathered before the start it 
was quite dark under overcast skies. 

Nine runners toed the line and we 
headed off up Goldmine Hill the 
biggest climb of the course. I soon 
cleared out to a small gap but was 
joined by Colin not long after mak
ing it to the top. Together we ran 
from about 2K to 30K. As we crossed 
Scarp Rd to start the trail section a 
car was pulled up by the side of the 
road. An unknown male runner then 
asked "Is this the Six Inch Track?" 

After being unable to find the 
start Rod jumped in and st'�rted 
his run from about the 4K mark. 
As we started down the trails it was 
obvious that Colin had an advantage 
on the flatter sections while I was 
doing better on the more technical 
tracks. One of us would pull away 
using there strength whilst the oth
er would then fight back keeping a 
tight pack of two until Del Park Rd 
which we reached in 1.31:20. It felt 
like we'd been running fairly hard so 
I saw little chance of a course record 
even with the cool conditions. Pre
scribed burning had changed the 
nature of the course quite a bit, 
but fortunately the cool conditions 
didn't have us searching for shade. 
Halfway came up around 1.51.20, 

Mark Bullard and Nathan Fawkes 

still 1.5 minutes off record pace. 
We flew through the next few km 
and heading over the Alcoa con
veyor-belt, Colin eased away on a 
long downhill. By Oakley Dam the 
lead was out to 20 seconds but Colin 
missed a turn and ended up follow
ing me up the big rutted hill. I bur
ied my head as I sensed an oppor
tunity to assert myself on a steep 
technical hill. Barely 20 metres up, 
I noticed a large snake-head about 
6 inches from my right foot. I 
yelled back to Colin but by the time 
the message got through he had run 
r ight over the top of it. 
I think that it was just a harmless 
carpet python, but this didn't stop 

Rebecca Doedens leads Tom McGee 
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a few scares for Nathan and Mark 
later on. Maybe it was Snakeman, 
he did seem very interested in the 
race earlier in the year. Through 
until Scarp Rd, it is mainly uphill 
and I stuck with Colin. However 
once we reached Scarp I pulled 
out a Gu and whilst taking it, Co
lin stole a short lead. Approach
ing the last drink station, Colin was 
still in front with a handy lead of 
about 80 metres. Kate managed 
to arrive between Colin and myself 
to man the station for the slower 
runners. I grabbed a quick drink 
perhaps losing 10 seconds. Trent 
had pulled out at halfway and was 
walking in from here. A fine ef
fort considering his lack of training. 

I managed to keep Colin within sight 
thinking that if I could run the last 
5K as quick as I had the previous 
year then I may be able to catch 
him. I turned up the last big hill 
with about 9K to go and my legs 
never recovered. The next 4K were 
a struggle but I hadn't slowed too 
much. When I arrived at Marrinup 
with 5K to go, Rod's wife informed 
me I was only one minute down. 

There wasn't to be any fast finish
ing as shortly after I blew up like 
a big hot air balloon and was even 
forced to walk a bit near the end. 
Colin finished solidly and took out 
the win by 10 minutes in the end. 

Fifteen minutes later, Victor crossed 
the line with a big PB and was fol
lowed not long after by Rod who 
had run the equivalent of a mara
thon in 4.01. Craig was next in 4.33 
informing everyone he would have 
gone under 4.30 but the course was 
actually 46K. It was a long wait for 
Mark and Nathan and we had the 
traditional bottle of bubbly while 
waiting. Finally Tom and Rebecca 
finished in style with a new fe
male course record to Rebecca of 
5.53:00. 

Tom evidently had had his own bat
tle with the snake and this may 
have contributed to him looking a 
little worse for wear. 



Australia has produced many great long distance runners in the past and continues to do so. 
AURA is justifiably proud of their achievements and wishes to perpetuate the memory and feats 

of these athletes by inducting them into the AURA Hall of Fame. 

Joe Record, ultra marathoner, died 
at Fremantle on Wednesday, Sep
tember 19, 2007, age 66 following 
a courageous battle with multiple 
myeloma. 

Most of us in Perth knew him as an 
ultra marathon runner and to a large 
extent running was his life until 
the realities of age and declining 
performance nudged him into 
ultra painting. This was not only 
to earn a living but also gave 
him an opportunity to open up 
his artistic talents. "Give me a 
large wall" he would say, so that 
he could experiment with vari
ous types of paints and textures. 
His life was a diverse collage of 
many interests. Whatever he 
got involved in would be pushed 
with intense interest. This was 
also true of his approach to my
eloma, as many of his on-line 
friends in the multiple myeloma 
support forums will attest. He 
was an anti establishment, non
conformist, who lived outside 
the mainstream. He was a kind
hearted man who had time for 
everyone and gave his time gen
erously. 

He never married, but in a dif
ferent time and place he per
haps would have. (The sorrow of 
class structured England of his 
time.) Then perhaps we would 
not have had the eccentric charac
ter that was Joe. Well, not in the 
form that we knew him. 
His athletic interests started at 
school (the St Albans preparatory) 
when he was 9 years old. He loved 
sport and participated in most run
ning and field events. At high school 
in Kent and in his teen years he also 
participated in cross country run
ning, hockey, tennis, rugby and dab-

bled in weight lifting. After com
pleting "A" levels at 17 Joe had his 
heart set on becoming a physiother
apist and enlisted in the Medical 
Corps of the British Army, only later 
(60 days) to be considered medi
cally unfit because of his poor eye 
sight. He then moved on to teacher 

Joe Record on the Hume Highway 

training in Brighton. Two years into 
training, and on one of the pracs he 
came up against the teaching estab
lishment and was sent packing. (Sex 
education was deemed too radical 
for the times). 

He then moved to Richmond and 
was employed in a variety of jobs: 
- brickies labourer, house painting, 
odd jobs here and there and break-
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fast chef at the Star and Garter. And 
there was a stint traipsing around 
Europe, which included working 
as a chef on a luxury cruiser in 
the Greek islands. This wandering 
was a prelude to a spiral out into 
the unknown, a time of discovery 
and experimentation, and a time 

where athletics took a back 
seat. Squatting in London in 
the 60's was certainly far from 
dullsville. It was not until an 18 
month period on a farm in Sus
sex that reality bit. Not able to 
outrun some gypsy kids brought 
home to Joe how unfit he was. 
A change in lifestyle was in or
der. What better change than 
Australia? 

Joe arrived in Australia in 1975. 
After travelling the country for 
a couple of years he thought 
Perth was the place to be and 
found the lore of running once 
more. Kings Park was a magi
cal place, especially in the early 
spring mornings with the mist 
floating over the ground. Was 
this a place of the gods? 

Excited about Perth he returned 
to England for a brief visit to tell 
his mother and sister of his trav
els. While there he competed in 
the London to Brighton (his first 
ultra). Now he was hooked, and 
as they say the rest is history. 

Some of his notable achievements: 
1977 - London to Brighton in 6 
hours, 23 mins 
1978 - solo run Perth to Kqlgqorlie, 
600km in 5 days,6 hours; $3.mit:1s 
1979 - 2nd Crystal Pala4�;(24hpur 
(142 miles) ·•••••••••·· f ·•· 

1980 - solo run Perth totAlbany, 
251 miles in 2 day�;1�!�!hoursr 
5mins 



1981 - 2nd Nottingham 6 day 
1981 - 1st Sydney 100 mile in 
14hr, 40mins 
1982 2nd Sydney 100mile 

1983 - 1st La Rochelle, 6 day, 
868km (world record at the time) 
1983 - 3rd New York six day 
1987 - 1st Colac 6 day 
1987 - solo Sydney to Melbourne 
with rucksack in 11 days, 5 hours 

1992 - 1st Geraldton to Perth 
handicap 
1993 - 1st Colac 6 day 
1994 - 2nd La Rochelle, 6 day 
Joe ran 6 Melbourne to Sydney 
Westfield ultras 

226 miles for 48 hours and 
553 miles for 6 days 

He was, over the years, to em
bark on a number of super hu
man running endeavours that 
many believed crazy. His solo 
runs to Albany and Kalgoorlie 
from Perth established times 

that were to be benchmarks to 
those who followed and which 
we believe are records which 
stilt stand. 

He was a friendly, social person 
and he certainly liked a chat, in 
fact you had a hard time getting 
a word in when he was around. 
His house painting turned from 
the usual mainstream to fea
ture walls and large artworks 

on old doors , turning eventu
ally to proper canvas endeav
ours. Most of his feature walls 

were at private houses , with 
an occasional public display in 
restaurants . 

During one of his 6 day events 
he composed a poem - "From the 
American Book of Answers" which 
was later turned into an award
winning multimedia piece. This , 
together with a few of his works 

can be seen on his web site www. 
joewurkz.com. 

Compiled by David Cairns from AURA 
records and personal memories and 
research 

:�kA�i��l.bt Fa��u;:;es into the 

Willia ...... ,❖ •• ing (The flying Pieman) 
::::�xtraor�fl,�ry feats of pedestrian
isn)' gt1d other.endurance exploits in 

the 1840's and 1850's - featured in 
the March 2005 issue of Ultramag. 

Mike B McNamara - contested the 
famous Trans America races of 1928 
(DNF) and 1929 (7th) and went on to 
break world records at 30 miles and 
40 miles - featured in the December 
2004 issue of Ultramag. 

Herb Hedemann - contested the 
Trans America races of 1928 (38th) 

and 1929 (8th). Famous at Stawell 
Athletic Club where the mile race 
is named after him to this day - fea-

Joe Record - 011e of a ki11d 

tured in the March 2005 issue of Ul
tramag. 

Percy Cerutty - totally focussed and 
world famous athletics coach (seen 
at the time as unorthodox and ec
centric) renowned for his instigation 
of long distance training for middle 
distance athletes - featured in the 
June 2005 issue of Ultramag 

George Perdon - one-time holder 
of numerous World records for dis
tances ranging from 24 hours to 
1,000 miles and years ahead of his 
time - featured in the September 
2005 issue of Ultramag. 

Tony Rafferty - famous for his wide
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ly publicized long distance exploits, 
his duels with George Perdon and 
his running of Death Valley in sum
mer. One-time world record holder 
of 1,000 miles track. Featured in the 
December 2005 issue of Ultramag. 

Ron Grant - best known for being the 
first person to run around Australia, 
in a continuous run averaging 
61.67km/day and then breaking the 

world record for 1,000 consecutive 

hours, running 3 kms per hour, each 
and every hour for 1,000 consecu
tive hours. Featured in the March 

2006 issue of Ultramag. 

Cynthia Herbert (Cameron) 
- Lifted the standard of fe
male ultrarunning in Austra
lia by many notches. A stellar 
three year career spanning 
1985 to 1988 produced Aus
tralian records over the en
tire spectrum from 50km to 
Six Days including a stirring 
win in the 1987 Westfield 
Sydney to Melbourne Race. 
- featured in the June 2006 
issue of Ultramag. 

Margaret Smith - A true pio
neer who tackled distances 

no previous Australian wom
en had ever contemplated 
during 1981-85. Frequently 
matching it with the best men 
of the time, her stunning 100 
mile best of 16:02 and gutsy 
performance in the 1985 Syd
ney to Melbourne were the 
highlights of her many world 
class performances. - Fea
tured in the September 2006 
issue of Ultramag. 

Cliff Young - "Cliffy" achieved folk 
hero status and nationwide fame 
with his astonishing win in the in
augural 1983 Sydney to Melbourne 
run. Running in long rain pants, the 
61 year old potato farmer stunned 
his younger rivals. Far from a "one 
hit wonder", Cliff had an illustrious 

career spanning almost 20 years 

that encompassed a number of 
Australian open age records and a 
veritable smorgasbord of World age 
group marks. - Featured in the De
cember 2006 Issue of Ultramag. 

Helen Stanger - In a 12 year career 
from 1988 to 1999, Helen rose to 
the top of the tree over a variety 



''A new Inductee will be admitted to the AURA Hall or Fame each three months,, 

of distances from 50km to Six days 
including the 1991 Westfield Sydney 
to Melbourne race. Nothing, howev
er, was to compare to her extraor
dinary success when she decided 
to specialize in the 24 hour event. 
A new Australian and Australasian 
record seemed almost assured each 
time she stepped onto the track as 
she continually bettered her previ
ous runs. Undoubtedly, Helen's 24 
hour performance of 229.080km 
in 1998 was her career highlight 
stamping her into a class of her own 
in Australia and amongst the high
est echelons of the World's elite. 
- Featured in the March 2007 issue 
of Ultramag. 

Bryan Smith - Undoubtedly Aus
tralia's greatest ultra runner. From 
1987 to 2001, Bryan established 
himself amongst the elite handful 
of multi day runners in the world. 

From 254kms over 24 hours to a Six 
Day best of 1,002kms and 1,000 mile 
PB of 11D 23hr. Bryan ran over 50 
multi day events against the world's 
best and stood tall amongst them 
on each and every occasion. Winner 
of the 1991 Sydney to Melbourne 
race. One of the true gentlemen 
of the sport, Bryan was in a league 
of his own in Australia. His sudden 
and tragic loss in 2001 has left a 
massive hole that will never heal. 
- Featured in the June 2007 issue of 
Ultramag. 

Brian Bloomer - The typical Aussie 
battler. The ex boxer who took to 
the world of ultras with a bang. In 
his prime years from 1985 to 1988, 
Brian set a new standard in 24 hour 
running with 242km along with sec
ond, third and fourth placings in 
the Westfield Sydney to Melbourne 
events. Known for his brutal tough-

ness, Brian ran through many inju
ries to become the country's pre
mier multi day runner of his time. 

If anyone has more information on 
previous inductees or are able to 
furnish details of any omissions or 
corrections on the data contained 
in the HOF articles, please contact 
Kevin Cassidy by email kc130860@ 
hotmail.com or telephone 0425 
733 336. Back issues of Ultramag 
are available at $10 each including 
postage to anywhere in Australia. 

A new inductee will be admitted to 
the AURA Hall of Fame each three 
months, for the next three to four 
years. Check your next issue of Ul
tramag for further details. Ultra
mag is available only to members of 
AURA. 

Sri Chinmoy deceased at 76 

Oct 12, 2007 in New York 

Founder of the Sri Chinmoy organisation and spritual leader, Sri Chinmoy 

has passed away, aged 76. Popularly known as 'the Guru' Sri Chinmoy was an 

Indian philosopher and teacher who emigrated to the US in 1964. He was 

an author, composer, artist and athlete. 

He is perhaps best known for holding public events on the theme of inner 

peace and world harmony, such as concerts, meditations and races. The 

New Zealand 24 hour race scheduled to be held this weekend has been 

cancelled as a mark of respect. 
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rr'ed Corbitt -!Rgst In Peace 
Distance running inspiration Ted Corbitt passes away at 88 

Wednesday 12 December 2007 

Ted Corbitt, 1952 Olympian, training 
pioneer, administrator, and author, 
has passed away at the age of 88. 

Born in 1919 in South Carolina, USA, 
into an African-American family, 
Corbitt as a child ran to and from 
school in an era of racial discrimina
tion in which there was only school 
transport available for white chil
dren. Corbitt was never bitter and 
found great enjoyment in that daily 
regime. When as an older student 
he read a newspaper article about 
Theodore Ellison "Tarzan" Brown, 
the Narragansett Indian who won 
two editions of the Boston Mara
thon in the 1930s, that childhood 
enthusiasm for running was turned 
into a lifelong passion. 

During college, segregation kept 
Corbitt out of many interstate 
meets and generally restricted his 
competitive opportunities as a run
ner. He graduated from the Univer
sity of Cincinnati with a masters' 
degree with honours in physical ed
ucation and then studied to become 
a physical therapist, but always re
tained serious thoughts of competi
tive running. 

At a time when there was very lit
tle knowledge in the area of profes
sional training available to runners, 
most of his early self coaching was 
experimental. Using the methods of 
Czech Olympic legend Emil Zatopek 
as the foundation of his training 
he added a lot of resistance· exer
cises to his own regime and married 
speed sessions with long slow runs. 

Corbitt debuted at the marathon at 
the age of 32 with a 15th place fin
ish in the 1951 Boston Marathon and 
after two further marathons was 
selected for the Helsinki Olympic 
team. 

During a career which lasted well 
into his 50s Corbitt ran just under 
200 marathons and ultra marathon 
races. ,J;ijs strength and stamina 
wer�Jls�hdary. At age 54 he ran his 
175th triar.�thon in Boston in a time 
of 12:4 < 'l{:(less than one minute 
slower n his first marathon 23 
y�arsJ .. ❖ er. His fastest marathon 
tfttje was'2:2Q:44 in 1958. He held 

the American record at 25 Miles, at 
the Marathon distance, and at 40 
and 50 Miles. 
Corbitt was the first President of the 
Road Runners Club of America, and 
as the third President of the New 
York Road Runners Club, he pushed 
for a masters category for runners 
over the age of forty, knowing that 
it would bring out the retired racers 
who couldn't compete successfully 
any longer in the younger arena. 

Largely responsible for the move
ment to adhere to strict meas
urement criteria and course cer
tification, Corbitt's 1964 book, 
'Measuring Road Running Courses', 
became the benchmark for certified 
road race courses at the time and is 
the foundation upon which accurate 
road racing rests today. 

IAAF 

Though little known to the general 
public, Ted Corbitt is a key figure 
in the history of running. In a long 
career, he held many records as an 
athlete and was equally influential 
as an official of running organiza
tions, Corbitt is often called "the 
father of long distance running." He 
was an ultramarathon pioneer, help
ing to revive interest in the sport 
in the United States in the 1960s 
and 70s. New York Times columnist 
Robert Lipsyte called Corbitt "the 
last surviving spiritual elder of the 
modern running clan". In a Runner's 
World feature naming him "lifetime 
achievement honoree", writer Gail 
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Kislevitz called Corbitt "a living 
symbol of durability and longev
ity". 

Corbitt also developed standards to 
accurately measure courses and cer
tify races. The technique involved 
the use of a calibrated bicycle and 
was widely adopted worldwide. 

Personal and professional life 
Ted Corbitt was born on a South 
Carolina cotton farm. He ran track 
in high school and at the University 
of Cincinnati. Due to racial discrimi
nation, which was common at the 
time, he was sometimes banned 
from track meets when white ath
letes refused to compete against 
him, being a black man. After army 
service in World War II, Corbitt 
earned a graduate degree in physi
cal therapy from New York Univer
sity, where he later lectured. He 
was a physiotherapist for more than 
40 years. 

Racing and training 
Corbitt competed in the 5,000 me
tres, the 10,000 metres and the 
Marathon at the 1952 Summer Ol
ympics in Helsinki. He won the 
Philadelphia Marathon in 1954. At 
various times, Corbitt held the U.S. 
track records for distances of 25 
miles, the Marathon, 40 miles, 50 
miles and 100 miles. He remained a 
nationally competitive runner well 
into his fifties. 
For many years, Corbitt ran more 
than 20 miles a day from his home 
in a distant suburb of New York City 
to his job as a physiotherapist in 
Manhattan. On some days, he also 
ran home. At his peak, Corbitt ran 
up to 200 miles a week, far more 
than almost any other distance run
ner. Corbitt ran most of his miles at 
a fast pace. One workout he often 
ran involved 17 miles on the track, 
followed by 13 miles on roads. One 
week in 1962, Corbitt ran 300 miles. 
He then travelled to England and 
competed in the 54 mile London to 
Brighton road race, finishing fourth. 
Corbitt's "killer weeks" continue to 
inspire some elite distance runners 
to this day. 



'' Corbitt was among the first five runners to be Induct;� 
Into the National Distance Running Hall or Fame 

Other contributions to running 

Corbitt has served as an unpaid offi
cial of many running organizations, 
including the Amateur Athletic Un
ion. He was the first President of the 
Road Runners Club of America and 
the third President of the New York 
Road Runners Club. Corbitt served 
on various boards and committees 
for over 50 years. He helped cre
ate the masters division for runners 
over 40. 

In the early 1960s, Corbitt led ef
forts to accurately measure and cer
tify long distance road race courses 
in the United States. The technique, 
based on the work of John Jewell 
of Great Britain, used a calibrated 
bicycle wheel in conjunction with a 

revolution counter. This method is 
still used today. 

As an official, Corbitt was often 
the anonymous "inside man" who 
remained out of the limelight and 
left promotion and public relations 
to others. Corbitt never coached, 
wrote a book or became a fitness 
guru. In a career that spanned dec
ades, he earned almost no money 
from running. Corbitt is revered 
by a small group of knowledgeable 
runners, but remains unknown to 
almost everyone else. 

A measure of public recognition fi
nally came in 1998, when Corbitt 
was among the first five runners to 
be inducted into the National Dis
tance Running Hall of Fame. Corbitt 

was also inducted into the Ameri
can Ultrarunning Hall of Fame on its 
inauguration in April of 2006. 

At 87 (2006), Corbitt was still vol
unteering at ultramarathon races 
in New York and sometimes even 
competing. As recently as 2003, he 
completed a 24-hour race by walk
ing 68 miles, finishing 17th in a field 
of 35. Some runners were awed by 
his presence; others had no idea 
who he was. 

Corbitt has never smoked and his 
only drink was a single can of beer 
while in the army. He practices 
self-massage, carefully chews every 
moljthful of food, and drinks lots of 
water. 

Sparta th Ion 2007 Athens to Sparta. reece 
29/30 September 2007 

246KM 125 FINISHERS 

1 23:12:14 JUREK SCOTT 42 33:27:58 ANASTASSIADIS STERGIOS 84 35:10:08 JAGERSMA DIK 
2 24:29:41 KURYLO PIOTR 43 33:35:39 HOTHMANN JURGEN 85 35:10:55 AHN BYUNG-GUN 
3 25:37:40 NUNES VALMIR 44 33:38:39 RUTA TADEUSZ 86 35:10:55 OH SEUNG-KWON 
4 25:48:44 LUKAS JENS 45 33:59:43 SIVOSAVI VEIKKO 87 35:11:30 PISMENKO WOJCIECH 
5 26:34:30 THALMANN MARKUS 46 34:04:15 WANNER KLAUS 88 35:12:10 PRADOS DOS SANTOS LUCIANO 
6 27:40:14 BOCHONS EUSEBIO 47 34:04:15 STREICHER ELKE [f] 89 35:13:26 KONSTAS LUCAS 
7 28:17:41 IWAMOTO NOBUMI 48 34:04:15 HOSCHELE JOCHEN 90 35:13:26 GERGIOPOULOS KONSTANTINOS 
8 28:36:41 MATSUSHITA TAKEHIRO 49 34:06:08 PEISCHL OTTO 91 35:18:42 SATO NARITO 
9 29:01:29 SICHEL WILLIAM 50 34:06:10 DAN KOUJI 92 35:22:00 FRAYE MARC 
10 29:25:46 SATO RYOICHI 51 34:09:11 LEE MAN-SIK 93 35:22:00 SPILOTROS STEPHANE 
11 29:27:14 KUMASAKA AKIHIKO 52 34:21:48 SCHLOTTER HANS-JURGEN 94 35:23:28 KARPPI JORMA JUHANI 
12 29:44:47 MALINOWSKI ZBIGNIEW 53 34:21:50 PALLARUELO GILLES 95 35:23:28 MUSTALA ARI 
13 29:47:10 SUZUKI MAKOTO 54 34:22:10 BROWN RICHARD 96 35:26:22 KRUGER MICHAEL 
14 30:07:16 TSAI CHEN CHIN 55 34:24:05 WEGMANN UDO 97 35:27:30 SAITO TETSUO 
15 30:08:18 IKEDA KAZUYOSHI 56 34:24:18 COCKBAIN MARK 98 35:31:44 RITELLA CHRISTIAN 
16 30:31:01 GODALE MARK 57 34:25:28 KATO EMI [f] 99 35:31:44 BRAMSTANG MATTIAS 
17 30:31:57 VANICEK MICHAEL 58 34:25:49 ANDO MASANAO 100 35:33:32 HORVATH MONIKA [f] 
18 30:31:57 PROCHASKA JAN 59 34:25:50 SAITO YOSHIKI 101 35:35:56 NEUMANN KLAUS 
19 30:35:30 KARL HUBERT 60 34:26:07 PAPI ALESSANDRO 102 35:35:56 HEINIG MARCEL NICO 
20 30:40:05 NAKASHIMA TOYOHISA 61 34:26:53 ITO MAKOTO 103 35:36:24 YOSHINARI SUSUMU 
21 31:09:24 SAKAMOTO AKIKO [f] 62 34:27:40 ATMATZIDIS ATHANASSIOS 104 35:36:55 FURUYAMA TAKAKO [f] 
22 31:26:31 MRAVLJE DUSAN 63 34:29:42 ISHIWATA YASUO 105 35:37:49 HAGURA NOBUHIKO 
[1986 Westfield Sydney to Melbourne winner] 6,4 34:30:57 KOCH RAINER 106 35:37:49 MATSUDA YOSHIKO [f] 
23 31:36:02 LOW ANDRAS 65 34:30:57 LEU OLIVER 107 35:37:49 KONOEDA SHOJI 
24 31:39:16 KAWAMURA KAZUHIRO 66 34:30:57 HEINLEIN MARIKA [fl 108 35:37:49 IWAMOTO RINA [f] 
25 31:56:03 BEC VRIGITTE [fl 67 34:30:57 STROSNY RENE 109 35:38:06 SIEURAC SOSIAN 
26 32:06:00 VENNIKAS PEETER 68 34:30:57 URBANICH FRANZ 110 35:39:01 KAFKOPOULOS VASILIOS 
27 32:11:05 NOTO KIMIE [f] 69 34:31:54 MOUILLOUR BERTRAND 111 35:40:57 SUZUKI KOTOMI [fl 
28 32:13:58 NASHIMURA YOSHIO 70 34:31:54 SEGUI GERARD 112 35:43:08 UHL WOLFRAM 
29 32:17:46 WILLERICH JOSEF 71 34:36:19 WU SHENG MING 113 35:43:08 JUDA MARTINA[� 
30 32:21:41 CRYSTALLIS GEORGE 72 34:44:53 TO THE-URBAN TAMAS 114 35:47:35 POLS SIMON 
31 32:43:24 NOWOSIELSKI LUKASZ 73 34:44:53 FENDRIK LASZLO 115 35:47:35 SCHRAMA CAREL 
32 32:45:18 EIVINDSEN EIOLF 74 34:51:46 GOGOS EVANGELOS-APOLLON 116 35:48:16 FOURNARIS MARIOS 
33 32:47:54 RYAN SHAKAL 75 34:54:51 BEC HERVE 117 35:48:16 MATSUDA KENJI 
34 32:53:48 KAPOOR NEIL 76 34:54:52 GATTO JEAN-FRANCOIS 118 35:48:16 MICO JOSE 
35 32:55:10 TRETTO LIVIO 77 34:54:53 NAGASE YOKO [� 119 35:48:16 ALERTAS GEORGE 
36 32:55:10 SARTORI STEFANO 78 34:54:54 REUS FLORIAN 120 35:51:34 NISHINO YUKIHIRO 
37 33:04:35 STOHR JOSEF 79 34:59:17 BERGER-SCHMITT REGINA [f] 121 35:54:24 RAIVINEN ARI 
38 33:04:35 WILKE CARL WILHELM 80 34:59:18 BOGAERT JOHAN 122 35:55:01 LAPEYRE SEAN 
39 33:08:40 NAKANO TOMOKI [fl 81 35:03:01 WARE ROBERT [AUSTRALIA] 123 35:55:10 TANIYAMA NAOKO [f] ,.••····., ...... •. 
40 33:13:21 LU CHIU SHU JUNG [fl 82 35:05:20 MAIR STEFAN 124 35:55:30 KOMATSU HIROMI [fl // 
41 33:20:04 KURKINAHTI PASI 83 35:07:40 ISHIDA TAKAHIRO 125 35:55:59 MORISHITA YUKIO / 
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He's tl1e t1ltimi1te l\rith 'Ultras 

KELV[N 
t,fanhnll 
htn 132 
marathons 
undmthii 
tll;'ltbut 
it'filtl� 100 
ul U'.l U\c'U'tl
thons that iet him 
apart from th� t't!M. 
Th11> Ebternwkk athl�t❖ 1$ fif)W fUIUling 

fr,:nn the m:irth c,f GfJrm.anv to th(• south in 
a 11•day. U((ikm tu.ce, 
The JS-vest-Old Im raced W.'.'toss Frtu1.,::B. 

bravttd icor,,�hl.ng tt-n1p�r.ltuttrn runni.ng 
across the Snnpoon m�rt and hai o:nn• 
pe.ted in lllOfe than :XI t,b�lt11:iurno Mat'll• 
U1ons. 
"'l fint gi:n the mat"ilthon bug wlhln I was 

llving irt Elstern:�.tlttk in thH (Htdy BC�;. as 
\m.ck lliiH1 tlw M�lb'.:JlH1);) Martithon U:t;(>d to 
nm ah::mi;r. thl> N�poon Highway. which my 
hou£e was ow.dooking, and l dt�Jid,� 1 
want•�i w do (,rt('," Marshall taid. 

Hit said h.1 ht1d nv)t ll\.'UlY li$1long frwnds 
thr»ugh his running. · ,, · 
Marmhall �lil$&Wat'@d th❖ 2l•.J,J Ausuvtl.1tu1 

Ultra Rmmc•n A.siociation mal" ultra run• 
t¥t.r of the )'¥,:HU" title, 
'The 8.a111sun�. Mell:»)Ul't'W Marath1)ll will b(1 

nm on Sut1dav, Ock'.l'bttr 7. 
Participants· ean take plwt in varfou$ 

evfmtsand mon�y rnl'¼�i on the day go,:1i to 
th� C€W�tw.1l Palsy f':ducaUon Ceutm, !:fl;)• 
tails: W"f\,.,,_r ,melbot11'ne1ruirn thl)n ,eo1n,alt 

Manhall is this wi•t:1k's f.,&,1der S(mior 
Sports Star no1ninr�;i. 

·i.· To nomlnatiai �n athl l?te vt10 has 
tl.)mp�t8ct at statt h>.wJ orhtgMr, �mau 
m�i!)ad�r�f9ad�rntwipap�rs,<:r.>m .au 

Kelvin Marshall runs the Deutschlandlauf 1,205km 17 day stage race 

Germany. September 10-26 

Hiroko Okiyama 
Trond Sjavik 
Jorg Kupfer 
Kelvin Marshall 

'·, f;lans Damm 
<:Frank Gruhn 
Mike Friedl 

/ < ...... :, Ji.irgen Baumann 
•· 9:<S$1,1sanne Mahlstedt 

124:40:33 
132:44:15 
139:29:11 
141:25:05 
144:34:37 
149:16:51 
160:14:26 
162:55:45 
166:22:40 

10. Andreas Amann 
11. Frank Dams 
12. Russell Secker 
13. Willem Mutze 
14. Oliver Ruf 
15. Andre Lange 
16. Daniela Dilling 
17. Baldur Buchwald 
18. Hans Drexler 
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166:45:34 
168:14:45 
172:59:16 
175:09:18 
177:04:04 
179:09:58 
181:26:10 
185:29:56 
186:09:45 



8 September 2007 

I 100km 
inschoten, 

orld Cup 
etherlands 

On the pancake-flat Winschoten course the Japanese 
team dominated the event. Shinichi Watanabe and 
Kenji Nakanishi led the men's race from the gun and at 
the end of the first 10km lap had only the Italian, 
Giorgio Calcaterra with them. Nakanishi led slightly at 
the end of the second lap but the two Japanese ran 
together to 70km after which Nakanishi slowed. His 
lead over the third placed runner was substantial but 
he was being run down by the redoubtable Oleg 
Kharitonov of Russia, holder of the world 100 miles 
track record and a former Comrades Marathon winner. 

At 90km Nakanishi looked likely to lose second place, 
and perhaps even third, to Kharitonov and Igor 
Tyazhkorob who was also closing. But he rallied over 
the last 10km to hold off the rapidly closing Russian by 
just one second. Shinichi \Vatanabi, a relaxed spectator 
to the duel, had won the event seven minutes earlier in 
a world leading time . 

In the women's race another Japanese pair, Norimi 
Sakurai and Hiroko Sha, were also pulling away from 
the rest of the field. Sakurai holds the world track 
100km best, and at 30km her even pace took her clear. 
Sho, a former winner of the World 100km, long looked 
safe in second place but Laurence Fricotteaux was also 
running an evenly paced race some four minutes slower 
per lap than Sakurai. Entering the last lap well over 
three minutes adrift in third, Fricotteaux manged to 
pull back four minutes on Sho in the final 10km. Less 
than 30 seconds separated them after 7.5 hours of 
running. 

Well before them the hugely impressive Norimi Sakurai 
had produced the fastest ever 100km on a loop course 
with a time of 7:00:28. Her final lap of 43:00 was her 
slowest of the race and denied her a sub 7-hour time. 

�
MEN: 
■---4ditl&diMttW 

� 
2 Kenj1 NAKANISHI 

!!!ml 3 Oleg KHARITONOV 
::i TEAMS: 

2 Russia 
3 USA 

WOMEN: 
ii. I -foti1fuiti!&M 

2 Laurence FRICOTTEAUX 
3 Hiroko SHO 

TEAMS: 

2 F
r

ance 

3 Germany 

w -MMM 
JPN 6:30:21 
RUS 6:30:22 

m M@M 
FRA 7:26:44 
JPN 7:27:12 

IAU 100KM EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 
IMEN: 
- ,,,. 

2 Igor TYAZHKOROB RUS 6:42:30 
3 Alexey fl/VIA YLOV RUS 6:45:10 

TEAMS: 

2 France 
3 Germany 

WOMEN: 
.... '.111,Qljlfl ':1 

2 Marina MYSHLYANO ✓A 
3 Monica CARLIN /TA 7:40:36 

TEAMS: 
-

2 Germany 

3 Italy 



This article was originally researched 
and written by New Zealand 
statistician Dudley Harris. It has 
been updated to reflect Sandra's 
recent 'hundreds' - the list now 
stands at an amazing 125 - and is 
republished, with acknowledgement 
to Dudley, to bring the record up to 
date. As Sandra commented herself 
just last month: 
My performance in the /AU 24H 

in Canada at the end of July was 
my 125th 100 miles plus - quite a 
pleasing milestone, almost exactly 

25 years after my very first 100 
miles at Leicester in 1982. 

Sandra Dabney Brown, the first 
woman to complete one hundred 
foot-races of 100 miles or more has 
now completed more 'hundred
milers-or-more' than any other 
known person. 

Sandra's is a very considerable 
achievement spread over twenty 
years. Sandra was the first woman 
to reach one hundred 'hundreds'. 
It should also be noted that, by the 
rules adopted by Sandra and Richard 
Brown, each event is counted only 
once, no matter how far beyond 
100 miles it may be. Thus the 
Land's End to John O'Groats epic, 
being in excess of 800 miles, and 
the Nanango 1000 miles race, each 
scored only once in the total tally. 
There are no time limits for each 
individual 100-miles or more, 
although they must be continuous, 
and the only occasions when 100-
milers have taken longer than 24 
hours were for a few cross-country 
events of a very severe kind; nor 
for the total period in which they 
have been accumulated. Indeed, 
the realisation that such a challenge 
was possible to achieve probably 
came to mind only in the latter 
years, after which, what had begun 
gradually as a secret ambition, 
startedi'.t9 become apparent to 
oth.&is/ 

1982-1 
After which included 
0h�t .rtl s(people would consider 
to' be long;<healthy walks 'off the 

Sandra Brown 

beaten track', Sandra eventually 
succumbed in 1982 to the public 
mood for running marathons with 
her first one, in Winchester. In her 
'onwards and upwards' style, that 
same year saw Sandra enter her first 
'ultra' (i.e. beyond the marathon's 
26 miles 385 yards) with, in April, 
the 100km Surrey Summits and, in 
May, a LOWA cross country 100 mile 
event along the Pilgrims' Way from 
Guildford to Canterbury - her first 
100-miler! 
In that era, popular opm1on 
considered that one marathon a 
year was enough for novices, with 
two the maximum for those more 
experienced in racing, rather than 
merely surviving. More often than 
that lay madness ! In her early 
thirties, Sandra either did not know 
of or ignored conventional wisdom. 
Discovering and briefly practising 
the technique of race-walking, 
August that same year saw her enter 
her first judged Centurion 100-mile 
event in Leicester. 

And so the accumulation proceeded 
gradually: a cross-country event in 
Snowdonia in 1983, six events in 
1984 which included her first two in 
Europe, and another four in 1985. 
However, Sandra's fifth year after 
'going ultra' went nowhere, other 
than the wonderful achievement of 
giving birth to daughter Victoria, 
born in February 1986. 
1987 saw a cautious (or wise) return 
to endurance events, with two 
'hundreds', followed by three in 
1988, the third being 163½ miles in 
Sandra's first 48-hr race. 
1989 
In 1989, in which year Sandra turned 
40, came a new level of activity, 
with eight 'hundreds-or-more'. 
Not that a birthday-with-a-nought 
would have made any difference, 
nor at such an early stage would the 
thought of aiming for one hundred 
'hundreds' have occurred. Much 
more likely was the attraction of 
qualifying for and competing in 
the Epernay-to-Colmar (the female 
version of the male Paris-Colmar) 
multi-day walk. (Sandra would 
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compete in the French 'blue-ribbon' 
event in three more consecutive 
years.) So the 1989 total shot up 
to eight events, including the first 
of a continuing appearance in the 
28-hour Roubaix walk, and a second 
consecutive year at the Blackpool 
48-hour, this time with about 18 
extra miles. 
1990-1991 
In 1990, Sandra's 'bag' increased 
to nine, including the now long
distance 'blue ribbon' event, with 
Chalons-Colmar at over 211 miles . 
In 1991, the annual total decreased 
to six, although the quality was still 
there. In September, Sandra set a 
women's World Best Distance of 
200km in 24hr 04mn 20sc in a walk 
in Vallorbe, Switzerland. That was 
just two months after a second
place-overall in the Manchester
Blackpool 50-mile walk. Her 7 hr 
54min 54sec event was described by 
the Race Organiser as "the greatest 
exhibition of long-distance walking 
ever seen in this country". 
1992-1998 
Seven years would follow at lower 
levels of frequency: four competitive 
ultras in 1992 and 1993, five each 
in 1994, 1995 and 1996, and three 
in 1997. But the quality was still 
there, as were some mind-boggling 
distances. 
For example, in 1992, Sandra 
completed the multi-day Chalons
Colmar in 2nd place for the third 
consecutive year; and the Centurion 
'hundred' was in her 2nd best-ever 
time (her 'best' of 18.36.24 had 
come when she was eight years 
younger). 
1994's five events included a 48-
hour and a 6-day run; while in 
1995, Sandra and husband Richard 
made their own individual attacks 
on the 840-miler land's End to John 
O'Groats - and each was successful. 
In 1996, still with an annual 'strike
rate' offive 'hundred-miles-or-more' 
events, Sandra set a new women's 
World Track Record time for 1000 
miles in Nanango, Queensland in 
March. After an amazingly short 
recovery period, Sandra was back in 
competition again in May and August 



for two Centurion 'hundreds' and, 
one and two months later, runs of 
24-hours and, in Odessa, 48-hours. 
In 1997, there were just three 24-
hour events in consecutive months; 
though in the third one, Sandra set 
a World Walking Record time for 
100 miles on a track. 

September to Australia for a fourth 
'country qualifier' with her 7th of 
the year; rounding off 1999 with 
two more in October. 

she has continued to compete with 
high-quality performances, which many 
other 'ultras' (of either gender) can 
only envy. Sandra has now completed 
more 'hundred-milers-or-more' than 
any other person. 

But in 1998, and possibly with the 
thought that, a year later, an age 
of psychological importance would 
be upon her, Sandra wound the 
frequency back up to five, including 
one (in the Isle of Man) which she 
would count among her own best 
four performances anywhere! 
1999-2001 

If 1999 had seemed hectic to 
observers, Year 2000 was celebrated 
with 11 'hundreds' in the nine 
months from Feb to Oct. So to 2001, 
and the balance of 7 'hundreds' in 
seven months. Amazing! 

In May and August 2004, 7th and 8th
best times (only 40 seconds apart) and 
outright wins in both the Dutch and 
English Centurion events confirmed 
that Sandra continues to dominate the 
'hundred miles and more' list. 

1999, the year of Sandra's 'Big Five
Oh', began early with one '100' in 
April and three in May! A brief rest, 
thence across the world in July to 
New Zealand, where she broke her 
own World Track Record by almost 
27 minutes. From NZ to London for 
another '100' in August, thence in 

Amazing that Sandra could operate 
at such a rate (27 'hundreds') in the 
last three years required to reach 
her goal, not only without any 
significant decline in quality but also 
without being held back by injuries 
- a matter of experience and skill, 
plus an indomitable spirit. 
2002-2007 

Her 2006 performance in finishing the 
UK Centurions annual 'hundred' for a 
record 21st time in 19:28:38 has set a 
standard that no one is ever likely to 
match. 

SANDRA'S HUNDREDS 

Many top-rated athletes, having 
reached theirmajorgoalsuccessf ully, 
retire from racing, especially if they 
can no longer achieve their same 
level of performance. But not Sandra 
Brown. Albeit at a lower frequency, 

C = Centurion (100-mile-within-24-
hours) judged race- walk 
W = other judged walk 
L= LDWA cross-country 
R = run. 
M = multi-day 

1982 - age 33 
01 May Pilgrims Way, Eng 1 00mi L 
02 Jul Leicester, Eng 22:18:24 C 
1983 - age 34 
03 May Snowdonia, Wal 108mi / 31h L 
1984 - age 35 
04 May Dartmoor, Eng 100ml / 27h L 
05 Jun St Oedenrode, Hol 21:05:07 C 
06 Jul Leicester, Eng 18:36:24 C 
07 Aug Chorley, Eng 131.3mi 24hR 
08 Oct Brussels, Bel 174km 24hW 
09 Nov Coatbridge, Eng 120.2mi 24hR 
1985 - age 36 
10 Mar Montauban, Fra 273.38k 48h 
11 May StOedenrode, Hol 21:44:45 C 
12 May Yks Dales, Eng 100mi / 34hr L 
13 Jun B'hth R, Eng 100mi / 20:20 W 
1986 - age 37 
Feb daughter Victoria born 
1987 - age 38 
14 Jun Ewhurst, Sy, Eng 22:32:40 C 
15 Aug Cborley, Eng 119mi 24hR 
1988 - age 39 
16 Jul Leicester, Eng 21:11:14 C 
17 Aug Preston, Eng 114.1mi 24hR 
18 Nov Blackpool, Eng 163.5mi 48hR 
1989 - age 40 
19 Feb M Keynes, Eng 108mi 49ly 24hR 
20 May Rauen, Fra 185.26km 24hW 
21 Jun Epernay-Colmar 220k MW 
22 Jun Hull, Eng 105mi 439y 24hW 
23 Jul Blackpool, Eng 100mi / 19:41:56 
also walked 181mi 1099y 48hW 
24 Jul Hendon, Eng 100ml / 19:56:17 C 

25 Sep Roubaix, Fra 211.42k 28h W 
26 Nov WdGreen, Eng 108m1403y 24hW 
1990 age 41 
27 Apr Ch.Thierry, Fra 179.984km 24hW 
28 Apr Bazancourt, Fra 180.256km 24hW 
29 Apr BarLeDuc, Fra 168.185km 24hW 
30 May Rauen, Fra 179.395km 24hW 
31 Jun Chalons-Colmar 340k / 51h MW 
32 Jul Leicester, Eng 18:56:46 C 
33 Aug Dijon, Fra 196.476km 24hW 
34 Sep Roubaix, Fra 218.65 km 28hW 
35 Oct Etrechy, Fra 193.306km 24hW 
1991 - age 42 
36 Mar Lagny, Fra 183.5km 24hW 
37 Apr Bazancourt, Fra 188.0km 24hW 
38 May Surgeres, Fra 307.038km 48hR 
39 Jun Chalons-Colmar 340.5km MW 
40 Sep Dijon, Fra 193.29km 24hW 
41 Sep Vallorbe, Swi 200km 24hW 
1992 - age 43 
42 Mar Bazancourt, Fra 196km 24hW 
43 Jun Chalons-Colmar 342km / 52h MW 
44 Jul Leicester, Eng 18:50:29 C 
45 Oct Tooting B, Eng 129mi 1664y 24hR 
1993 - age 44 
46 May Basle, Swi 186.112km 24hR 
47 May StOedenrode, Hol 19:22:22 C 
48 Aug BP London, Eng 20:09:05 C 
49 Oct Tooting B, Eng 133mi 1110y 24hR 
1994 - age 45 
50 Apr Bazancourt, Fra 176km 24hW 
51 May Szeged, Hun 188.1km 24hR 
52 Jul Cologne, Ger 306.222km 48hR 
53 Jul Leicester, Eng 19:00:00 C 
54 Nov Sacramento, USA 426mi / 6 days M 
1995 - age 46 
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55 Mar Lagny, Fra 189.962km 24hW 
56 May LeJog, UK 840mi / 13d10h M 
57 Aug BP London, Eng 21:37:21 C 
58 Sep Roubaix, Fra 212.240km 28hW 
59 Oct Tooting B, Eng 123mi 1453y 24hR 
1996 - age 47 
60 Mar Nanango, Aust 1000mi 14d10h27 M 
61 May Schiedam, Hol 19:33:21 C 
62 Aug Colchester, Eng 19:42:53 C 
63 Sep IAU Courcon, Fr 212.701km 24hR 
64 Oct Odessa 312.4km 48hR 
1997 - age 48 
65 May Basle, Swi 188.182km 24hR 
66 Jun Solihull, Eng 197.711mi 24hW 
67 Jul Ware, Herts, Eng 19:27:15 C 
1998 - age 49 
68 May Dijon, Fra 189.01km 24hW 
69 May Doncaster, Eng 120.1mi 24hR 
70 Jun Manx loM, UK 19:32:26 C 
71 Aug Fleurbaix, Fra 194.032km 24hR 
72 Sep Roubaix, Fra 211.651km 28hW 
73 Oct Tooting B, Eng 114mi 345y 24hR 
1999 - age 50 
74 Apr BarLeDuc, Fra 180km 24hW 
75 May Dijon, Fra 177.974km 24hW 
76 May Weert, Hol 19:46:37 C 
77 May Doncaster, Eng 107mi 1269y 24hW 
78 Jul Auckland, NZI 19:00:47 C 
79 Aug BP, London, Eng 20:01 :49 C 
80 Sep Melbourne, Aus 19:14:56 C 
81 Oct Tooting B, Eng 104.5mi 24hW 
82 Oct Bombaye, Bel 200km / 26h13m W 
2000 - age 51 
83 Feb TorcyParis, Fra 170.595kn 24hW 
84 Mar Perpignan, Fra 183.242km 24hW 
85 Apr BarLeDuc, Fra 168km 24hW 
86 May Dijon, Fra 192.658km 24hW 
10 
87 May Doncaster, Eng 109mi 948y 24hW 
88 Jun Schiedam, Hol 20:41 :01 C 
89 Jul Rotterdam 200km W 
90 Aug Newmarket, Eng 114mi / 23h38m C 

Tim Erickson adds: 

91 Sep Golden Co, USA 21:50:57 C 
92 Oct TootingB, Eng 100mi / 21:35:31 W 
93 Oct Uden, Hol 176.036km 24hRW 
2001 - age 52 
94 Mar Cha'Thierry, Fra 166.214km 24hW 
95 Apr BarLeDuc, Fra 180km 24hW 
96 May Doncaster, Eng 112mi 499y 24hR 
97 Jul Feschaux, Bel 170.017km 24hW 
98 Aug Colchester, Eng 20:36:45 C 
99 Aug Genting H, Mal 182.03km C 
100 Sep Roubaix, Fra 216.57km 28hW 
2002 - age 53 
101 May Schiedam, Hol 20:18:54 C 
102 Jul Hull, Eng 187.271km 24hW 
103 Aug Blackpool, Eng 186.324km C 
104 Sep Roubaix, Fra 219.1km 28hW 
2003 - age 54 
105 Mar B'ville, Fra 21:33:23 / 170km W 
106 Jul Newmarket, Eng 100m I 20:23:25 C 
107 Sep Roubaix, Fra 222.3km 28hW 
108 Oct TootingB, Eng 111mi 1318y 24hY 
2004 - age 55 
109 Apr Rouen, Fra 198.01km 24hW 
110 May Exmor Eng LDWA 100mi 35hW 
111 May Schiedam, Hol 19:18:08 C 
112 Aug Colchester, Eng 19:17:28 C 
113 Oct Brno, Czech 176.146km 24h 
2005 - age 56 
114 May Chilterns 100miles L 
115 May Weert, NL 100 miles, 20.19.30 C 
116 July Worscach, Aust 180.22 kms 24h 
117 July King's Lynn 100 miles, 19.25.07 C 
118 Oct Tooting Bee 199.248km 24h 
2006 age 57 
119 April Bar le Due 170 kms 20.49.11 W 
120 May Northumbria 100 miles L 
121 Aug IOMVAC 100 miles, 19.28.38 C 
122 Oct Tooting Bee 200.138km 24h 
2007 - age 58 
123 Mar Bourges 170km, 21.28.31 24h 
124 May Surgeres 48h 327.527km M 

Sandra is truly amazing for both qualify of performances and longevity. 
She was born 1 April 1949 so is 58 years old but her walking performances have hardly dropped over 
the 24H distance. She was the first person in the world to be awarded all 6 Centurion medals (Eng
lish, Continental, Australian, New Zealand, American and Malaysian) and holds the record for the most 
number of finishes (100 miles in less than 24 hours) in the annual English Centurions 24H race - an 
amazing 21 and still going. She holds the World Walking Records for the 100 km, 100 miles, 12 hours 
and 24 hours (all track). 

She is also a very good runner and has represented England on many occasions in ultra distance cham
pionships including this year's IAU 24 Hour Championship in Canada . 

. \,1'9bkm 11:17:42.0 Sandra Brown GB (1949) Etrechy (FR) 27/10/1990 
m,l 19:00:47.0 Sandra Brown GB (1949) Auckland(NZ) 10-11/7/1999 

•·. Ifras 106,180 m Sandra Brown GB (1949) Etrechy(FR) 27-28/10/1990 
oras 194,758 m Sandra Brown GB (1949) Ware(GB) 19-20/7/1997 
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HOLIDAYS AND RUNNING 

- a great combination. 
By Vlastislav Skvaril 12th September 2007 

It had been five years since I vis
ited relatives and friends in Czech 
Republic so Jo and I decided it was 
time to see them again. 
Two months would be a long time 
without competitive running. After 
checking the Ultra Calendar in Eu
rope, I discovered two interesting 
races : "Trans Moravian Masochist 
100 mile Trail Run" and "24Stunden
lauf" or 24 hour road race in Wor
schach, Austria. In spite of being 
only a week apart, I entered both 
of them. 
The flight with Emirates was one of 
the worst I had ever experienced. 
The problem was that the stopo
ver was in Dubai, 14 hours from 
Melbourne. Jo and I were cramped 
in the middle seat, hardly any leg 
room and on the top of it there was 
no room under the seat in front of 
me to stretch my legs. Next to me 
was a huge Arab taking a quarter 
of my small space with his elbows, 
sleeping most of the time so the 
chance to go for a walk around the 
cabin was very limited. I was never 
so sore, not even after 6 day race 
in Colac! A stopover in Dubai was 
most welcome and gave a chance to 
stretch our aching limbs and backs. 
From Dubai to Vienna was fortu
nately less than 6 hours so we ar
rived relatively fresh. Jo's sister and 
our friend met us at the airport to 
drive us to our hometown, Hodonin, 
only 120 km from Vienna. We had 
a very busy schedule ahead of us, 
apart from enjoying reunion with 
our family and friends. 
The first was school reunion to 
mark 50th anniversary of matricu
lation from the Dairy Technical col
lege. It is hard to believe how time 
flies! Some of my fellow students 
have already passed away. There 
were many of those attending I had 
not seen for 50 years! It was very 
enjoyable, I had to talk a lot about 
Australia and my life since I escaped 
in 1969 from Communist Czechoslo
vakia, occupied by the Russians. 
Memories, memories. 

The first race was TMMTR. Details 
about the race can be found on 
http:/ /ultramarathon .czechian. net. 
Only seven runners were on the 
starting line at 2 am. The 100 mile 
race has time limit of 30 hours. I 
did not see any problem complet
ing this and a week later running 
24 hours in Austria. How mistaken 
I was! I expected hilly terrain but 
what I found was more less a moun
tain run with some very steep sec
tions on what could be called only 
as goat tracks. However the worst 
part was the weather - tempera
tures around 37 deg C during the 
day and drink stations 15 22 km 
apart! I carried only a small bottle 
and there was nowhere to find drink 
between them. I had never had a 
DNF in my life but 
2. 

after completing 97 km (in fact it 
was well over 100 kms since I got 
twice lost and had to run extra kms) 
I was very tired and realized, that 
I could finish this race within the 
time limit, but would have nothing 
left for the following week. It was a 
hard decision to have my first DNF, 
but eventually I convinced myself 
that it was the most sensible thing 
to do. Only four runners completed 
the race. I can understand, why 
they call it "Masochist" 
When I finally stopped at the check 
point in Racice, I was completely 
dehydrated and drank quickly three 
big glasses of water. It was highly 
carbonated and immediately I felt 
very sick. Had to sit down and faint
ed for a few seconds. Fortunately I 
recovered from it quickly and was 
OK again. 
Now it was time to get ready for 
Worschach. Phil Essam after great 
effort found out that the Age 65 
69 World Record for 24 hr road race 
was 174 km. Based on previous runs 
I thought I should be able to do it 
without too much trouble. But by 
the middle of the week I came down 
with a bad bronchitis - the same 
thing as I experienced during last 
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Colac. It was the day before race 
when I took the last dose of anti
biotics and felt very ordinary when 
with my brother Josef and wife 
Jo arrived in Worschach. It was a 
beautiful afternoon and we pitched 
up our tent for hopefully a peace
ful night. But suddenly all hell got 
lose. A very intensive storm hit the 
town. All the barriers, erected for 
the race, the platform and every
thing else set up for the next morn
ing>'Were flying around. We packed 
out tent just in time and spent the 
night sleeping in school on a bare 
floor. Did not get much sleep and 
our bodies were pretty stiff by the 
morning. But the poor organizers 
had to dismantle all they had built 
with so much effort and had to start 
rebuilding all again as soon as the 
storm was over. By morning every
thing was back in its place. 
In the morning the town came 
alive. Caravans and tents set up 
around the whole 2.3 km road cir
cuit, bands playing, a real festival 
atmosphere and beautiful country
side all around. Between the or
ganizers and runners some 2,500 
people involved, not counting the 
number of spectators. Apart from 
individual runners there were many 
relay teams each consisting of up to 
10 runners. After the race started 
at 2 pm, the music, the cheering 
and singing never stopped for the 
full 24 hours. It was unbelievable, 
something I had never experienced 
before. It is a race I would recom
mend to everyone to take a part in. 
( www.24stundenlauf.at ) The next 
race will be in 2009. 
Just before the start I heard Yiannis 
Kouros' name mentioned but did not 
see him anywhere. He arrived after 
the race had already started. It did 
not take him long to hit the front 
and stay there till finish. I w.asreally 
pleased to see him again. (�hink he 
was pleased too to see so.m.¢one he 
knows, especially 

· WW • • 

3. 

since he had no suppo�t';�&there� 
fore Jo and my brother could offer 



'' I was happy to cover 162 kilometers, winning my age group and set up a 
new Australian age record for 24 hours and I 00 miles , , 

him their assistance which he grate
fully accepted and used. I feel very 
privileged to know personally the 
greatest Ultra runner the world has 
seen. 

Apart from Yiannis Kouros I did not 
know anyone else so it made me 
very happy, when my good Austri
an friend, Ultra marathon runner 
Franz Tockner suddenly appeared. 
He made a special effort to travel 
there to say hello to me and give 
me some encouragement. I met 
Franz first during the Spartathlon 
ultramarathon in Greece in 2000 
and since then we are keeping in 
touch. Thanks Franz for coming! 

My attempt for the world record 
was doomed from the start. The 
temperature around 38 deg C, the 
bronchitis and tired legs from the 

race the previous week all worked 
against me. At the end, I was happy 
to cover 162 kilometers, winning my 
age group and set up a new Austral
ian age record for 24 hours and 100 
miles, though I have not applied for 
them yet. 

The rest of our holiday was - well, 
holiday. Visiting a lot of friends, 
traveling around the Czech Re
public, discovering how much has 
changed since the fall of commu
nism in 1989 and lots of parties! 

Czech Republic is a country worth 
visiting. The old buildings have 
been beautifully restored, the na
ture has recovered from the dev
astation caused by the ruthless ex
ploitation by the communists and 
the old traditions brought back. 
There are growing numbers of tour-

ist attractions, including medieval 
pubs, western towns and of course 
lots of festivals including traditional 
costumes, dances, crafts, beer and 
wine festivals to name just few. 
And it is still relatively cheap. You 
can buy dinner for under $10, half 
liter of beer for a dollar. Even Aus
tralian wine in the supermarket can 
be bought from about four dollars. 

We enjoyed our stay very much, 
however were happy to be home 
after spending 38 hours travelling. 
The next day was our granddaugh
ter Samaras' 18th birthday. We sur
vived it too, but it contributed to 
our jet leg lasting whole week. Now 
I have to rebuild my physical fitness 
after about six weeks of partying 
and having good time with very lit
tle running. 

Kalahari Desert 250km Seven Day Extreme Marathon 

October 18n24 2007 South Africa 



Report by Siri Terjesen 

Te Anau, New Zealand's Kepler Chal
lenge 60km trail race is one of the 
preeminent ultramarathons in the 
Southern Hemisphere. I was lucky 
enough to be among the starters 
and the finishers of the December 
1, 2007 Kepler Challenge - the prize 
for the 2006 AURA point competi
tion. I didn't know much going into 
Kepler- it just seemed like a better 
prize than having to run 100km in 
Taupo or attempting Auckland's 
24 hour race (the other two AURA 
prize options). 

The Kepler Challenge has been held 
annually since 1998 and attracts 400 
runners (the first of about 1,000 to 
try to register each year) to the 
60km event along the Milford Track 
and another 150 to the 27km "Lux
more Grunt", a shorter version along 
a similar course. Basically, you go 
up and down a lot of big mountains. 
See the map below, and the course 
profile for the real story! As this was 
my 100th marathon/ultra and my 
first time to the South Island, I was 
keen to take it very slow and savour 
every moment. 

Top tips if you want to make Kepler 
part of your future: 
1. Be on-line and ready to regis

ter when registration opens. 
This past year, the on-line reg
istration closed within about ten 
minutes. 

2. Train on hilly trails and test-drive 
your backpack. You will need to 
carry: two thermal (or equiva
lent) long-sleeved top, one ther
mal (or equivalent) long johns, 
thermal (or equivalent) hat and 
gloves, windproof and water
proof (seam-sealed) jacket and 
overpants and survival blanket. 
(Thanks to Dennis Fitzgerald for 
reminding me about these re
quirements or I wouldn't have 
been able to start!) 

3. Book a flight into Queenstown, 
the largest inland town in 
Kiwi-land. You'll love the take-

Ktpkw CtnHeni�n 
Tf! Ar:il:J, N�w lNl"ml 

Kepler Challenge Map 

The Kepler website's course overview: Starting at the Control Gates of Lake 

Te Anau the route follows an easy first 6km before it takes a steady climb to 
the Luxmore Hut. The next 12km offer wonderful views of the South Fiord 
along the undulating tops before a spectacular descent to the Iris Burn Hut. A 
gradual 17km journey down the Iris Burn brings competitors to the Mo

_
turau 

Hut on Lake Manapouri and from there a 6km run to the last checkpoint at 
Rainbow Reach. The home straight follows alongside the Waiau River and back 

to the Control Gates. 

Note the -1300 meters of climbing. There are about 75 switchbacks on the way down! 

off/landing in a beautiful valley 
where the mountains reach to the 
clouds. 

4. Get yourself psyched up for 
this amazing drive- check out 
the youtube video of the drive 
from Te Anau to Queenstown 
complete with groovy mu
sic: http://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=BrBbEdhdlq8. New Zea
land has more sheep than cars, so 
book your car in advance or take 
the friendly Topline Tours shuttle: 
http://www.toplinetours.co.nz 

5. Accommodation can probably be 
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found the evening before, but 
you might want to book before
hand: one of the nicer places in 
town is Destination Te Anau. If 
going the backpacker route, try 
Te Anau's Lakefront Backpack
ers. 

6. Bring a camera. The beauty of 
Kepler is impossible to ;99pture 
in words and even in thise .. pic
tures, but here are <l.-K ❖ ··•· n \he 
next page. · · 

For more information, r9ti:w�b�itel 
www.keplerchallenge.coJiz 

.• 



'' The beauty or Kepler Is Impossible to capture In words and even In these pictures,, 

At the start by the helicopter which covers the course and gives family and 
friends of runners a chance to watch them race! 

John Winsbury finished 2nd in the Kepler Challenge 
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"I was keen to take it very slow and savour 
every moment." 

Third place went to Tony Fattorini 



John Lindsay 

bloody fight
ing between 
A u s t r a l i a n  
and Japanese 
forces during 
World War 
2. I have a 
strong inter
est in military 
history, and 
this definite
ly increased 
my desire to 
pa r t i c ipate  
in this chal
lenge. There 
are many 

At Owers Corner just before the start 

outstanding 
books on the 
subject, so I 
won't be giv-

On 25-26 August 2007, I participated 
in the Kokoda Challenge in Papua 
New Guinea, a nonstop crossing of 
the infamous Kokoda Track. My time 
was 43 hours and 4 
minutes. Here is my 
story. 
For reasons that are ;: 
not entirely clear ¾¼' .... 

to me, I like to 

ing a blow by 
blow account of what occurred on 
the Track in 1942. Suffice it to say 
that I was aware of the extreme 
hardships faced by our soldiers on 

lar elevation gain and loss. I knew 
it would be harder, but given that 
it was only 60% of the distance, I 
figured that 30 hours would be rea
sonable. I would be carrying about 
6 kgs in gear which would make a 
difference. Still, I felt reasonably 
comfortable with my estimate of 30 
hours, clearly unaware at the time 
just how wrong this would prove to 
be. 

Saturday Morning 

I al.lfl one of around 30 who are start
ing the event at Owers Corner in 
the south and running north; a simi
lar number are starting at Kokoda 
and running south. All up there are 
11 expatriates. The bulk of the field 
is comprised of PNG nationals who 
normally work as porters and guides 
along the Track. 
At 7 am Gail (owner of Kokoda Trek
king Limited and organiser of the 
race) says "Go" and we all take off 

down the steep 
400 metre de
scent to the Gold········· ············ """' ie River, which 
I reach in about 
20 minutes. My 

mo· legs are already test myself against 
adversity. A cou

'--'0"--'. ·=· ======================----==�·· _c_,":,
1 wobbly from the 

ple of years ago 
I heard that they 
were holding a race 
across the Kokoda 
Track. 
A seed was planted. 
In January this year, I had surgery 
for prostate cancer. I couldn't bear 
to think of myself as an invalid, and 
I started looking around for a big 
challenge that would help me to 
feel and act normally. Perhaps run
ning the Kokoda Track would not 
be considered "normal" behaviour 
by most people; but it gained mo
mentum in mythinking in the weeks 
following surgery, and with the en
couragement of my wife, I decided 
that this would be a worthy goal for 
2007. It was 7 months away, so I fig
ured that ought to be enough time 
to recover and get my training un
derway. 
The Kokoda Track was the scene of 

Profile of the Track 

the Track, I felt apprehensive about 
the challenge I was facing ... the 
more so knowing that I would prob
ably be the oldest competitor, with 
my 60th birthday not far off. 
I like to estimate my finishing time, 
and develop a pacing chart for 
each long run I do. I study eve
rything I can get hold of in this 
pursuit, and I am usually quite 
accurate. In this case, I used 
as a benchmark my time at the 
Western States 100 Mile Endur
ance Run in the Sierra Mountains 
of California which I completed 
in 29.5 hours. That was 162 kms 
with something like 6000 metres 
of cumulative elevation gain and 
7000 metres of loss. The Kokoda 
Track was 96kms long with simi-
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downhill running 
as I wade into 
the fast flowing 
river and follow 

one of the guides across to the bank 
on the other side. The water is just 
under waist deep. I briefly consider 
talking my shoes off, but know from 
other 



reports I've read that this will ulti
mately be futile. 
For the next 11 hours, I push myself 
up a series of ever higher ridges, 
and down the other side, passing 

through the check point at lorib
aiwa village. It is hot and humid 
and I sweat profusely. The moun
tains are very, very steep. I cross Ofi 
Creek and start up a very steep in
cline to the top of the Maguli Range. 
I see a well preserved Australian 
trench .9.Q. _the side of the track, and 
think �ij�\µt the two young men who 
dug:3.;;;-,·· aps with their bayonets 
or f1n · :�'nd sat in it in the rain 
waiting the advancing Japanese. 
treac. ·• •· ro village and check in. 
l't\Jo119W aq!npur and a half behind 

..... .. :•:::.:-, 
\\/ 

"❖::·•:❖• 

•:.:.:;;}::::\:,, 

schedule, and realise I am not go
ing to be completing this event in 
30 hours. 
Clearly I have seriously under
estimated the difficulty of the 
course. I readjust my sights to 36 
hours. 
Dusk falls as I reach the swampy 
flats of the Brown River. Despite 
having applied repellent, I am at
tacked by biting midges and mos
quitos, and hope that my malaria 
tablets are going to work. I cross 
the river just before dark. River 
crossings on the track are either 
single trees that have been fall
en across the river, or a number 
of smaller trees that have been 
lashed together. Sometimes a ru
dimentary rail made of sticks and 
vine or rope is added, although 
it's hard t o see how this would 

prevent you from falling in if you 
lost your footing; but it does make 
you feel less vulnerable. 
Beyond the Brown River the track 

starts climbing again. I turn on 
my lights as it is getting dark. I 
have three torches with me. Two 
are Petzl Tikka Plus which are 
fastened on to the bottoms of the 
straps of my hand held water bot
tles, so I can simply reverse them 
and see the way. 
These work great, picking up the 
rocks and casting shadows nicely 
so you don't trip and fall. For 
those times when I need to clip 
my bottles to my pack and use 
my hands to help climb or steady 
myself, I also have a head torch. 
After a while, I see the first run
ner from the other direction. It's 
Brendan Buka whom I met over 
dinner a couple of nights 
earlier. Brendan is from the 
highland town of Goroka and 
already holds the record of 
17 hours 49 minutes from 

Owers Corner to Kokoda. He's 
a porter working on the track 
much of the year, and he's 
having a crack at the record 
from Kokoda to Owers which 
stands at 22 hours. I shake his 
hand and turn to watch the 
ease with which he trots down 
the steep incline with a surety 
of footing that people like me 
can never hope to achieve. I 
later learn that he smashed 
the record with a time of 17 
hours 20 minutes. Well done 
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Brendan. 
At around 7 pm I arrive at Menari 
Village and am directed to the 
checkpoint near the airport, where 
I top up with water and re-stock my 
belt pouches with GU's and other 
stuff from my pack. By now my feet 
are starting to give me hell. They've 
been wet for 12 hours. I've already 
changed into my only pair of dry 
socks, and have the wet ones hang
ing with clothes pegs on the back 
of my pack - a futile gesture in this 
humid climate as it turns out. But 
I have to do something to prevent 
major blistering on the balls of my 
feet, so I swap these socks anyway. 
My feet look like dead flesh. Ghostly 
white. Heavily pruned. Starting to 
rot. 
I'm off again, down the side of a 
ridge, negotiating my first night 
time creek crossing and starting 
one of the steeper climbs on the 
track up to Brigade Hill. 
This is the site of a major battle 
during the war, with many Austral
ian and Japanese lives lost. Upon 
reaching the summit, I pause by 
the small plaque to reflect on the 
events that occurred here 65 years 
ago. I can't see them in the dark, but 
I know there are dozens of sticks in 
the ground at this site, each mark
ing the grave of an Australian sol
dier buried here some weeks after 
his death. These bodies were later 
re-buried in the Bomana War Cem
etery in Port Moresby. 
There have been storms across 
the ranges during the afternoon, 
although very little rain has fallen 
on me. Some time after leaving Bri
gade Hill I come out of the forest to 
an open area. The sky has cleared 



and a near full moon casts a glow 
across the landscape. All around me 
I see trees glowing in the moonlight. 
I later realise that this is caused by 
phosphorescent moss that grows in 
these parts. Fireflies wink brilliantly 
in the night, and the sound of night 
birds and animals is everywhere. I 
think "what a wonderful place to be 
on a Saturday night". 
I need to be careful on this section. 
The track is narrow (about a foot 
wide in many places) and crosses 
the side of a mountain with danger
ous drop-offs. The surface is slip
pery and it is not an exaggeration 
to say that one false step here and 
you could disappear forever. I reach 
the bottom and cross a fast flowing 
river. A short climb then brings me 
to an airstrip and some houses, sig
nalling I have reached the next 
checkpoint at Efogi1. 
I move quickly through the check
point, and 5 minutes later stop near 
a fast flowing stream. I need to do 
something about my worsening feet 
and chaffing thighs. 
Another 30 minutes goes by as I deal 
with these problems. I begrudge the 
time, but figure it is an investment. 
Sunday 
I leave Efogi1 just after Saturday 
midnight. On the steep climb up to 
the next village (Efogi2), I meet the 
5 expatriates who started the other 
way. It's nice to see someone after 
many hours alone, and we talk for a 
few minutes. 
At Efogi 2, I know I have to take a 
turn to the right near a church and 
a tap; otherwise I'll go the wrong 
way and end up in Kagi like Damon 
Goerke did last year. I'm 
looking everywhere in the dark vil
lage for a church and a tap. Eventu
ally, a lady comes out of a house and 
gets her husband to kindly show me 
the way. I c;:ontinue to be impressed 
at the number of people in these 
villages who speak good English. 
The track descends again and is nar
row and overgrown. It has numerous 
crossings of waterfalls and streams. 
Then it's up hill again, and I even
tually enter the darkened village of 
Naduri. Here I have an accident. 

I hear and then see the pipe bring
ing water from a mountain stream 
to the village, and go over to fill my 
bottles. Water cascades out of the 

pipe into a hole in the ground about 
3 feet deep and 6 feet wide. It looks 
a bit of a stretch to reach out to the 
end of the pipe, so I take my pack 
off and start to climb down into the 
hole. What looks a secure surf ace 
is as slippery as ice, and in a split 
second, I am crashing down into the 
hole, cracking my back on a boulder 
along the way. 
I lie there for a minute, certain that 
I have done some permanent dam
age. Then I see my headlamp glow
ing under the water, and I need to 
retrieve it before it is damaged. I 
swear and curse like a bullock driv
er, and eventually climb out the 
hole, shaken but not broken. I'm not 
prepared to attempt that again, and 
eventually find the route that the 
villagers use to collect their water 
directly from the tap. Having picked 
up stomach bugs from crystal clear 
mountain streams before, I am fil
tering all my water, irrespective of 
the source. This makes water refill
ing a longer process than I would 
like, but I don't want to be struck 
down with intestinal parasites. 
Despite my bruised back, I have 
clearly not broken anything, and I 
am able to saddle up and continue. 
I move into the village which is in 
total darkness and deathly quiet. 
This is a common feature of most 
of the villages at night. I'm looking 
for the track that will take me east 
towards Myola - I don't want to go 
north as that will take me to Kagi. 
No track in sight. I walk all around 
the village and find nothing. I de
cide just to strike east from the 
middle of the village and see what 
happens, and I eventually find a nar
row track which leads me past some 
native gardens. I constantly consult 
my map and compass to ensure that 
I am on target, and some hours lat
er just after daylight, I come to the 
check point at a place called 1900, 
so called because it is at 1900 me
tres elevation. 
The next stretch takes me up to the 
high point of the track, over Kokoda 
Gap at 2190 metres, approximately 
the height of Mt Kosciusko, Austral
ia's highest peak. It's not so steep 
here, and I find the going easier, 
despite the altitude. The mountain 
top is shrouded in mist and the tem
perature is cool - perfect running 
weather. 
I am expecting a sign announcing 
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Kokoda Gap, and then one announc
ing Kokoda Lookout which is on the 
map, but see nothing. I realise I have 
crested the top because I start de
scending. This section of the track 
down to Templeton 1 Crossing is a 
real mongrel - very steep, muddy 
and slippery. By now I have fallen 
around 50 times since the start of 
the run, and that's not an exaggera
tion. 
Each fall is now accompanied by ever 
more strident swearing. My wife 
doesn't understand this propensity 
to swear in such circumstances, but 
I'm sure most blokes do. 
I am passed by some of the PNG 
boys who have been at check points 
and are on their way home. It gives 
me,.quite a jolt to see the way they 
descend these muddy trails at a 
goodly pace, slipping and sliding but 
not falling over. 
Templeton No 1 Crossing is a raging 
torrent. I clip my water bottles to 
the carabiners on my pack, check 
anything loose in case I end up in 
the river, and step manfully onto 
the logs. I know the best way to 
cross these logs is to stride confi
dently across them. But I take the 
seemingly safer option of slowly 
inching my way across. There is a 
rope railing but it is on such an an
gle that you would pretty much fall 
if you tried to use it. 
It's another climb back above 1900 
metres, and then down the other 
side to Templeton No 2 Crossing. 
The track does not in fact cross the 
river here, which I find confusing 
until I recheck the map. 
After a time, I need to re-work the 
plaster on my feet. I begrudge an
other half hour lost, but by now I 
know I won't be coming in for an
other 12 hours or so, and I can't 
afford to be cavalier. 
The next crossing is Eora Creek. This 
one has worried me for some time, 
as I've seen pictures of it in flood 
and it is utterly fierce. I was re
lieved before the race when I heard 
that the organisers had decided to 
create a check point here this year, 
and man the crossing with helpers. 
I go through the check pqint, and 
move down to the crosstpgt·_Lsee 
no one at the crossing/'" '}figL.Jre 
that I'm too late for assi ce,. so 
I start my journey acres logs. _ 
Half way across I look �a''c, nd see 
one of the check poin_t'gfiys waying 



frantically at me. I can't stop here 
though, so I continue on and get to 
the other side. He comes across and 
explains that he was there to help. 
He also tells me that apart from 
a very steep section before Alola, 
there are no more serious up hill 
sections. 
It's now early afternoon on Day 2. I 
am surprised that I've been able to 
stay awake for over 30 hours. But I 
now notice I am swaying more as I 
rock hop from stone to stone along 
the wet and muddy trail. This is no 
place to get careless, so I lie down 
on a level section of the track for a 
10 minute power sleep. It feels like 
heaven, and restores my vitality. 
Unfortunately, it is not long before I 
have to stop again though, this time 
to replace my foot plaster yet again, 
because it is clearly not working. 
Another 25 minutes lost, but I have 
no choice. 
A steep descent takes me down to 
another log crossing over a 6 metre 
wide fast flowing stream. The other 
side is one of the steepest sections, 
and I am on all fours for some of the 
way. I come to a very pretty village 
called Alola. A group of trekkers 
has settled in for the evening and 
give me a big cheer as I go past. 

I go past the memorial to Butch Bis
sett's death. Butch and his brother 
Stan were high profile members of 
the 2/14 Battalion. 
Butch died from gut shot wounds in 
the arms of his brother at or near 
this point. 
Stan syrM,,ved and lives in Queens
lanc!tqq�y. Disgracefully, the plaque 
has/be� f .ef aced with scribble - I 
dori't '°, (s'tand how anyone who 
would · this track could do such 
·a �hin�:\ . \ 
As•t'.l�rkn�ss)pproaches, I get closer 

;,• 

\/··: 

to the famous battle site of lsurava. 
I know that there is a creek each 
side of the battleground. When the 
first creek comes into view, I am 
surprised that it is in fact a major 
waterfall plunging off the boulders 
on the side of a cliff, with a log 
crossing just downstream. There 
have been rain storms in the area 
during the afternoon, and I suspect 
the stream is full of running from 
that. 
After looking closely at the crossing, 
I conclude that I'm unlikely to get 
across dry, no matter what logs and 
rocks I try and stick to. By now, my 
feet are relatively dry and I prefer 
to keep them this way, so I sacrifice 

more time to remove my shoes and 
wade across. This delays my 
entry into lsurava, but I must 
protect my feet. 
I reach the memorial in fad
ing light - just enough time to 
take some poor quality pho
tos. It is a remarkable memo
rial. I quickly go to the pe
rimeter of the clearing and 
find Kingsbury's Rock. This is 
the spot where 2 days short 
of 65 years ago, Private Bruce 
Kingsbury was shot dead by a 
Japanese sniper. In a moment 

of supreme bravery and decisive ac
tion, he had charged the advancing 
Japanese attack firing his bren gun 
from the hip, and routed them. Un
fortunately, a Japanese sniper then 
shot him dead as he regrouped with 
a couple of co leagues by a large 
rock. He was awarded the Victoria 
Cross for his gallantry. I look at his 
picture on the plaque and think he 
was only 24, a decade younger than 
my sons. 
Boys became men quickly on this 
track in 1942. 
I see a group of PNG boys getting 
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ready to bed down for the night, 
and seek their help in locating the 
track out of the memorial site. I 
know I'll be crossing another creek 
shortly, based on my reading of the 
battle history. I hear the roaring 
well before I reach it, and find it 
like the previous one fast flowing 
and wide and fed by a waterfall. A 
skinny log crosses it. 
I turn on my two hand held flash
lights. One hand held doesn't work 
- got water in it from a fall. No prob
lem I tell myself. I have my head
lamp and the other hand held. I 
turn on the headlamp and gallantly 
step onto the log. This one really is 
scary. The log is only about 6 inch
es wide and wet and slippery. Just 
then, my headlamp starts flashing 
- clearly it didn't like being dropped 
in the pool when I took my fall col
lecting water at Naduri. I can't con
tinue like this, and decide I have no 
choice but to dismantle the head
lamp and dry it. I wonder how it 
is possible that you buy a quality 
headlight from a specialist outdoor 
shop for use in the outdoors and 
then find it is not waterproof. How 
crazy is that? 
I find my pocket knife in my pack and 
open the light. No doubt about it. 
The batteries are soaked and there 
is water in the electronics area. I 
shake it and dry it as best I can on 
my wet shirt, and reassemble it. Af
ter a few attempts, I get the light 
going but not on the strongest set
ting. It will have to do. 
I look again at the raging stream 
and try to summon the courage to 
cross the log. In most cases, falling 
off a log crossing will get you wet 
and maybe a bit banged up. I 
think in this case if I fall I could be 
swept downstream over the rocks. I 
decide this is a good time to aban
don my attempts to preserve my 
drying feet, and I step into the wa
ter upstream of the log and allow 
the current to push me against it as 
I forge my 
way across. This works, and I emerge 
on the other side in one piece. The 
track from here on is very slippery, 
having been affected by the after
noon rain. 
After a time, I see a light and come 
into New lsurava Village. I approach 
the light thinking it is the check 
point. It isn't. They tell me I need 
to go further into the village, which 



I do, but there is no checkpoint. A 
lady with small children comes out 
but can't speak English. She and the 
kids yell at the tops of their voices 
through the village, and after a time 
a young man comes out and tells me 
that the check point closed at 11:30 
am and everyone has gone. 
No problem. "Where's the track 
out of the village", I ask. He takes 
me to the exit point at the top of 
a steep hill. I thank him and start 
down. I immediately fall flat on my 
back ·and slide about three metres. 
I swear profusely, a pattern which is 
emerging with increasing vigour as 
each fall occurs. I attempt to get up 
and immediately fall. Same again. 
After three attempts, he tells me to 
stay off the track and walk on the 
rough grass and bush on the edge. 
This is better. He then leaves me. 
I fall at least ten times as I make my 
way down that hill. I cannot believe 
how slow my progress is. The storm 
during the afternoon has turned the 
mud as slippery as glass. Two of my 
falls are more serious. On one occa
sion my left foot stays put while my 
right one makes it's way unstoppa
bly downhill, causing me to seriously 
strain my abductor muscles. I think 
I am done for, but manage to get up 
and remarkably continue with lit
tle pain. On another occasion, both 
feet shoot out together and I fall 
back on my two hands. The prob
lem is that while my hands remain 
firm, the rest of my body continues 
its downhill slide, pulling my arms 
back painfully in my shoulder sock
ets. Again, I am amazed that a fall 

that in normal life could 
have been a show stop
per, is hardly noticeable 
after a few minutes. 
lsurava Village is at 1375 
metres, and the map 
shows that apart from a 
few smallish peaks, the 
route from here is pre
dominately downhill to 
the finish in Kokoda at 
just under 400 metres. 
So lots of down hill. The 
soldiers on the Track in 
1942 talked about having 
laughing knees. I know 
exactly what they mean. 
You spend so much time 
going down steep de
clines that your quads 
are in a constant state 
of trembling. It's around 

10pm and I start to get sleepy again. 
Time for another 10 minute kip. It is 
so blissful, lying on the hard ground 
on a plastic poncho. I drift off into 
that pleasantworld just before 
sleep. But I know I can't stay there. 
In endurance running, we aim for 
RFM (relentless forward motion). At 
the end of the day, this is the only 
thing that will get you to the finish 
line. 
The downhill continues. I hear the 
roaring of another fast flowing 
stream, and eventually see a log 
across it. I search with my weak
ened lights for the track on the 
other side, and can't see it. Still, 
the track seems to end here and 
there's a log across the stream, so 
it appears that I have to cross it. 
But this log has thick vines grow
ing around it, and contains none of 
the machete marks that the guides 
have cut into some log crossings for 
better grip. I start across, and half 
way there, I'm thinking this can't be 
right. I pause and ponder the situ
ation. Do I go back and look for a 
crossing further downstream, or go 
forward and hope that I am on the 
right path? 
Suddenly the small log near (the 
main one) on which I am now stand
ing gives way, and I fall with a jolt 
onto a rock in the water below. I 
swear (of course), and stand on an
other log to climb back up. It also 
breaks. I eventually climb out of 
the water and sit on the big log for 
a minute, momentarily uncertain 
what to do. I decide that this can't 
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be the right way, so with more ver
bal abuse of the track, I eventu
ally arrive back where I started. I 
look around and chide myself for 
not seeing the track that contin
ues further downstream to a safer 
crossing point. 
After a while, I come out of the tim
ber into a large cleared area cov
ered by choko vines. These vines 
were introduced a long time ago 
and have taken over the land be
side the track. By now the clouds 
have cleared and the moon is up 
and it is glorious. 
I come to a pipe dispensing water 
from a stream and think that a vil
lage must be nearby. I hope it is 
Hoi, the last check point before 
Kokoda. I decide to chance my arm 
on the quality of the water and fill 
my hand held bottles without fil
tering. After all, I reason, I'm miles 
from human life and the water is 
fast flowing from steep mountains 
- hope I'm right. A little later I 
come to a village. It looks totally 
deserted, and I conclude that it is 
not in fact a vHlage but a collec
tion of rest houses for campers. No 
one appears to be home tonight. 
My wrist GPS has been unable to 
get a signal since around 4 am this 
morning. I don't know why. I turn 
it off and on again, hoping this will 
fix it. I finally get a reading and 
learn that I am at 792 metres el
evation. Hoi is at 600 metres, so 
this isn't Hoi. 
Whatever it is, it is not marked on 
the map. I wander around looking 
for the trail out. I take a compass 
bearing on the direction I have to 
travel according to the map, and 
find a track. It is in fact a surpris
ingly well maintained track with 
steps made out of logs and stakes. 
There hasn't been too much rain 
on this spot today and I'm making 
good time down this section. 
Monday 
Just after Sunday midnight, Hoi 
comes into view. I smell the pun
gent odour of the special tobacco 
that is smoked by some of the PNG 
boys, and am greeted by men who 
walk out of a darkened teij(t They 
write down my time aoa:;g�e\of 
them says he's going tq.·: C� wjth 
me to Kokoda. 

·· · 

I think he says his nam. oe or, 
Joey. He is wearing ljgljFs�i'l<:li:\l? 

( . ···· .. ;· 
.r·:•:_.-;, 

;:.�>/ 



which squeak after we've walked 
through some of the streams along 
the way. The trail here is magnifi
cent - gentle downhill on a very 
good surface. I am able to run at 
a slow jog, and then notice to my 
chagrin that Joey's walking pace is 
the same as my jogging pace. He 
keeps about 30 metres in front of 
me, and every now and then I smell 
the cigarette he is dragging on. 
We reach Kovelo, the village before 
Kokoda. The trail here becomes a 
wide path used by a tractor. Easy 
running .. 50 
At 4 minutes past 2 on Monday 
morning 27 August, 43 hours and 

· 4 minutes after setting out at Ow
ers Corner, I reach the finish line at 
Kokoda. It is finally over. 
The tent outside the magnificent 
Australian Government funded hos
pital in Kokoda is deserted. There 
is not a light in the town. Joey says 
he's heading back to Hoi. I ask him 
where I am going to sleep. I had sent 
on a bag of fresh clothes so I could 
shower and change at the end. He 
thinks this is at Russell's (Gail's busi
ness partner) place outside of town 
somewhere. He knocks on the door 
of one of the nearby houses and 
wakes up Oro. After a time Oro 
emerges and together we walk over 
to the hospital guest house where 
he wakes up Megan and Larry, two 
other expatriates in the run who 
had come in some hours earlier. 
Larry asks me "Where's Lorraine?" 
(his wife). I had heard from one 
of PNG boys on the track that the 
"white meri" had been seen sleep
ing on the trail at Naduri at 6 am 
the previous morning. So I figured 
that she was a good 4 hours behind 
me, maybe more. 
I have a cold shower in the dark with 
my torch, pile all my filthy clothes 
in a dry bag that I've used as a pack 
liner, and put on a spare pair of 
jocks and shirt I had been carrying 
in my pack in case I needed it en 
route - glad I brought these. 
I climb into a bed with a mattress 
and sheets and am asleep in min
utes. 
Next m<:m1ing, my clothes bag ar
rives (lt')d0ro makes us some break
fas(.o(lli\> qles and baked beans, 
whfch · 'eautiful. Around 9:30 
there i .••·• \ hout and a truck comes 
by. �Q;fAi;e., is coming in. We all 
down tools· and run out to welcome 

her. She looks so fresh I can't be
lieve it. She explains that she had a 
one hour sleep at Naduri and 4 hours 
at Eora Creek, where the PNG boys 
washed her socks and dried them 
over the fire, fed her and otherwise 
tended to her needs. The 4 hours at 
Eora Creek energised her and she 
powered on for the next 9½ hours 
to finish strongly in a time of 50½ 
hours. I am in awe of her positive 
attitude. 
The flight gets us back to Port Mo
resby around 1 pm, and we go to 
a public swimming pool near Gail's 
place for lunch and an award cer
emony. Gail has organised Big Roost
er, an even fattier version of Ken
tucky Fried Chicken if there is one. 
It is magnificent and we runners 
can't get enough of it. I figure I've 
just burned around 30,000 calories, 
so I need some topping up. 
A number of individual performances 
are recognised, including the winner 
of both the Kokoda-Owers run Tom 
Hango (19:09), and the winner of 
the Owers-Kokoda run Brendan Buka 
(17:20) who each won 5000 Kina for 
their achievements. Brendan won a 
further 5000 kina for setting a new 
course record. His time was an as
tonishing 17 hours 21 minutes - re
markable. Also recognised was Lulu 
Pehara, the first PNG female to par
ticipate in the Kokoda Challenge. 
She ran barefoot and finished in the 
outstanding time of 30:29. 
A big 'thank you' to Gail for running 
this outstanding event. Congratula
tions to Brendan and Tom for their 
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great wins. How these blokes can 
cover the distance in the time they 
do is astonishing. 
Congratulations also to every par
ticipant - to those who did not win. 
There can only be one winner in a 
race, but that should not detract 
from the exceptional efforts of eve
ryone who stayed the course to fin
ish such a tough and gruelling event. 
Kokoda demands the exceptional. 
Theodore Roosevelt put it well: 
'It is not the critic who counts, not 
the man who points out how the 
strong man stumbled, or where the 
doer of deeds could have done them 
better. The credit belongs to the man 
who is actually in the arena; whose 
face is marred by dust and 
sweat and blood; who strives valiant
ly, who errs and comes short again 
and again; who knows the great en
thusiasms, the great devotions, and 
spends himself in a worthy cause; 
who, at best, knows in the end the 
triumph of high achievement; and 
who, at the worst, at least fails while 
daring greatly, so that his place shall 
never be with those cold and timid 
souls who know neither victory nor 
defeat.' 
So, for those of you who love to test 
yourselves and are seeking a course 
that is 'so hard you won't have to lie 
about it when you get home', you will 
love the Kokoda Challenge. Kokoda is 
not for 'timid souls'. 



Note to Ultrarunning Self 

They say that in a 100-mile race that everyone wants to 
drop out at some point. Despite all of the tough training 
and steely determination, most runners reach a point when 
they think, "This is too much. I can't take it anymore." 
Yet time and again runners summon up the courage to 
continue and find themselves somehow, seemingly against 
all odds, crossing the finish line. If I could crew myself 
through a 100-mile race, this is what I would say to myself 
at that lowest of low points, when all seems lost. 

You probably don't remember me, but I am the person 
that was you before you were mentally and physically 
defeated by this race. I know how you must be feeling right 
now; I've been there, too. You thought you had trained 
enough-all those difficult long runs, getting out of bed 
early, putting on those damn shoes when that was the last 
thing you wanted to do. You thought you were running a 
smart race-staying hydrated, taking in the electrolytes, 
eating, and relaxing. But things just didn't work out, did 
they? It got too where your stomach didn't feel right. There 
was nothing left in the tank and nothing you tried helped. 
It started to look like time was running out. The aid stations 
stopped �oming. The climbs got impossible. 

So now you want to bag it, don't you? Actually, you 
have to bag it. You've got no choice, no say in the matter. 
I say forget that stuff right now. Forget all of it. None of 
that counts and none of it is going to get you through this 
ordeal. That is the reality of the situation, and you can 
trust me. Remember, I'm you. Who can you trust more? 

First, ask for some ice water. When you get it, start 
sipping and just keep sipping, all of the time. Keep it refilled. 
Chances are your problem is dehydration. That's almost 
always the problem. Is there soup at this aid station? Yes? 
Great. Start sipping that too, and have someone get you a 
sandwich. Nibble on that. Sip and nibble. Sip and nibble. 
Give it some time. 

In fact, give yourself a break. Relax. You'll get back to 
work later. For now, you're not running, so just let it all 
drain away for a while. There's no hurry. If you've been 
figuring out in your head how long it's taking you to cover 
a mile, forget it. Knowing that won't help. The truth is 
you never ever know what's going to happen. Things turn 
around when you least expect it. You might have to walk 
out of here. You might have to walk for a long time. Hell, 
you might have to walk all the way to the finish. Don't 

By Gary Dudney 

worry about it. There's time. What's important now is 
getting to the end of the race. Don't get upset about what 
you thought you were going to do. That's over. Getting to 
the next aid station is the only goal that counts now. The 
next mile. The next aid station. 

You're telling yourself: "Well, I can come back and try 
the race again some time. I'll be in better shape. I'll run a 
smarter race. I'll be better prepared." That is incorrect. 
That is pure baloney. Tell yourself this: "I will never be 
back. Tomorrow I'll blow a knee and that will .be it for 
running. I will never ever get another chance at this race. 
This is it, my one and only chance." 

Keep sipping the ice water. Nibble on the food. Take 
your time. You still don't have to go anywhere. Just relax. 
The thing to think about is getting through the night. That's 
the ticket. The night will help you. There is no hurry in the 
night. The night is there for you to make progress. The 
night just happens. And when daylight comes, you'll feel 
better. Believe me, you will feel better. Here are some other 
things to think about: 

• You trained long and hard for this and a lot of people 
have helped to put you here. Don't let them down. 

• You feel awful because this is a good effort. Good efforts 
feel bad. Other people feel the same way you do and 
they're still going. 

• Lighten up! You're not dead yet. When you really are 
dead, you'll feel a lot worse. 

You've had something to eat and drink; you've relaxed; 
you've rested. Are you ready to give it another try? Stand 
up and shake it off. Stretch out some. Laugh at yourself a 
little bit. Come up with some gallows humor. Punch the 
air a few times. Get yourself pumped up. Scream a little 
bit with frustration. Get angry if you want to. You're not 
going to let this race get the best of you. 

Now, check your stuff. Make sure you've got everything. 
Check the flashlight, the extra batteries, and the backup 
light. Check the water, check the energy gel, and check the 
supply of painkillers. Have you got the right clothes? Is it 
going to get colder? Are you set if it starts raining? 

So, are you ready? O.k., get the hell out there. Get 
through the next mile. Get to the next aid station. I't! 5Ce 
you there. We'll talk. And when it's all ever, you'll thank 
me for keeping you going. I guarantee it. 
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RUNNING f=ORM. BIOM!;:C�ANICS. AND DRILLS 

by shawn mcdonald 

"Running biomechanics involves the study of the motions and timing involved in the running stride. Research 

has been conducted in the past to detail joint Aexions, muscle contractions, the role of arm swing in running 

economy, as well as stride rates and length among other topics." 

In the column this month, we will examine the specifics of the run
ning stride and what good running form looks like, and detail a 
few drills you can use to improve your running biomechanics. The 
winter and early spring are a great time to clean up your mechanics 
and get 'back to the basics'. 

BODY FORM 

Good form involves running with an upright posture. Aim to keep 
the center of your head, shoulders, hips, and foot-striking ankle in a 
vertical line. Avoid leaning forward from the waist, which often hap
pens when runners get fatigued late in long races or training runs. 
A forward or backward lean causes stress on postural muscles in the 
abdomen and back, which raises your energy cost. During the foot 
strike part of the stride, the leg should be slightly flexed such that the 
knee is just in front of the head-shoulder-ankle vertical line. Aim to 
keep your foot strike directly under or slightly in front (by an inch or 
two) of your center of gravity by landing just behind the ball of your 
foot, not on the heel. If you land on your heels, you are over-striding 
(see stride frequency section and drills below), in effect braking and 
losing momentum on each stride, lowering your running efficiency. 

Throughout the stride, your arms should be at your sides, with a loose 
9o-degree angle formed at the elbows. Move your arms in a natural, 
relaxed pendulum motion from the shoulders, forward and back. 
Your hands should come up to a few inches below your shoulders at 
the highest part of the arm swing, and to a couple of inches above 
your hips at the low point. Do not move your shoulders from side to 
side and don't allow your hands to cross the centerline of your body 
on the forward arm swing. Such side to side motion wastes energy 
and can throw you off balance, particularly if running on uneven 
trail. Make sure your arms, shoulders, and hands are relaxed through
out each stride and keep your hands slightly cupped. After foot 
strike, allow your heel to drop and contact the ground, then push off 
with the ball of your foot. After push-off, both of your feet will be off 
the ground, the part of the stride cycle called forward recovery. 

When running downhill, lean forward slightly with your whole body 
so as to maintain the 9o-degree alignment of your head-shoulders
hips-ankle with the ground. For uphill running, lean slightly into the 
hill with your whole body so as to form a stable platform with which 
to push yourself up the hill using your quadriceps and calf muscles. 
Avoid leaning over from the waist, which interferes with deep breath
ing and can cause tension in the midsection and shoulders. 

PROPER MECHANICS 

The running stride or cycle consists of two periods, called the support 
phase and the forward recovery phase. During the support phase, one 
foot is in contact with the ground. In the forward recovery phase, the 
trailing foot has left the ground and moves up, forward, and then 
down to its next contact with the ground. (The walking stride differs 
from the running stride in that one foot is always in contact with 
the ground.) Each foot is in contact with the ground for just over a 

quarter of a second for most stride frequencies. Actions that take 
place during the support phase include: knee flexion, tibia rotation, 
pronation of the subtalar joint in the foot, ankle flexion, supination 
of the subtalar joint, locking of the midtarsal joint, inversion of the 
calcaneus (heel bone), hip extension, and knee extension. Motions 
involved in the recovery phase include hip flexion, pelvis rotation, 
knee flexion, knee extension, hamstring contraction, and forward 
movement of the foot and leg. 

Proper mechanics involve moving the body forward, with a minimum 
of vertical motion of the body trunk as a whole. Keep as a mental 
picture the way in which the top of the head of Alberto Salazar stayed 
parallel to the top of the wall of the Queensborough Bridge during 
the New York City marathon. The foot at each foot strike should be 
straight and in line with the direction of forward motion. If the feet 
are turned outwards the distance covered by each stride is reduced 
and more stress occurs on the lower legs and knees (Williams, 1990). 

Considering that all these processes occur in a span of about 0.7 
seconds (at a stride frequency of 180), it can be difficult to know if 
the mechanics of your own running stride are 'normal' or efficient. 
Videotaping can be used to examine the specifics of your stride and 
any changes that occur over a period of training. If you have access to 
a physiology lab, you could have measurements made of your oxygen 
use at different running speeds (see Lore of Running, pp. 28-29, and 
Figure 2.4). Then after doing form drills for several weeks, again have 
physiological tests performed to see if your oxygen costs at several 
running speeds ('efficiency' or 'economy') have improved. 

STRIDE FREQUENCY 

The stride frequency of a runner is the number of times per minute 
that one of their legs completes a stride cycle. The stride length is the 
distance between successive foot strikes of the same foot. Stride fre
quency and stride length increase as speed increases (Cavanagh and 
Kram, 1990). There are a number of variables amongst runners that 
affect which combination of stride length and frequency they employ 
for a particular running velocity. These include leg length, leg muscle 
development, hip flexibility, degree of prior training (both in terms 
of volume and intensity), and state of fatigue (Cavanagh and Kram, 
1990). Most runners develop stride lengths and frequencies that are 
most efficient for their bodies via trial and error over the many hours 
of training. Also consider that shortening or lengthening this opti
mum stride length can raise the energy and oxygen costs of running. 
In particular, under-striding uses too many running cycles to cover a 
particular distance per minute, while over-striding causes deceleration, 
as leg muscles in effect break the momentum of the body to allow it 
to catch up with the planted foot. 

Most runners will have stride frequencies in the range of 160-180 per 
minute. This means that each foot strikes the ground about 80-90 
times per minute. A runner moving at six minutes per mile with a 
stride frequency of 180 would have a stride length of ten feet. Remem-
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ber that the distance between foot strikes of the left and right foot is 
half of this distance, or about five feet. A runner covering ground at 
nine minutes per mile using a stride frequency of 160 would have a 
stride length of7.3 feet. To determine your stride frequency, count the 
number of times your left foot hits the ground in one minute, and 
then multiply by two. Tty running at various speeds over the course 
of a training run, while counting your foot strikes periodically, to get 
an idea of how your stride frequency and stride length change as your 
velocity changes. To change your stride frequency at a given velocity is 
not easy and will take lots of practice. Try doing the quick stride drill 
below a couple of times a week. The drill work might be worth it if 
your current stride frequency is outside of the above range. 

PHYSIOLOGICAL BENEFITS OF GOOD FORM 

Using proper body form and running mechanics lead to better ef
ficiency and economy for a given fitness level. For example, consider 
two runners with the same VO2 max. One runner has a shuffle stride, 
smooth arm swing, and appropriate stride frequency. The other run
ner has a low stride frequency, leans over substantially from the 
waist, and has a high knee lift and ankle kick. In a race, the first run
ner will beat out the second, less efficient runner. By using a more 
economical body posture and running mechanics, the first runner is 
getting more bang for their aerobic buck, even though both runners 
might be moving along at the same percentage of their VO2 max 
during the race. 

A runner with the same VO2 max but better economy will also burn 
less fuel during a race, which is important for races of marathon 
length or greater. The efficient runner will become less fatigued late 
in the race, helping them to finish faster. An efficient, well-balanced 
running stride also puts less stress on running muscles and major 
joints, leading to fewer injuries over the many months a runner 
trains to prepare for an ultra. The difference between inefficient and 
economical mechanics can sometimes be heard. A runner with a 
rough stride will land harshly with their feet slapping the ground. 
An economical runner will glide along, landing softly on each foot 
while using a rhythmic, powerful arm swing to aid leg motions. 
Runners who overstride land more on their heels, which can wear 
down running shoes more quickly. 

A runner may be more or less efficient when running uphill or 
downhill compared with perfectly flat terrain (Gregor, 1970). Econ
omy changes in this case may be due to factors such as doing the 
bulk of training on hills (or flats), body weight distribution, limb 
lengths, and using a stride that is not optimum for the terrain. Us
ing a weak arm swing when running uphill or an arm swing that is 
too vigorous (especially if the arms leave your sides and cross over 
the trunk centerline of your body) on downhills can lead to lower 
running economy. 

DRILLS TO IMPROVE FORM AND MECHANICS 

In the pose drill developed by Romanov (2001), the body is in a 
relaxed S shape while standing on one leg with the other leg in the 
middle of the recove1y phase, with the ankle at mid-calf level. While 
in the pose, check that your head, shoulder, hip, and ankle are in ver
tical alignment and that your weight is on the ball of your foot, with 
your heel slightly lifted off the ground. The position of the heel and 
ball of the foot at contact are important, as this allows the ankle and 
Achilles tendon to act as springs to store kinetic energy as the body 
falls towards the ground with each stride. Your contact point with 
the ground should be close to your center of mass, underneath the 
trunk axis of your body. Your knee, ankle, and hip should be slightly 
flexed while in support. Your upper body should be relaxed with 
your arms hanging naturally, and about a 9o-degree angle formed 
by each elbow. Check each of these pose features using a side-view 

mirror or have a friend or coach help you. Practice holding the pose 
standing on your left leg for ten seconds. Then break the pose and 
walk around for a few seconds. Then resume the pose and hold 
again, and repeat several times. Then switch the support leg, repeat
ing the pose, hold, and break process several times. 

A drill called the Pony (Romanov) is used to practice exchanges of 
support between your legs during the running cycle. Begin in the 
running pose, with the non-support ankle off the ground a few 
inches. Lift the support ankle vertically while transferring your body 
weight to the opposite leg, which is falling to the ground and relaxed. 
Start each exchange by lifting the support leg (ankle), not by pushing 
down on the non-support leg. Focus on lifting the ankle vertically, 
not fo1wards or backwards. The ball of each foot should contact the 
ground first and weight should be shifted without causing muscle 
tension in the non-support leg, until that leg starts to bear weight. An 
advanced form of this drill can be done by eliminating pauses be
tween each exchange of support, by increasing the amount of ankle 
lift, and by adding body lean (see the Romanov article for one leg 
hopping and body leading drills). 

In the foot-tapping drill (Romanov), hold the non-supporting leg 
with the ankle elevated. Then allow this leg to drop to the ground by 
relaxing all the muscles in this leg. Remain standing on the support 
leg and allow the foot of the non-support leg to tap the ground. As 
soon as you tap, fire the hamstring on this leg to elevate it. Seek to 
keep the quadriceps of the non-support leg relaxed during the whole 
motion. Tap with one leg for perhaps a minute, then take a short 
break, and repeat by tapping with the other side. This drill develops 
your ability to make quick, balanced exchange� of support by mini
mizing the effort needed to lift your heels. 

Begin the heel kick drill (Morris) by using a slow jog. Use a short 
stride and bounce on your toes. Raise your heels as high as possible 
behind your body. Try to get your heels to bounce off your buttocks. 
Most of the movement should be done using your lower legs with 
little upper leg motion. You should move forward slowly, covering 
30 to 50 meters. Repeat this distance a few times. This drill helps 
you improve range of motion in your lower legs while developing 
a better sense of the motion and location of your ankles during the 
running cycle. The quick stride drill (Morris) is useful if you want 
to increase the quickness of your foot strike or increase your stride 
frequency. Start out at a slow jog. Increase your stride rate so that you 
take as many strides in 25 meters distance as possible. Focus on foot 
speed and quickness. Repeat several times. 

Developing an economical running stride is a matter of combining 
good running form and proper biomechanics of the legs and arms. 
Benefits of form work include improved balance and coordination 
while running on all surfaces, lower impact forces on the body (few
er injuries), and faster race times. Unnecessaty movements will be 
eliminated and quickness will be added to your stride. Form drills 
are a great way to retrain your nervous system to complete the cor
rect sequence of motions with good timing. The cooler months of 
the year are a fine time to add form drills to your routine, as many 
runners are completing lower volume/intensity training. 
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"Crotty Dental" Bruny Island 64km race - Bob Lee and David 
Brelsford keep each other company 

Michael Lovric runs the Dwellingup JOO miles in WA 

Touching his nose on the lighthouse - a traditional finish 

for David Brelsford 

Photo from Vlastik Skvarils 's "Running and Holidays" 
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Kurrawa to Duranbah 

overall winner David Eadie 


